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6870 6l3-;. On 28 September Thailand again requested 

revision cf River Mekong boundary but dropped 

subject cf Laos and Cambodia until the position 

of French Indo-China is altered. 

6975 628 Statement of Japanese foreign policy up.3 made 

by Japanese Foreign Ministry on 28 September con-

cerning establishment cf Greater -̂ ast Asia Cc-

Prcsperity Sphere; economic agreement with French 

Indo-China and the Netherlands East Indies; in-

creased coalition .ith Thailand; plans for Japa-

nese control cf areas in southern .usia; instigate 

independence movement in French Indo-Chiua so 

France will renounce its right therein; plans for 

bases in Thailand; Strcits Settlements to be 

placed under direct control cf Japan. 

6817 868--. On 1 October the T0tal tfar Research Institute 
i 

was promulgated under the Frime Minister's ad-

ministration to control basic study and research 

in connection with national total wrr and shall 

control the education and training cf officials 

and ethers in connection .viva national total 

war; personnel requirements, etc. 

On 1 October HCSHINO was also Director of 

Total <«cr Institute. 
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i. cabinet meeting ef 3 October was held en 

"Outline fcr the Economic Construction of Japan, 

Manchukuc and China." 

Decisions were zns.de tc accomplish this con-

struction by perfection of reorganization of 

national occncay organization and strengthening 

of sphere of self-existence, expansion and or-

ganization of the Ecst i.sia Co-Prosperity Sphere. 

On 7 October a councillor cf the Erench Embassy 

at Tokyo notified the Japanese cf the 26 September 

bembing and' they paid French 33,000 pesos compen-

sation money. 

Memo from -v'iehl cf German Foreign Ministry of 

8 Cctcb^r related to trade between Japan and 

Germany. It shows close economic cooperation 

between J •.-pan and Germany in var material field 

and also that Japan contemplated at time cf 

signin_ the •'•ri-Partite Pact that such a treaty 

would react unfrvorrbly against Japan's trade. 

On 10 October in a message from the Japanese 

Embassy to the United States Department of State, 

the former stated that it is difficult to concede 

that U. S. measures with re^crd tc iron and steel 

scrap were modified solely in the interests cf 

national d.fonse - in view of the situation of 

iron and steel, their supply and demand, and the 

volume shipped tc Japan. 
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On 11 October, France again refused Thailand's 

demands of 13 September; thus situation grew tense 

and Thailand concentrated troops on the French 

Indc-China border. 

Grew informed MAT&U0K.'* on 11 October that the 

setting up of a complete and discriminatory con-

trol of exchange had caused ..merican trade in 

North China to ccme tc a virtual halt, faeriean 

enterprise had been driven from Manchuria, reduced 

tc insignificant proportions in North China, and 

now it appears Japan intends tc force the United 

States out of Shanghai. 

On 15 October, OKw, Rear Admiral, v/cs appointed 

Chief of General and Military Affairs Bureau of 

Navy Ministry and assistant to Navy Minister in 

the Imperial Headquarters; also (3 November) Sec-

retary of the National General Mobilization 

Council. 

The Van Mock bock states that tbo .Dutch and 

Japanese delegations mot from 14-16 October under 

the chairmanship of Kbbayashi and Van Mcok. , The 

Japanese delegation stated that despite the Tri-

partite Pact, Japan wantod firm friendly relations 

with the Netherlands East Indies and wishes for 

cr—existence and co-prosperity. The Netherlands, 

stated that while the Tri-Partite Pact raised 

serious misgivings, they were -filling to continue 

negotiations if it could be understood Japan had 

110 hostile intentions nor claims leadership over 

Netherlands East Indies. The Netherlands requested 
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Japan to sub.:;it a list of points to bo discussed 

but oil could bo treated separately if desired. 

On 16 October by Presidential proclamation an 

embargo '/as placed on all iron and steel scrap 

except t. th~ western hemisphere and Great Britain. 

Octobcr 18 telegram from Kobayashi to RuTSUOKA 

regarding the urgency of placing the Netherlands 

East Indies within the Greater East Asia Cc-

Pror-.erity Sphere end in order to accomplish this 

Japan's economic powers should be deeply implanted 

in the Netherlands Indies. Certain items requested 

in the budget cf th.. next fiscal year should mate-

rialise, 

An ordinance concerning operation of funds of 

banks and other financial institutions wore pro-

mulgated on 19 October and provided that all 

financial institutions were required to adjust 

their investment policies in accordance with 

the directives of the minister cf Finance. 

On 20 October, two days after accepting the 

Netherlands proposals regarding negotiations, 

Hohnyashi, the Chief Japanese delegate, loft 

for Japan, 

On 21 Octobcr a note was given by the Japanese 

delegation to the Netherlands, stating their ap-

preciation for the Netherlands explanation of 

the petroleum situation on 7 October. It went 

on t:: state that Mulrai had found wide differences 

in the proposals of the twe countries and that 

the proposed quantity of aviation gas and crude 
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oil to Japan is almost nil. Japan would like the 

Netherlands to comply with her proposals. Also 

Japan is hindered in her exploitations of oil wells 

011 account cf the Netherlands policy of allocating 

spheres of interest to existing companies and is 

anxious to obtain rights to unexplored territories 

as well as government reserves. Murai is ready to 

enter into negotiations. 

On 24 October Grew informed LL.TSUOEA that since 

1 October Japanese regulations governing control 

of inspections and shipments of raw materials for 

light industries in North China arc destined to 

result in large financial losses unless modified. 

A Cabinet decision cf -'5 October stated that 

the Netherlands East Indies must from the economic 

standpoint become a part cf the Greater East -sia 

Cc-Prcsperity Sphere. Measures must be taken to 

stop Netherlands East Indies depending on the 

European-American economic bloc and all restric-

tions removed which hinder Japan's economic activi-

ties. Japan must be allowed to purchase agricul-

tural products, obtain special cooperation from 

Netherlands East Indies in export of merchandise, 

obtain entry to unopened ports, have more freedom 

in fishing industry, inaugurate an air service, 

and- although net including Netherlands East Indies 

in the yen bloc, must try'to ple.ee exchange control 

under Japan's guidance and Netherlands East Indies 
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11837 1317 banks should establish credit to the Japanese and 

give them financial facilities. Third Powers' 

interest in the Netherlands East Indies must be 

stopped and newspaper propaganda on j»nti-Japanese 

view controlled. Various measures such as in-

viting influential natives to Japan and by 

propaganda oi-o t<r, be res. rted to, and the economic 

policy is aimed tc establish the Co-Prosperity 

Sphere and expand Japanese interests. 

II834, 1316 On 2j October Saito cabled IvL'.TSUOKA referring 

11835 to wlurai : s telegram to the Chief of Fuel ..ffairs 

Bureau that from the standpoint cf the indus-

trialist it is most reasonable, but it is neces-

sary that further consideration bo given from 

the strategical standpoint, x'he application for 

prospecting in indicated areas may arouse 

Netherlands Fast Indies' suspicion, end those in 

Batavia think it necessary that Japan fortify 

certain areas in Dutch New Guinea etc. with 

plenes and plain-clothes troops for r strategical 

bcc-G for operation against the Dutch. large 

investigation is necessary and Saito advocated that 

prospecting rights be acquire! for whole areas, 

taking into consideration strategical standpoint 

when selecting districts. 
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11734 1299-i. 4-.1i article in Yemiui newspaper of 27 October 

written by O S H m justifying the "Tri-Part?te 

-lliance as a peaceful instrument and stating 

that Japan must establish a new order in East 

4.3ia - relationship of mutual harmony end 

prosperity must be established with French Indo-

Chiua, Netherlands East Indies and the South Sea 

Islands to be settled with the new order in 

Europe and consultations with Germany and Italy. 

The ioda must unite in their efforts since the 

prosecution of the war in Europe is closely bound 

with the a&.i order in Eas-t Asia. 

11331 1309-4. On 29 October Murai requested thct certain 

uncommitted oil territories in Borneo, Celebes, 

Dutch New Guinea, -roo. Archipelago and the 

Schouten -rchipolago be considered as Japan's 

Sphere of interest, Japan would like acknowl-

edgement of these spheres of interest for her 

in order to explore rnd exploit them and requests 

that the necessary steps according to the mining 

law be taken. Ja^an may consider the capital 

participation of Netherlands Erst Indies in these 

enterprises. Jr^an Tjculd also like shares in 

the N* V. Neclerlandshe Indische -i.rdolio 

Maatschappij end requests terms and conditions. 
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Announcement cf Cabinet Information Bureau 

N :. 5, November stated that new a net; phase has 

been entered since the signing cf the Tri-Partite 

Pact. Cabinet Council have decided on summary 

of the program for economic construction embracing 

Ja^an, ̂ ancLukuc and China. 

At a ministers' conference on 5 November 

(T0J0 War Minister)- it was decided to help 

Thailand in her boundary fight with French Indo-

china and isak-; her cooperrte politically and 

economically in establishment of a new order in 

East Asia. 

The Chief of Staff of the Kwantung r̂.ay on 

5 November cabled the Vice Minister cf War Anami 

concerning change cf ambassadors to Manchiikuo. 

On 7 November KIMUBA was appointed to Japan-

MancLukuo Economic Joint Committee, and Lrnd 

Development Committce. 

Vice ar Minister telegraphed to the Chief of 

Staff of the Kwantung -urny on 8 November stating 

change in ambassadors tc Manchukuo was approved. 

On 15 November Grew complained tc MATSUCSA 

that merchandise owned by U. S. ictcrests is 

being refused to re-export permits from Indo-

Chinr. as a result of Japanese pressure, and re-

quested stops be taken to' put an end to this 

interference. 

On 15 Ncvember the Netherlands Minister recom-

mended tc the Vice Foreign Minister in Tokyo that 

the negotiations be discontinued, since they were 

at a standstill for lack cf subject matter. 
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On 19 November France refused Japan's request 

to cede territory to Thailand. 

On 20 November a verbal note stated that a new 

specirl envoy had been appointed by the Japanese 

for the Netherlands negotiations in order to speed 

up the proceedings. 

On 21 November OKA was appointed Councillor 

tc the Cabinet Planning Board. 

« telegram from Ctt to German Foreign Ministry 

of 21 November was introduced to show how German 

aid to Japan against French Indo-China and Siam 

served as a springboard for attack on Singapore. 

Discusses Japanese and Anglo-Saxon efforts to win 

Thailand over to their side. 

The second Four-Minister (T0J0, A'ar Minister) 

conference was held on 21 November where it wrs 

decided to help Thailand tc gain control cf Pro-

bang and Pakuse as well, provided she agreed to 

Japanese demands. 

On 22 November, Sir -Robert Craigie in a memo-

randum to the Japanese Foreign Minister, gave a 

survey of the very large number of outstanding 

Anglo-Japanese cases in china, acme d: ting back 

to 1938, and Japanese laxity in settling them, 

he enumerates many by date and location. 

On 26 November, Gr0w protested to MAT3U0KA on 

the arresting of the •"merieon vice Consul and 

United Press correspondent in Hanoi. 

Cn 23 November a clash occurred between French 

Indo-China and Thailand troops in the vicinity of 

Laos. 
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1x345 13C)— On 26 November, Yoshizawa was appointed 

Japanese special envoy for the Netherlands 

negotiations. 

6427 56l i. conference between ffeizsackcr ana -^nbassadcr 

Kurusu cf 29 November showed th. t within several 

months after the conclusion _f the -'•'ri-Partite 

alliance, collaboration between the three powers 

was taking the definite course of preparation 

for Japanese advance through the region south 

of China as a prerequisite-for an attack on 

Singapore. Conclusion cf Sine-Japanese and 

Russo-Japanese agreement would pave the way for 

these advances. 

5323. 464 On 30 November a joint tretty was concluded 

5327 465 between Japan and the new Japanese controlled 

40 government of China, and joint declaration of 

governments of Japan, Manchukuo and Japanese 

controlled China as part . f plan of establishing 

a "New Order in ̂ ast Asia." 

4793 39o On 9 Docember, the U. S. consul at Tsinan made 

a report on the cultivation, sale and use of 

opium in the Tsinan Consular District. 

8607 Liobert On 10 December, the U. S. embargo on iron -ud 

steel was placed under licensing system. 

560 telegram from Ctt of 13 December concerned 

the invaluable work O S H m and SHIPu.TORI have 

done and ccn do as ambassadors in Berlin and Home, 

and urged OSHIwL. to once more accept post as am-

bassador to Germ?ay because of his understanding 

cf German-Japanese policy. 
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In Decenber 1940 SHERATORI, Toshio wrote an 

article entitled, "The Three Power Pact and the 

World of Tomorrow" which was published in the 

publication "Contemporary Japan", regarding the 

treaty between Japan-Germany-Italy concluded in 

Berlin on 27 September. 

3001 243 A telegram was sent on l6 December from the 

Chief of Staff of the Kwantung Army to the Vice 

Minister of War and Vice-Chief of the ay 

General Staff concerning trade pact between 

Japan, Manchukuo and China and Germany. 

9778 1036 On 17 December Grew reiterated to MATSUOKA 

his complaint of 15 November concerning export 

permits from Indo-China for United States goods. 

7930 787 * Privy Council meeting attended by TOJO was 

held on 18 December at which MATSUOKA stated 

that relations with USSR should be regulated 

at the moment when USSR sees no menace in Japan. 

6449 567 Telegram from Ott to -"eich Ministry on 19 

December tells of Japanese Foreign Minister's 

plans to visit Rome and Berlin to coordinate 

Tri-Partite Pact and overcome deadlock in 

negotiations with China and Russia. 

On 20 December 0SHE.IA was reappointed Envoy 

Extra-ordinary and .Ambassador Plenipotentiary 

in Germany. 
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41'if io:J On 20 December an agreement was made providing. 

for the establishment of a general commission and 

two technical commissions to be formed under the 

provisions cf Article IV of the Tri-Partite Pact. 

on 21 December HXBiJSTLMA. was appointed Home 

Minister. SUZUKI, Lt. General, was appointed 

Director General cf China Affairs Board and 

Councillor of ̂ 'otal ̂ ar Research Bureau. 

6269, On 26 December MUTQ w;:s appointed Councillor 

6270 of the Scuth Seas Bureau cf the Overseas Affairs 

Ministry and OKA was appointed Councillor of the 

Bureau of Southern Colonization, the Overseas 

Affair Ministry. 

6451 568 Telegram from Ott to Reich Ministry cf 31 

December stated that the Foreign Minister was 

preparing to leave for Berlin. 

10194 1123-A SHIM-'-BA stated in interrogation that Yamamotc 

submitted his plan for Pearl Harbor to the 

General Staff in January 1941. 

8096 Sejima Sojima stated in direct examination that he 

incinerated plans f~r the Japanese attack on the 

USSR planned tc take place in 1939* t h Q 

plan, it appeared that Japan had contemplated 

an attack against "Far East-Russia" occupying 

Voroshilcv, Vladivostok, etc. His position at 

the time was in Military Operation Section whore 

he was in charge of the safeguarding and burning 

of secret papers; in-this Capacity he was told 

in the Spring of 1941 to destroy aforesaid plans, 

which he rood befcre doing; sc. 
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Sejima testified to the plan for the attack en 

the Maritime Provinces and agaicot Russia prepared 

in 1941* Offensive to be taken in Sui Ren Ho 

district and extended towards Blagoveshchensk and 

Rubyshevska. Plan wes an offensive plan, and the 

one for the following year was on the same lines. 

The :rders of Restriction of Publication in 

newspapers and others, otherwise known as.Imperial 

Ordinance Number 37 was enacted on 10 January and 

prohibited publication cf any news which might 

hinder conduct of foreign affairs or national 

policies, cr conduct of financial and economic 

policies and that which must be kept secret from 

foreign countries. 

On 13 January a Liaison Conference was held 

attended by T0J0, MUTO and OKA. 

Address made by MATSUOKA on the occasion of a 

farewell party f^r OSHIMA en his departure for 
» 

Germany on 15 January. MATSUOKA wished OSHIMA 

well and reiterated the confidence CSHUvlA had 

gained from the German government, their pleasure 

at his appointment and the importance of his 

mission to further cement German-Japanese rela-

tions . 

Communication from Chief of Intendance Bureau, 

War ministry to Ministry of Finance - Chief 

Finance Bureau, 16 January', requested confiden-
« 

tial preparation of original plates cf military 

currencies to be used in unspecified areas. 
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On l6 January, the new Japanese delegation 

to the Netherlands East Indies headed by 

Yoshisawa presented a memorandum on their 

requests- It stated that in view cf the fact 

that the Netherlands East Indies is thinly 

populated a^A undeveloped, Japan is of the 

opinion that if she participates in the ex-

ploitation and development cf these islands 

great benefit will be reaped by both countries, 

therefore she makes the following proposals: 

That the entry cf Japanese nationals into 

Netherlands East Indies be greatly facilitated, 

restrictions on medical practice be removed so 

Japanese medicos can practice in Netherlands 

East Indies, Japanese be afforded favorable 

treatment in Japanese-Netherlands East Indies 

joint enterprises, mining projects be allowed, 

unrestricted fishing permitted, air service 

established by Japanese, ports opened to 

Japanese, submarine cables laid, establishment 

of Japanese businesses facilitated, import 

quotas arranged, and friendly customs treatment 

afforded Japanese imports. 

Liaison Conferences were held on l6, 17 and 19 

January, attended by HHUiTOM*. and TOJC. 

TOJC stated in interrelation, that at the 

time he had agreed with M^JJSUOKA'e speech cf 

January when he stated the' Tri-Partite Pact was 

the realisation of the ideal of Hakko Ichiu. 
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4386 425 On 21 January the U. S„ Treasury Attache in 

Shanghai issued a report on the opium monopoly 

distribution there. He attached a Chinese 

Enclosure signed by Lee Ming. 

11740 1300 In a speech to the Diet by MATSUOEA on 21 

January t.e stated that the Netherlands East 

Indies and French Indo-China should be intimately 

and inseparably related with Japan. Kobayoshi 

(Minister of Commerce and Industry) had been sent 

t. the Netherlands East Indies tc discuss nego-

tiations for purchase of oil, but had been 

obliged te return when the negotiations were at 

a definite stage and had been replaced by 

Yoshizawa, 

9613 1003 On 22 January, Ambassador Nomura was instructed 

tc try to make the President and other people 

appreciate the fact that if, as it seems, there is 

no means cf finding mutual understanding between 

Japan and the United States, then Japan has to 

join with countries other than the United States 

and Great Britain. Japan, in crder te prevent 

war, and fcr her own defense, had decided to 

contract an alliance with the Axis. Whereas, 

Japan's actions in China were considered to be 

aggressive and unjust, her actions there were 

based entirely on the desi're to build the 

Greater East Asia Cc-Prosperity Sphere on the 

principle of "The World Uixder One Roof0 and she 
x *• 

was not thinking of excluding foreigners from 

this region. 
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On 22 January, tiie Cabinet decided tc enforce 

a population increase policy tc insure a source 

of military strength as part of Japan's General 

Military Preparations - Goal was set as 100,000,000 

domestic population by i960. 

On 23 January, MATfUOKA, rdUTO and 0KA were 

appointed Japanese members of joint Japan-German-

It alj, Ccnmittee in Tokyo, and 0SHBL» to similar 

Committee in Berlin. 

Memo of Weizsacker dated 23 January which 

stated the Japcne^a AQbass^cHr mentioned a con-

versation between Ott and the V i ^ For^i^n 

Minister, the British influence on Vichy must be 

prevented since Japan's advance in the direction 

of Singapore necessitates use cf Malacca Penin-

sula and the passage through Indc-China and 

Siam. 

Liaison Conference of 23 January attended by 

HHUNUMA and T0J0. 

An extract from the Japan Times and Advertiser 

of 23 January stated that the fundamental princi-

ples of Japan's population policy were decided at 

Cabinet meeting after H0SHIN0, President cf the 

Cabinet Planning Board and the Welfare, Education 

and War (TOJC) Ministers gave explanations and 

8451 852 Communication No. 2. Top Secret Sanctioned, 

24 January bee ring seals of several prominent 

officials referred tc the subject of prepara-

tion and printing of military currency notes 
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and is acknowledgment of the communication and 

the matt rs contained therein by the several 

officials. 

On 27 January 1941, Yos-izawa cabled M^TSUOKA 

that since the more favorable positicn of the 

-Hies through the defeat of Italy in the 

Mediterranean and increased United States aid, 

Netherlands East Indies had evidenced a strange 

attitude towards Japan and is even expressing 

her opposition on every ueasure. Unless Japan 

adepts determined pleasures not only the nego-

tiations development, but also the development 

of relations would be difficult. 

MATSUOKA instructed the Japanese delegate 

in Batavia en 23 Janu-.ry that Yoshizawa should 

absolutely refrain from using expressions that 

wculd deny Japan's hegemony within the Greater 

East Asia Sphere when speaking te outsiders. 

A Liaison Conference was held on 30 January 

attended by T0J0, HIR JTCMA, MUTC and OKA. 

Telegram from Leahy in Paris tc Secretary of 

State, Washington, cf 23 January re German re-

fusal .to allow French troops to enter French 

Indo-China, as if they do not wish t: have 

French defense strengthened there. 

Telegrams frem German Ambassador in Tokyo tc 

the Reich Foreign Minister, dated 31 January, 

shewing that the Japanese Government and people 

were united behind 'the Tri-Partite Pact and 

SHIRATOPI led the demand for attack on Singapore 

190 
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6429 and thu:j inspired the rooking cf a research study 

cf such an attack by the Military Specialists of 

the German Embassy in Tokyo. Scnflicticn with 

United States increased. 

11744 1303 KIDO stated in his diary cf 1 February that 

Prince Fushimi, Premier Koncye and General 

Sugiyama reported to the -^mpercr the policy 

which wes decided at the Liaison Conference of 

30 January regarding French Indo-China and 

Thailand. 

44 The use „f naval and air bases was decided and 

the grasping cf the opportunity afforded Japan 

by French Indc-China and Thailand having accepted 

arbitration would contribute to the preparation 

fcr the southward policy. 

11057 1103 A Liaison Conference was held cn 3 February 

attended by TO JO, HIRANUEa/i, MUTQ and OKA. 

11852 1309-A Cn 3 February the Netherlands answered the 

Japanese proposal of lo January. This memoran-

dum stated that while the Netherlands wished tc 

afford neutrals improved economic relations, 

consideration must be given to the progress and 

emancipation cf the Netherlands East Indies 

people and the maintenance of a strict non-dis-

crimination affording' nc preponderance of 

foreign activity in any economic field. The 

Netherlands refuted the Japanese statement that 

the Netherlands East Indies were net developed 

and stated it was self-supporting. While there 

ia naturally room for improvement, it was pointed 
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out that agricultural emigrants to Java were 

50,p00 persons a year and still increasing and 

Netherlands East Indies is not in need of immi-

gration. Japan's share in imports is larger due 

to the buying power by exports by Netherlands 

East Indies to third countries. 

On 3 February copper, brass, zinc, nickel, and 

potash were placed on the embargo list by Presi-

dential proclamation. 

On 5 February MATSUOKA was appointed Japanese 

mediator in dispute between Prance and Siam. 

Telegram from Ott to German Foreign Office, 

dated 6 February regarding Japan's plans to obligate 

Ft iico' a ad Thailand by secret _:gree..ient ,,hereby they 
Third Power. 

va.ll make no 'military or political agreement with a/ 

Yoshizawa cabled MATSUOKA on 6 February reporting 

that MATSUOKA1s speech on the Co-Prosperity Sphere 

had caused a great shock in the Netherlands East 

Indies end has been greatly publicized. He went 

on to complain of other irritating press re-

leases and stated that the Dutch Minister, doubt-

ing Japan's intent, has requested recognition by 

Japan of the exiled government as the de jure and 

de facto government. Armed force seems to be the 

only way to make the Netherland East Indies a 

member of the Co-Prosperity Sphere and full 

preparations must first be made to meet thi3 

eventuality. Otherwise Japan will have to choose 

peaceful economic negotiations, however unsatis-

factory. If the latter case is so then speeches 
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II858 1319 and actions must conform to this policy to aid 

negotiations. The most recent developments in 

Tokyo do rot cover this aim. 

9782 1039 In a proposal from An.hony Fden to SHIGEMIT5U 

on 7 February it is stated that a lthough at the 

outset the British Ambassador had hoped the new 

cabinet would cooperate and settle problems 

peacefully, subsequent happenings reported to 

him did not illustrate this intention. The 

signing of the i'ri-Partite Pact and the attitude 

that only Japan is entitled to mediate in affairs 

in the Far East can not be overlooked. In regard 

to the Far Eastern situation, Britain wishes to 

moke it clear that although she has territories 

in the F a r East, she harbors no aggressive intent, 

and has no objection to Japan formulating her 

own policy, but hopes that it will not lead to 

a terrible di saster. 

9739 1040 On 7 F e b r u a r y 3HIGEMITSU replied to Eden, 

stating th't he was r.ct awar... of such a critical 

situation and that England failed to understand 

Japan's intentions. -Vhile Britain accused Japan 

:f cooperating with her enemies, she had con-

sistent ly cooperated with Japan's enemies. 

Geographically, Japan should lead Asia, and this 

does not differ from the special interests which 

Britain and the United Ctftes feel to their 

neighbourIng countvie3. 
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Telegram MATSUOKA to Nomura of 7 February tells 

him to impress upon the U. th. t Japan is not so 

exhausted by the China fighting as ir. supposed there. 

Japan has no intention of fighting the 13. and 

they should co-operate lest the U.S.S.R. should 

bolshovize all China. 

Telegram from German Ambassador, Tokyo, dated 

9 February regarding Japanese desire to assist 

Germany in getting rubber end other raw materials; 

telegram from Berlin approving Japanese intention 

in agreement with F r a n c e and Thailand and these 

countries would make no agreements with third 

powers, awaiting further news on affairs in Indo-

China. 
\ 

Telegram from Ott to Reich Minister d .ted 10 

February states that MATSUOKA is to leave shortly 

for Berlin to discuss mainly: tsl) attitude of 

Tri-Partite partners to Ai:er;'.ca; (2) ; ttempts to 

keep America out of the war. If this is unavoid-

able, Japan is considering a preventative attack 

on Singapore to eradicate the United States from 

the Pacific. (3) termination of china conflict. 

On 13 February Yoshizowa cabled MATSUOKA, stat-

ing that the Netherlands East Indies were now much 

closer to the United States and Great Britain and 

that the South Seas problem, particularly Nether-

lands East Indies, is an important cause for 

United States expansion of naval ships. Nether-

lands East Indies is more inclined towards being 

in United States hands than Japanese, since they 
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can expect positive aid from United States and 

Britain. Success of the negotiations, due to 

Netherlands East Indies following United States 

attitude, seems remote and the only means of 

settlement left is for Japan to exercise her 

real power. No success can be obtained in 

negotiations by Japan shouting for a co-pros-

perity sphere under her leadership. 

•Hi article from the Japanese-owned newspaper 

"Little Critic" of 13 February gives indication 

that Japanese residents at Tsingtao were opposed 

to present Japanese narcotic policy. 

Cn 13 -February MATSU0KA cabled SHIGMITSU, in-

forming him that he intended to see Crr.igie a 

few days and asked 3HIGEMITSU to hand Eden his 

telegram No. 47 and explain the reason he expressed 

so unreserved an opinion is that he felt so close 

tc him. He stated ^raigie's report was a fantasy 

and groundless. SHIGEMITSL1 is tc make verbal 

representation that Japan has no intention to 

mj.ke trouble with England. 

Liaison Conference was held on 13 February 

attended by T0J0, HIRANTMA, M U T 0 and CKk. 

In a memorandum of 14 ̂ ebruary of Hull, he 

stated that the ̂ resident had informed the new 

Japanese Embassador on his visit to him that 

Americans were concerned about Japanese move-

ments south to -'ranch Indo-^hina, etc., and her 

entry into the Tri-Partite' Pact. In view of 

these situations it might be wise for the State 
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'798 1043 Department officials to frankly conf r with him 

(the embassador) to see if relations could be 

improved. 

9797 1042 Grew informed mTSUOKA on 13 February that 

Japanese officials in Indo-China continued their 

interference in granting permits to United States 

firms„ 

9804 1045 On 14 February MATSUOKA cabled Nomura in 

Washington and stated that he had urged at a 

recent Diet session reconsideration of Japan's 

attitude towards the United States; He set out 

a list of points which Nomura was to make clear 

to the United States Government. These points 

embraced the natioLal policy of Japan and her 

determination to carry it out, also the fact that 

the China war had not exhausted Japan's supplies. 

6446 565 Telegram from German Ambassador, Tokyo, to 

German Foreign Ministry of 17 February concerning 

difficulty or arranging treaty due to Thailand's 

o::cei::'.:ive demands. Hope to effect compromise and 

press Vichy Regime to accept. 

10043 H O I M.TSU0KA, in a reply to Eden of 17 February, 

stated that Japan is surprised at Britain's con-

cern over the Ear Eastern situation, based on 

reports of embassador Craigie. He stated that 

Japan was also anxious over British and United 

States movements in the Pacific and South Seas, 

and some quarters aro advocating the.* Japan take 

stops to meet the worst in these regions. He 

again stated Japan's peaceful intentions and her 
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motto is "no conquest, no oppression, no exploi-

tation." Japan is ready to act as a mediator 

anywhere, and he hoped England would agree that 

there is a grave responsibility to restore peace, 

which can only be fulfilled by a wise and 

courageous statesmanship willing to be accommo-

dating and generous. 

MATSUGKA stated in a telegram to SHIGEMITSU on 

17 February that Craigie's report seemed to be based 

the idea that Japan wanted military bases in 

French Indo-China and Thailand, and he did not 

know en what grounds Craigie had based this 

report. When the Vice-Minister stated this was 

based on speeches and actions of military men who 

controlled Japan's diplomacy, MATSUOKA stated he 

could find nothing to substantiate this. 

On 18 February MATLUOKA cabled SHIGEMITSU 

concerning a conversation with Craigie to dis-

cuss Japanese-English relations. Japan accused 

England of misinterpretation of her actions and 

when Craigie inquired*if Japanese mediation policy 
/ 

in the French Indo-Chint'se-Siam conflict would not 

reap exorbitant compensation, MATSUOKA stated that 

Japan's real reward would be in the restoration of 

peace. 

On 19 February SHIGEMITSU was appointed Ambas-

sador to China. 

A Liaison Conference was held on 20 February 

attended by TOJC, HIL-.NUMA, MUT0 and OKA. 
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Craigie wrote MATSUOKA on 21 February with 

respect to the presense of British troops near 

the Malaya-Thailand border. A communique which 

had been issued by Thailand regarding their 

presence stated in effect rboth countries still 

respect the Treaty and pact of non-aggression 

concluded between one another*, while the 

Japanese press had misquoted this by stating, 

''Great Britain should respect the Ncn-Aggression 

Tre ty "hich she concluded with Thailand." 

Report of conversation at Berlin between 

OSHIMA and Weizsaeker on 22 February shows close 

Gennan-Japan collaboration plans for Russian 

Pact, settlement of China matters, and plans for 

capturing Hong Kong and Singapore. 

Liaison Conference, of 23 February attended by 

TCJOr HIPANIMA, MUTO and OKA. 

Excerpt frcm conference of Ribbentrcp and 

OSHIMA of 23 February in which Ribbentrop refers 

tc Germany's victory cn continent as conclusion 

of Tri-Partite Pact being greet advantage to 

Japan. Whereas in former times Japan's friend-

ship enabled Germany tc re-arm after Anti-

Comintern Pact, Germ:ny:s victory has e?*ainated 

France as a power in Asia and greatly weakened 

English strength, allowing Japan to advance 

closer to Singapore. 

An interchange of communications between 

Japan and Britain of '24 February stated that 

Churchill was pleased to see that MATSUOKA sees 
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9821 1049 no reason to feel any untoward developments in the 15a. 
There is no question of Britain's attacking in 
the Ear East end Britain's concern was not only 

based on Cpaigie's reports, but on events in the 

Ear East. Britain is fighting to overthrow a 

system of lawlessness and violence abroad and 

tyranny at homo and to gain no personal advan-

tage. 

9819 1048 ExiIGEvmToU cabled MATSUOKA on 24 February and 

related a conversation with Premier Churchill in 

which the latter expresses regret at the present 

worsening of Anglo-Japanese relations. He stated 

that measures in Singapore were merely defensive, 

and Britain had never taken any offensive policy 

towards Japan. England would emerge victorious 

from the present conflict and the mediation sug-

gested by MATSUCKA would not arise. 

9826 1050 OSHUvL; informed MATSUQKA in a telegram of 25 

February that he had stressed various matters con-

cerning Japanese-German relations with Pibbentrop. 

He told the latter that Japan is absolutely 

faithful tc the Tri-Partite Pact and everyone 

is moving forward to the realization of the 

national policy with the pact as a keynote tc 

foreign relations. 

9328 1051 On 25 February SHIGEMITSU cabled MATSUQKA and 

told him that he had informed Churchill that 

MATSUCKA ' s offer was not one of mediation. 

SHIGEMITSU pointed out that most problems be-

tween England and Japan had arisen out cf the 

China situation and he regretted England had 
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9o23 1051 been giving concrete assistance to China. The 

time had come for a constructive policy in the 

Pacific through goodwill and mutual understand-

ing. Churchill stated Britain had kept strictly 

neutral in this situation and that Japan's in-

tentions after the Tri-Partite Pact had been so 
« 

vague that both Britain and the United States had 

become suspicious. 

479? 393 Report from American Consul Tslngtao to Secre-

tary of State on 2b February regarding New Opium 

Prohibition Bureau inaugurated at Tsingtao. 

Criticism of enforcement of opium restrictions. 

9835 1G53 Proposition of 27 February by SHIGEMITSU to 

Churchill stated that MATSUOKA wished to state 

that there was no hint of his readiness tc act 

as mediator. MATSUOKA wished to reiterate what 

he had said before on the Tri-Partite Pact; it 

was a peace pact to prevent a third power frcm 

entering the European Wa r c r Siao-Japanese con-

flict. 

9833 10.52 On 27 February Grew cabled Hull and related a 

conversation with MATSUOKA, who had interpreted 

the stationing of British troops on the 

Malaya-Thailand border, amd the reinforcement 

of Singapore, as offensive measures. Grew ex-

pressed amazement at thi3 and stated that the 

United States should be guided by facts and ac-

tions relating to Japan's 'southward advance and 

her occupation of many par*ts of Indo-China. 
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iHiZ> , 2 Telegram from Ribbentrop to German Ambacser. r, 

Tokyo, dated 27 Februaiy regardiag encouraging 

Japan at all costs to take early possession of 

Singapore, 

6456 571 Extract from report of conversations between 

GSHIMA and Ribbentrop on 28 February states that 

after agreement made with Russia, Germany felt 

herself secure on the continent; bombing cf 

England caused sericus retard in her war effort; 

Japan needed by Germany in order to cut off 

England's possessions in the Far East, advocation 

of early attack en Singapore. 

On 1 March HATA was appointed Commander-in-

Chief of the China Expeditionary Army. 

7568 721-A Excerpt from Military Topographical Data for 

the purpose of landing operations in the Northern 

Sea, Vol. 2, March - which contains military topo 

graphical data necessary for landing operations 

in 15 districts of the Soviet peninsula Kanchatka 

Seizure planned by Japanese eneral Staff. 

ll057 II03 Liaison Conference cf 2 March attended by 

TCJO, HIRiNUMA & MUTO. 

.6469 573 Directive issued by Hitler's headquarters, 3 

March, concerning collaboration between Germany 

and Japan, showing directives for cooperati >_a 

with Japan which directly resulted from the 

OSHIMA-Ribbentrop conference: (1) mutual pla:.s 

cf action; (2) Japanese seizure of raw materials; 

and (3) conquest of Singapore. 
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9841 1054 MATSUOKA cabled Nomura on 4 March desiring that 

Nomura, in answering certain types of questions act 

in concert with him since he had answered affirma-

tively when asked whether Japan would participate 

in the war if the United State.? should attack 

Germany. 

6635 600 Letter from1 German Ambassador to Vice Foreign 

Minister of 5 March showing that Boltze replaced 

Ott as German Ambassador, when latter was absent 

in Germany. 

110^7 1103 Liaison Conference of 6-7 March attended by 

MUTO, IIIRANUMA, T0J0. 

9842 1055 A newspaper announcement with respect to the 

new mobilization law of 8 March stated that de-

tailed regulation of the National Mobilization 

Law will be enforced on March 20. 

98 On March 8 new Peace Preservation Law was pro-

mulgated, 

9843 I056 A memorandum of Hull of March 8 related to a 

conversation with Nomura in which Hull inquired 

whether he considered the United States could sit 

back and watch two or three large military forces 

being assembled, Nomura was evasive and played 

on the subject of U. S. embargos. Hull expressed 

the United States concern at Japanese aggressive 

policies. 

6993 &33 Exchange of letters of 11 March between MATSUOKA 

and Henri - to Henri; Japanese offer to mediate 

dispute between French Indo-China and Siam. To 
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11057 1103 

6447 566 

9347 1057 

8290 Liebert 

MAT3U0KA: French Government accepts plan of 

mediation by Japan and for protection of its 

colonies will not enter into agreement with 

th ird powers. 

Promulgation of the National Savings ̂ ssocia-

ticn Law 12 March, under provision cf National 

General Mobilization Law, with purpose of pro-

viding for establishment of °avings Associations 

to encourage thrift accounts, and associations 

in turn bought up national bonds with their 

assets. 

Liaison Conference of 11 March attended by 

TCTO, HHUNTlJi, MUTO. 

On 12 March MATSUOKA was appointed to visit 

Europe. 

Telegram from German Ambassador, Tokyo, to 

German Foreign Ministry of 12 March re visit cf 

OhasLi tc express thanks for German support in 

mediation of Thailand-French Indc-China dispute. 

14 M ch memorandum of conversation between 

the President and Nemirrr , stresses American an-

xiety os v.. Japan-tc j nce.it; ons due to MATSUQKA's 

loud talk, and tae uauxpl->ined presence cf 

Japanese forces near Srjpon and Thailand. 

The .il'peiia] Oi j Comiany Law cf 15 March (Law 

No, 73) oil, IVf ifid -he Taperiel Fet:oleum Com-

pel.y, a na+^nal policy company, to survey and 

dovv. V, j. oil tUi'V; .ind to rontrol the nurchase 

end -fi'; (..." a... ;et 'i;urr .xl oil products. 
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6474 57! Report dated 13 March of Cm tander-in-Chief of 

Gor an Navy to Hitler, giving suggestion that Japan 

should speedily attempt to eliminate Singapore. 

J\_ an is making such pirns but withholding action 

until Germany invades En, land; Japan wishes to 

ovoid war with the United States and can do so if 

she takes Singapore socn, seya C?jjman.l?r-in-Chief. 

MATSUOKA should be advised regarding the designs 

on Russia. 

On 18 March SATO wrs appointed Chief cf Military 

Affairs Section, Military Affairs Bureau (War 

Ministry), Secretary cf Manchuriun Affairs Board 

and Liaison Committee of ̂ ast Asia Development 

Board. 

4801 400 Report Treasury ^tt-che, shanghai, dated 19 

March, giving infcrmc.Li.~n thct two Chinese were 

controlling numerous herein dens operated by 

Chinese in Peiping. They work in cooperation 

7/ith Japanese. 

11748 1304 In a memorandum of 21 March :" r the G3rraari 

Foreign Minister, it is stated that tie subject 

of obtaining rubber and tin for Germany from 

Netherlands East Indies and 1'hailand through 

Japan in exchange for foreign bills cf exchange 

will have tc be discussed with MATSUOKA. Germany 

feels that freest possible trade should be afforded 

her, and as yet no aggravation has arisen to the 

Japanese conception that Germany deal with China, 

Indo-China and Netherlands East Indies through 

Jepan alone, since Germany is dependent on Jepanese 

imports during the War. 
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1- ' .'' On 24 March the U. 3. jimbassador to Russia 

cabled the U. s. Secretary of State regarding a 

conversation with MaTSUOKA, who stated emphatically 

Japan had no territorial ambitions and would on no 

account attack Singapore, or any United States, 

British or Dutch possessions. Japan would not go 

to war with the United States, and MATSUOKA stated 

that such a conflict would take place only as a 

result of affirmative action by the United States. 

6476 575 Memorandum from Weizsacker tc Reich Foreign 

Minister dated 24 March, regarding debate on when 

Japan will enter war against England. Germany 

will agree tc forfeit the Netherlands East Indies 

claim and other South Seas possessions, yet Japan 

apparently awaits further German success agai 1st 

England. MATSUOKA still friendly to Russia but 

should be advised of change in German policy 

towards Russia in order to control Japanese policy 

through him after his European journey. 

6477 5 76 Memorandum by Ott for German Foreign Minister 

cf 25 March regarding situation of Japan. Japanese 

Army and Navy planning for attack; air force at-

tack of Singapore aided by German dive bomber 

specialists advising Japanese; promote good terms 

with -^ussia to avoid fighting on that side; sug-

gest German specialists assist Japan's war economy 

in conquered areas to maintain free flow of raw 

materials from Netherlands East Indies and Malay. 

6485 577 Minutes of conference between Hitler and MATSUOKA 

7943 790 of 27 March, Ott and OSHBJA present, outline of 
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6405 577 points favorable to an attack; MATSUOKA's mention 

7943 790 of circles in Japan opposing, this until actually 

forced to do so - he believes only matter of time 

till Japan will attack and cannot promise anything 

for his Government, but will promote to the utmost 

the goals indicated. MATSUOKA insists 3-Power 

Pact was not concluded on basis of expectation 

Germany "lould win, but rather on belief in a new 

order. This belief was hi3 life's labour and he 

devcted all his energies to it. MATSUOKA then 

wishes to discuss his visit to Stalin in Moscow -

he impressed Stalin that Japan was opposed to 

Anglo-Saxon capitalism in China and also that the 

Anglo-Saxons 7/ere greatest menace to New Order in 

Asia. The Anglo-Saxons were a mutual enemy of 

Japan, Germany and Russia. Conference ended with 

MATSUOKA1s praise of Hitler's leadership and the 

unity of German people behind him. 

6498 578 Record of conversation between Reich Foreign 

Minister and MATSUOKA of 27 March, in which Reich 

Foreign Minister gave survey of situation from 

Germany'3 point of view as fellowss Germany has 

had high successes cn land and sea and her own 

production is likewise high; she has practically 

subjugated her enemies. Smaller countries of 

Europe are agreeable to Tri-Partite Pact. Fool 

in Germany will nevir become critical; raw 

materials have certtin set-backs, such as rubber. 

Reich Minister beli'oves Axis have practically won 

the war - he expects English capitulation this year, 
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. - ..', • Eiiglr.nl might have given up sooner except 

Roosevelt gave them much hope. America promises 

aid to England, but it will be long time till she 

can produce modern war materials. Tri-Partite 

Pact aims mainly at frightening America to keep 

her out of war. Hitler discusses advantage 

Japan's entering war, especially to strike at 

Singapore which would also restrain Roosevelt. 

Hitler believed it advantageous for Japan to enter 

the war. The seizure of Singapore would be r 

decisive factor. 

7913 7 83 Excerpt of talk between MATSUOKA and Ribbe..trop 

of 27 March, in which it is stated that Germany 

concluded pact with Russia because Japan at the 

time could not join in pact with Germany. In 

view cf approaching war had tc conclude pact with 

USSR. 

4795 397 Report of 28 March from American Consulate at 

Tsinan regarding Japanese Army profits through 

sale of heroin tc renegade Chinese troops. 

6513 579 Notes on conversation between German Foreign 

Ministry and MATSUOKA on 28 March, regarding 

closer co-operation between Germany and Japan. 

Hitler pleased with MATSUOKA's activity in this 

matter. Great Britain must be utterly defeated, 

particularly Singapore must be taken to insure 

Japan's control of the South. Germany would help 

Japan in event of attack by Russia. As to the 

United States, it would not risk its fleet beyond 

Hawaii, attack on Singapore would ensure American 
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_ i. 5' . ' neutrality. Germany was four times her strength 

in First World War, she and Italy would rule Europe, 

England might collapse sooner than expected. MAT-

SUOKA asks Germany's attitude to America if England 

were beaten. Reply; If England were beaten, Ger-

many has no interest in war with United States. 

If England were beaten, Germany-Italy would control 

Europe, Japan control Far East and United States 

limit herself tc the American continent. MATSUOKA 

plans coLamercial treaty with Russia, but Japan is 

against Russia joining Tri-Partite Pact. Germany 

agrees to commercial treaties, but would not have 

Russia in 3-pewer pact. Japanese look with concern 

at war with the United States as it might last 

5-10 years. If Japan conquered Singapore and took 

the Philippines, she would control the Far East. 

MATSUOKA favours German Minister's line cf thought 

end said if Japan did not risk attack on Singapore, 

she would be relegated to being third-rate power, 

so that blow would have to be dealt one day. If 

3he kept United States quiet for six months, all 

difficulties would be overcome. 

11864 1320 On 28 March Konoye cabled Yoshizawa, stating 

that he agrees that Ycshizawa's ideas on the 

settlement are only reasonable ones, but states 

that if the negotiations fail the impression that 

Japan is easily dealt with will be given to the 

enemy, and the latter will thus intensify operation. 

In view of the changed situation since MATSUOKA's 

visit to Germrny. end the proposed visit cf the 
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Foreign and Colonial Ministers, Japan's original 

demands for acquiring resources should be pushed. 

Care must be paid to the fact that the negotiations 

do not fall into the Dutch plan to get rid of the 

Japanese representatives, since their presence 

there is imperative. 

Top secret communication of 29 March referred 

to printing of "Ha* and "Ni" series currency notes, 

pursuant to conference of 24 January. 

Report of conversation between Reich Foreign 

Minister and MATSUOKA dated 29 March, regarding 

pending discussion of MATSUOKA with Russians. 

Germany asks he not go too far. Genoany promises 

aid to Japan should Russia ever strike. Germany's 

largest array was on the eastern front and should 

Russia conflict with Germany, it would be beaten 

in a matter of months. Japan could always attack 

Singapore without fear of having Russia at her 

back, Also regarding such an attack, Japan need 

have no fear of the British Fleet as it was already 

tied up in home waters. Japan states no fear of 

British or American Navy,'as she could smash either, 

but battle with the United States Navy might drag 

five years. Germany insists America could do 

nothing if Japan attacked Singapore. If Japan 

took the Philippines, - eric., because -f in-

-,dec:u jt ; . r. a ;ent uld h -.ve n thing to offset 

such a loss. MATSUOKA meanwhile was doing 

everything to assure sngland she had no designs 

on Singapore. Germany believes Japan's declaration 
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of war on England should be attack on Singapore. 

Looki .g to trade after the war, Genaany and Japan 

would co-operate as between European and Ear East-

ern spheres; America would be self-sufficient in 

her own sphere. Possibility cf three powers trad-

ing with South America. Japan would need Gqpyi 

assistance in development cf China potentials; 

Japanese business feared German competition more 

than American or British; German business felt 

exactly the same way. MxiTSUOKA brings up his 

discussion with Russia regarding Japan-Russia 

non-aggression pact. Also, Japan d-sired tc 

purchase part of Sakhalien for oil resources 

which Russia took "as a joke." Germany did not 

care tc go deeply into Japanese-Russian affairs 

but again pressed the point that Japan could b4*> • 

assist 3-pewers pact by attack on Singapore. 

With a resultant joint victory, Japan wculd then 

have all she desired. MATSUOKA asks if Germany 

would assist her in attack on Siti^aporej Germany 

would have to study maps, refer it to Hitler; her 

aerial advices would always be available to Japan. 

Japan was assured she wculd alsc get control of 

the Netherlands East Indies upon the fall cf 

Singapore. Germany would'do as much as possible 

to assist Japan in the Ear East, but it must be 

remembered that she was fighting Britain and the 

British fleet in the Mediterranean, whereas Japan 

was only fighting on the durfaca. 
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$533 53] Discussion between Goering and MATSUOKA of 29 

March - Germany will nake available to Japan all 

her military tactics, and especially air force 

improvements made during the war. Germany re-

quests promised shipment of rub! ;r, which she says 

she needs to supplement her synthetic rubber. 

M..T3U0EA said he had done as much 1 s he could to 

expedite this matter and did net know the exact 
t 

situat on just nov.. 

1040 141 Extract from "The Way of a Subject," 31 March -

1047 denunciation of J*nglo-American imperialistic union 

since World War I, national development and expan-

sion of Japan gave rise tc jealousy among European 

and American nations and they attempted eccncmic 

pressure on Japan. 

11751 1305 A decision by Imperial Headquarters of April 

states that Japan must establish close military, 

political and economic relations with French Indc-

China and Thailand, and close economic relations 

with the Netherlands East Inaies. i-ras are only 

to be resorted to in the ^vent the embargos or 

anti-Japanese encirclement cf United States, 

Britain, the Netherlands and China became so tense 

they cannot be-tolerated. 

3452 852 On 1 April the Chief of Cabinet Printing Bureau 

ordered the manufacture of "Ha" and "Ni" series 

cf military currency immediately in Dutch and 

English, tc bo completed in early April. 
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La?; concerning Extraordinary Exception from 

Application of C0ilVertible Bank Note Law was passed 

on 1 -kpril, which suspended the provisions which 

governed the monetary reserve of the Banks of Japan, 

Chosen and Taiwan and dissolved 'the distinction 

between specie reserve (gold and silver) and 

judiciary reserve (commercial paper and government 

bonds). Those provisions and others had the effect 

of giving completely artificial value to yen. 

Excerpt Japan Year Book 1941-1942, giving de-

toils of further revised Military Service Law of 

1 wapril with main points: (l) enrolment of new 

conscripts in overseas districts into garrisons 

nearest to their residences; (2) abrogation of 

2nd reserve Service System; (3) prolongation of 

days of call for the education of supplementary 

reservists. 

Extract from KIDO's diary of 3 April refers 

to the appointment of SUZUKI as President of the 

Planning B0ard end T0yada as Minister of Commerce, 

with which KIDO agreed. 

On 4 April SUZUKI was appointed Minister of 

State and Chief Director Cabinet Planning Board; 

H0SHIN0 became a member of the House of Peers. 

Conversation between Hitler and MATSUOKA of 4 

April, in which MATSUOKA Expresses thanks for gifts 

and friendliness showered on him during his stay 

in Berlin, and upon his re:turn tc Japan would seek 

to assure his people that 'they are treated by 

Germans with "honest friendliness and respect." 
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MATSUOKA requests German help in submarine warfare 

matters. In the event of war with England and the 

United States they would fight guerilla warfare in 

the Pacific and also request Germany's aid on this. 

Hitler promised this, and said Germany likewise 

considered war with the United States undesirable. 

Such war would depend on transportation, and Ger-

many had extensive plnns for U-Boat and Luftwaffe 

to prevent American landings in Europe. Germany 

would strike in the event of war between Japan 

and America. MATSUOKA again requests Germany's 

inventive aids as Japan feels Japanese Navy must 

prepare for immediate conflict with America. He 

has always believed conflict with America unavoid-

able, sooner or later. He personally argued Japan 

should strike scon and decisively a nd then per-

haps avoid war with •"•morica for generations. She 

would then have firm hold in the South Seas. if 

she waited, she would hove to fight anyway, and 

perhaps under less favourable conditions. MAT-

SUOKA says America implies by notes she will not 

fight Japan unless Japan attempts to aid in the 

destruction of England. Reich Foreign Minister 

interjected that the United States and England 

would always help each other against the world. 

MAT3U0KA requested no cables be sent regarding 

Singapore matter, but ho would advise by courier 

of Japan's decision in thie matter. 
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6545 583 Conference of R^ich Foreign Minister and MATSUOKA 

in Berlin of 5 ^pril, where at the foreign Minister 

assured MATSUOKA Germany is full of vitality and 

absolutely certain of victory. MATSUOKA replies 

•what he saw in Germany and Italy far exceeded his 

expectations; he was convinced Germany and Italy 

wore united and would always remain so; remarked 

on high German morale. MATSUOKA questions Reich's 

intention towards smaller states; reply that they 

would be independent within the European whole, 

even maintain small armies and police force; 

England never again to meddle in the affairs of 

smaller nations. A basic mistake cf the Versailles 

Treoty was increasing the number of European statos-, 

they should have been der-.x-̂ ised. Reich Minister 

asked MATSUOKA tc bring these pouvto b&̂ vc -to japan 1 

(1) Germany had already won the war; (2) there were 

no conflicting interests between Japan and Germany; 

Germany-Italy rule Europe; Japan rule the East; 

(3) Germany would win the war, but Japan's entry 

into the war would hasten this. 

On 9 April NAGANO was appointed chief of Naval 

General Staff. 

9852 1059 On 9 April a proposal whs presented to the 

Department of ̂ tate through the medium of private 

American and Japanese individuals. This plan out-

lined methods to reach a peaceful settlement of 

the present difficulties between the two countries. 

On 10 April KB7JRA was appointed Vice War Minister. 
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11057 1103 Liaison Conference of 10 April attended by 

ToJ ' , H23UNIMA, MUTO end OKA. 

9369 1062 In a letter from Churchill to MATSUOKA on 12 

April, he stated he had certain questions to ask. 

They wercs will the Germans, without command of 

the sea or daylight air, be able to invade and 

conquer Britain in the first nine months of 1941? 

Will the Germans try tc do so, and would it not be 

bettor for Japan, until these questions arc answered, 

to wait? Etc. He then said that the answer to 

those questions might enable Japan to avoid a 

serious catastrophe and bring about an improvement 

in Anglo-Japanese relations. 

65.53 45 On 13 April the Japancse-Russicn Neutrality 

Poet was signed. 

6553 5 84 Telegram from Boltze of ̂ orarm Embassy in 

Tokyo, dated 14 ̂ pril, regarding the signing of 

the Neutrality Pact between Japan and ^ussia. It 

would 'acilitate Capon's expansion policy in South 

Asia and attack on Singapore. 

9873 1C64 Grew complained to Konoye on 14 **pril of the 

aerial bombardment of Kunming, China, and the re-

sultant damage to United States property. 

9861 I060 On 14 April a memorandum cf Hull stated that 

N mura might like to explore the question of im-

proving United States-Japanese relations. Hull 

informed Nomura of the document cf 9 April sub-

mitted by private individuals and suggested that it 

could be used as a basis for preliminary negotia-

tions, Nomura agreed one. stated his desire to do 
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anything within his power to preserve peace. 

In a memorandum of Hull dated l6 April he 

again referred to the document of 9 April, being 

a basis for negotiations, and there were many 

points on which the United States agreed, and some 

which would require further discussion. Nomura 

stated he could answer the questions, or submit 

them to his government for answer. Both agreed 

that they had not reached the stage of negotiations, 

but were only exploring in a preliminary and unof-

ficial way the action which might pave the way for 

later negotiations. The four principles as to which 

the questions were submitted by Hull were: 

1. Respect for the territorial integrity and the 

sovereignty of each and all nations. 

2. Support of the principle of non-interference 

in th:. internal affairs cf other countries. 

3 . Support of the principle of equality, including 

equality cf commercial opportunity. 

4. Non-disturbance of the status quo in the Pacific 

except as the status quo may bo altered by 

peaceful means, 

Liaison Conference vas held on 17 April attend-

ed by TCJO, HIR-UtMA and MATSUOKA. 
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At. extract from KIDO's diary of 19 April stated that 

after reporting to the Throne and conversing with Konoye 

concerning IToaura's instructions, they concludod that 

evrry effort must be mr.de to keep good faith with Germany 

and Italy, while realizing new order in the Greater East 

Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere. 

In a telegram from MATSUOKA to Churchill of 22 April, 

he acknowledged his note of 12 April and stated that 

Japan's intent wa.s to bring about the Hakko Ichiu, and 

th-re would be no conquest, oppression or exploitation, 

and that Britain may rest assured concerning Japanese 

Foreign policy. 

Top secret communications of 23 April referring to 

arrangements for the manufacture of "Ha" and "Hi" series 

military currency notes. 

Draft of p. work programme for the economic sub-commis-

sion of the Tri-Partite Pact in Berlin dated 28 April 

concerns cooperation by signatories of Tri-Partite Pe„ct 

in economic field, war and post-war period. Exchange of 

economic information between governments, mutual support 

in procurement of raw materials, etc. 

KIDO's diary of 28 April relates to a question by the 

EnpoSor con.ccrning who should be consulted on diplomatic 

matters when the Premier, Foreign Minister and lord Keeper 

of the Privy Seal were ill, and asked about the progress 

on deliberation on Germany's policy towards the United 

States. XIDO expressed his opinion on these questions 

and had the Chief Secretary submit them to the throne. 

On 2 May HOSEDTO became Councillor of Total War Institute. 

: Liaison Conference' of 3 Jny att'inded by TO JO, HIRANUMA, 

-.liTO, and OKA. 
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On 5 May the U. S. State Department revoked all 

licenses for shipment of scrap rusher to Japan and oocupie 

China. 

Ott in a cable to Ribbentrop of 6 May reported a con-

versation with MATSUOKA., the general outline of which was 

the proposal by America, which MATSUOKA thought originated 

through a report from the United States Ambassador to 

Russia, whom MATSUOKA had told that Japan would join with 

the Axis if the United States joined the war. Dealing wit 

the United States proposal will lead to strained relations 

in economic circles er.d MATSUOKA wants to make the United 

States pledge not to participate in the European War. 

Regarding Russia, MATSUOKA abated thn Ruseo-Japanoso 

neutrality Pact was an offshoot of Russian fear of Germany 

and in the rvont of Gernan-Russo conflict, Japan would be 

forced to attack Russia, .and no neutrality pact could 

change this. 

On 6 Kay Grow reported to MATSUOKA that the Consulate 

of Kunmin-- had brer, seriously damaged in. a raid of 39 

April. 

On 6 May treaties of residence, navigation and customs 

system were concluded between Japan and French Indo-China, 

giving Japanese equal rights with nationals of tha.t countr.. 

Liaison Conference of 8 May attended by MUT0, EIRAiJUMA, 

OIL., TO JO. 

On 0 May t>ea.ee agreement between France and Thailand 

signed. 

Memorandum from Chief of Staff, Frnnch Indo-China 

ospeditionary Forco to KIMURA, dated 10 May, concerned 

incident of assault on Japanese military employee by 

French Indo-Chinese soldier as one which mir?ht cause 
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severing relations of the ti-o countries (rei .nee o 

outbreak of Chins, Incident in sane way)« Suggest Japan 

demand right to increase troops and area of its activity, 

freedom of housing and travel and free use of airfields. 

Liaison Conference 12 May attended "by KOTO, HIMHUKA, 

OKA, TOJO. 

On 10 May the National lefea^e Security Law was enforced 

to safo.ua.rd the secrecy of high state secrcts regarding 

diplomatic, financial and economic natters. 

Or: 12 May Nomura submitted to Hull a draft proposal 

of an agreement between the two countries. This draft 

concerned policies to be followed; that the United States 

should request Chiang Zai Shok to negotiate peace with 

Japan alonr- the lines of Konoye's plan, "bearing in mind 

that Japan's expansion in the southwest Pacific is of 

a peaceful nature; and declare the Philippines independent 
/ 

with non-discriminatory treatment for Japan. These are 

some of the main points brought out. 

On 14 Kay the Jappnnse delegation to the Netherlands 

~asb Indies presented a now order, stating in reconsider-

ing their Memorandum of 16 January they are presenting 

a new proposal by which to clarify that the Japanese 

viewpoint expressed in the preamble was still firmly hold. 

On 15 May P.ibbentrop cabled the German Ambassador to 

Tokyo concerning the fact that the present time was the 

most opportune moment to seize the Siberian Coastal 

Province and Yladivostock, since Russia's combined 

strength is strained to the utmost on the European front. 

Japan must be made a,ware of this fact without directly 

forcing the iisue. 
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draft surest ion from Hull to JTonrure of 16 May 

showed that the United States made certain amendments 

to the draft plan. They wished a change wherewith Japan 

would declare the purpose of the Axis alliance dofensive, 

and would only adhere to the military obligations in the 

event one of the parties hereto were ag-Tessively attacked 

by a power not involved in the European War, whereas the 

United States would declare its attitude based on con-

siderations of protection, self—defense, and national 

security. An amendment concerning the termination of 

the Chin«. War was submitted end a ruarantee of equal 

opportunity for economic activity in the southwest 

Pacific. 

Liaison Conference of 15 May attended by TOJO, HIBAFJMA, 

MUTO, OKA. 

C-rew informed MATSUOKA on 17 May that the consulate 

at Kunming Iiad a£ain been de.ne.red on 13 May. 

Ott in a cable to Pdbbentrop of 13 May reported on 

a conversation he had had with MATSUOKA. Ctt told 

MATSUOKA that Germany wished America to give a clear 

assurance that she would not participate in the 

European conflict. MATSUOKA ststcd he would not jilt 

the Tri-Partite Pact and his motive in the negotiations 

is to postpone or prevent the entry of the United States 

into rar and eliminate the incres.se of United States 

assistance to Enri?.nd. MATSUOKA. stated he would inform 

Germany of the United States reply and as far as possible 

consult with German an<? Italy on further negotiations. 

MATSUOKA ateted there were elements who are uncertain 

of Russia's actions, to whom he had to yield in the face 

of alleged United States entry into the War. HIEAEUMA, 
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he stated, had to resign when the German-Sussian non» 

a-.-rension pact w b signed. 

0SHIMA cabled MATSUOKii on 20 May statin? that he was 

ceeply troubled concerning the many rumours of negotiations 

between Japan and the United States and finds it his duty 

to inform MATSUOKA of the opinion of the German Staff and 

himself. Ee then ~ave a lone survey of German reactions 

and decisions on the proposed pact between the United 

Stains and Japan and stated in conclusion that such a pact 

night cause bewilderment concerning Japan's true policy. 

If it had to be, ho su:::;oetod that Japan should make clear 

her adherence to the principles of the Tri-Partite Pact 

and demand the United States neutrality in the European 

War. In order to avoid any misconception regarding Japan's 

intentions, she should thoroughly convince the Axis about 

the nomine of the agreement. 

OSKIMA cabled MATSUOKA or. 21 May and stated that the nev 

agreement is thought to be an important change in Japan's 

policy and it is of "reat concern to the plans of the 

J'P'ncse militar- and naval attaches in Germany.(Attaches 

received copies) 

Liaison Conference held 22 May attended by T0J0.MUT0 and OK. 

On 23 May KaTSUOKA cabled Yoshizawa, SHIC-EKITSU and 

ronjlra regarding an interview f 1 bh the British Ambassador, 

Orrigia. MATSUOKA told hi:, that Fe'hierlandr; East Indies 

•still refused to supply the demanded tin and rubber to 

Japan, stating former supplies euuld be cut since Japan 

obtains some from French Indo-China. Holland claims that 

there is danger of Japan re-exporting these commodities 

to Germany; but while MATSUOKA insisted that the exports 

from French Indo-China and Netherlands Bast Indies together 
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are insufficient for Japan'-3 needs, Japan 

consic-Ts it humiliating to ?ive assurance to 

a small cjontry like Netherlands East Indies that she 

will r.o u re-export. If the negotiations fail, 

tarn situation r*y incite not oaly anti~I>utch 

but anti-British and anti-United States sentiment. 

6557 585 Secret :n tru«tions of 24 May from Headquarters 

German . r y tased on report by attache in Tokyo: 

(1) if Unites? States pad Japan are to fight, 

question o*? how Japan ..hould open the war; 

(2) possible «?r bet we- Germany and. USSR caused 

United States te join trm*; (3) conclusion of 

Chin." conflict before any other new tasks for 

Japanese amy. 

10752 Eallantine On 38 M-y lull raadu it clear that the pro-

posed formula wfth respect to the Axis did not 

adeqi.ip.tely clarify Japan's peaceful intention 

toward? the United States should the United States 

become involved in a • nr with Germany/ 

9935 1077 A memorsr un dated 2P May concerning a 

convert'.- "iien tjtw. 1 afbfcueac'or Nomura, and 

Hull rel-•-d that Hull had informed Nomura 

that M/.T-T'oiu. on his roturn to Japan had been 

declaring Japan's support of Germany in the 

event of v. -r between Perm-ny and the United 

States, and "teted t'at, unless Japan clarifies 
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her obligations under the Tri-Partite 

Pact if the United States enters the war, 

there is no assurance of Japan's position. 

Hull also asked if Japanese troops were to 

b" retained in China and Nomura replied he thought 

a permanent forcc would be stationed there, 

but he did not know how strong. Hull stated this 

would not add Japanese-United States friend-

ship, since their presence mia-ht tend to produce 

incidents. 

A Liaison Conference WE.S hold on 29 May 

attended by TO JO, EIRA1UMA, MUTO and OKA.. 

On 30 May, Chue.n." at British Panang 

wrote to Rayashi, President of the Japan South-

Seas Association, Batavia, report in-.- on his 

activities to stir up trouble by spreading 

rumours and commit tin/: sabotage. The:/ have 

decided to corrupt soldiers and organize 5th 

column activities in readiness for when the 

fighting bar-ins. 
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An informal oral statement by Hull to Nomura 

on 31 May stated that the U, 3. will at some 

proper time prior to any definite decision 

talk over in strict confidence with China the 

general subject matter of the discussions, 

especially as it relates to China. 
* 

9938 1078 On 31 ̂ ay another American draft of the 

1079 proposal to adjust relations was handed to 

Ambassador Nomura, bringing out the same points 

mentioned in previous drafts and stating in 

regard to China that the U. S. will, on the 

basis of the Konoye principles, suggest to 

China she enter into negotiations with Japan* 

A statement was also handed to Nomura ut the 

same time as the draft, saying that they were 

giving an unofficial exploratory and without 

commitment oral explanation to the amendments 

proposed. 

9961 1081 Hull in a memorandum of 2 June stated that 

he had asked Nomura if he seriously believed 

Japan was seeking a peaceful settlement with the 

U. 3. on Pacific matters, or whether the ne-

gotiations .were merely a method of finding a wayto 

, •r / i 

;gct out of China, Nomura stated that Japan 

was honest in her intent and that an earnest 

and fair settlement was desired. 

9963 1082 Grew complained to L U T S U O K a on 4 June that 

on the 1st of June the Episcopal mission at 

Chungking had been seriously damaged for the 

fifth time. 
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- ?' A memorandum of Hull dated 4 June referred 

(.-• c conversation between Hull, Nomura and 

others regarding the pact negotiations. It 

was stated that Japan was prepared to drop the 

suggestion that the U. S. state that it would 

not resort to any aggression aimed to assist 

one nation against another, if the U. S. would 

drop the statement in its draft requiring Japan 

to state that the provisions of the Tri-P^rtite 

Pact do not apply to involvement through acts 

of defense, .amendments regarding cooperative 

defense of China against injurious communistic 

activities were suggested by the Japanese, as 

well as the acceptance by tne U, 8. of Japan's 

declaration as to their peaceful aims in the 

southwest Pacific. 

9982 1085 In an informal statement of 6 June from Hull 

to Nomura he stated that Japan, by her many 

revisions to the original text of the proposed 

pact, seems to have strayed from the fundamental 

points which the U. 3. considers involved in 

establishing peace in the Pacific. Japan has 

stressed alignment with the .axis to avoid 

giving a dear indication cf its intentions to 

make peace with China on a lasting basis„ 

10753 Ballantine On 6 June Hull told Nomura that ho had the 

impression from the various revisions to the 

proposal a nd from recent manifestations that 

Japan was disposed to stress her alignment 

with the Axis. 
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In a memorandum of 6 June the Netherlands 

d Japan's memoranda of the 4th and 

22 May. While stating that Japan had modified 

£ome of her demands she still adhered to the 

preamble of the 16 January memorandum, which 

advocated a special position for J^pan in 

Netherlands last Indies since it was not 

adequately developed. The Netherlands 

reiterated her policy in Netherlands East 

Indies as stated on 3 February 1940 and 

stated that during war economic activities 

in the Netherlands 3ust Indies would inevitably 

be affected since the defence of N.E.I, adst 

be safeguarded and the Dutch war effort 

promoted. 

Liaison Conference 6 June attended by 

EIR.Ĵ a:,̂ , TO JO, 1.IUT0 end OKA. 

A11 extr. ct from KIDO's diary ol 6 June 

referred to OSHIMA's report from Hitler ti**.t 

Germany would attack Russia _nd Hitler h-.d 

inti rated a desire for Japan's participation. 

Konoye called a Liaison Conference that lorning 

to consider this. KED0 reported this to the 

Throne. MATSUOKA told KID0 that he did n-at 

think an outbreak of War very likely in spite 

of OSHIAiU' s message, -nd the /far minister 

endorsed this. 

On 7 June Yoshizawa cabled .;:/ATSU0KA stating 

th-.t although the Netherlands reply of 6 June 

had some points in favor of Japanese demands, 
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tiie prospects for obtaining the full demands 

on immigration, important commodities, etc., 

were not bright, In view of ..LJrsU0K.i.'s 

protests to the British and Dutch it is im-

possible to ^ccept the Dutch reply but it 

appears that the Dutcn vri.ll not accept Japanese 

demands since their attitude is firm. Failure 

of the negotiations would result in the loss 

of lany vital supplies, such as petroleum, 

and only strengthen the bond with the United 

States „nd Jngland and the situation would 

be grave. The probability that the Japanese 

delegation may be sicca to leave must be 

considered and Yoshizawa asked for instructions 

immediately. 

On 9 June DOIILJLv, General, was appointed 

Chief of the Air Inspectorate General, remain-

ing Supreme 'mar Councillor. 

6560 586 On 10 June in a telegram from T/voermann to 

the Reich For^i^n xlinister, it is shown how 

execution of Japanese plans of aggressive 

action in southern areas haa progressed by 

this date, The Japanese mrmy desired bases 

in south Indo-China for the purpose of 

strategic position with Singapore. 

11880 1309-A The Netherlands delegation met the 

Japanese delegation on 10 June at the letter's' 

request. Technical matters .,-ere discussed 

w.nd it ;/uS clear that Japan wis nod to wind 

up the business. 
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On 11 June in a Lulegram fro.il Ott to 

Ribbentrop he st-ted that General tJMEZU welcomed 

the Japan-Ruoso neutrality Pact the . ioment, 

but ./hen German-Russo relations cnaiiged 

Japan's attitude uust do so, too, oince the 

'Tri-Partite Pact is basis for Japan's foreign 

policy, 

Liaison Conference of 11, 12 June 

attended by TO JO , HIR hTOM..., ITUT0, OKk. 

On 14 June *L.TSTJ0Ka cabled YoshiZaWu 
• 

stating th-t Jap_n ii~d decided to break off 

the conference and witiidraw the delegation. 

On 15 June u draft of a proposal Was 

received from i.\io.aura, wherein it w<-& proposed 

that the United States _nd Japan jointly 

conclude a declaration for resuming traditional 

relations, it being the desire of both govern-

ments that the deterioration of relations 

between them be corrected, and that by such 

cooperation establishment and preservation of 

peace in the Pacific could be realized. Both 

agree on isolation from European War, except 

where it affects their own national defense, 

and a resumption of trade negotiations of all 

co.i.ioditias except those needed for their own 

security aiid defense. 

Liaison Conference of 16 and 17 June 
1 

attended by TO JO, HntotflM;., MUTG and OK.,. 

J..pan declared its willingness to enter into 

treaty with the U. 5. ,,f. till--, for neutral-

ising Philippine Islands "'".en they become 

independent. 
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On 16 Jane, a ideating of Investigation 

Committee of the Privy Council was held con-

cerning Treaty between Japan and France for 

residence ~nd navigation relating to French 

Indo-China, -nd the Treaty between France and 

Japan concerning the Tariff System and trade 

and method of its settlement between Japan 

and lido-China, was presented for ratification. 

The non-official proclamation of the protocol 

w,.s explained by the fact that it Was to be 

enforced gradually ...nd Japanese influence to 

bo extended by degrees, 

On the 16th of" June, Grew in a telegram to 

Hull stated that at -n appointment -with 

iiJISUOK^, he had delivered a note in regard 

to the recent bombing of Chungking, which 

had resulted in heavy damage to the U. 8. 

limbassy and jeopardized lives of the U, s. 

.»mbassador -nd others, pointing out the 

gruvo danger to U.S.-Japanese relations in 

consequence of such action. 

On 17 June Yoshizawa visited the Governor 

General of iSfetherlands 15-st Indies end both 

concurred that an agreement could not be 

reached. The negotiations, while not n.-ving 

been unproductive, would h-ve to ba discon-

tinued. Yoshizawa presentee, a joint 

co.imunique which was agreed upon and stated 

both nations' regret at the failure in the 

negotiations, but the discontinuation would 
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not lead to a change in normal Netherlands 

Last Indies-Japan relations, 

9998 ' 1089 On 18 June, KIDO stated in his diary that 

at a visit with xvonoye and .L-.TSUOKri., the 

latter had told him that instructions nad 

been sent to Germany to negotiate v/ith Vichy 

in connection ..ith the French Indo-Cnina 

problem. 

on 19 June SUZUKI was appointed member of 

the Thought Control Committee. 

9998 1090 On 20 June, KIDO in nis diary stated that 

Konoye informed him in viev<r of strained 

international relations and outbreak of war 

between Germany and the USSR, it was difficult 

to understand UTSUOKk's opinion. When 

xionoye referred to Cabinet responsibility, 

KIDO promised they /vould discuss matter with 

HIR.-hWI'.L-i, home Minister, at earliest 

opportunity. 

8607 Liebert On 20 June, an executive order was issued 

banning all petroleum exports except to Great 

3 itain and South America (by the US). 

7910 781 On 20 June, KIDO relates a discussion 

between Konoye, HIRANUiL* and himself in which 

Konoye said that if war broive out between 

Germany and the USSR his Cabinet would have 

to take the responsibility and resign, as the 

HIRANUIL* Cabinet had done in 1939 .vhen 

Germany made a pact -,'j fi the USSR while the 

Tri-Partite Pact w-. a a,idei negotiation, .KIDO 

opposed this, say;ug c h t ie circumstances 

jere different. 
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Telegram from .»mb^ssador in Tokvo to German 

Foreign minister, 21 June concerning conversa-

tion 'with LLiTSUOxC. and plans for air buses in 

French Indo-China in preparation I or attack 

on Netherlands j^st Indies. 

On 21 June, in a statement to Nomura, Hull 

said although he had no reason to doubt that 

many Japanese leaders shared Nomura's views, 

accumulating evidence showed some influential 

official Japanese leaders support Nazi Germany 

and its policies, envisaging Japan's fighting 

with Hitler in tne event of U.S. becoming 

involved in the European Viiar. The U.S., in 

view of Japan's -wish to provide in its settle-

ment ,/itn China the stationing of troops in 

parts of Inner -longolia and North China to 

cooper-ate in resisting communism, while not 

desiring to enter into the merits, did not 

feel that the policies to which the U. 8. is 

committed would permit it to associate itself 

with a course inconsistent with these policies 

and must await a clearer indication from 

Japan to pursue a course of peace. No-aura was 

then handed a revision dated 21 June to the 

document handed to him on 31 

On 21 June the draft proposal of a settle-

ment between the U. 3. and Japan was handed 

by Hull to Nomura. This draft was substantially 

the same as the one of 31 .-̂ y with certain 

amendments - one being that with regard to the 

European war there be an exchange of letters 
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in place of the annex and supplement. Also 

that question of economic cooperation between 

China and Japan could be more advantageously 

settled when all points in that respect had 

been worked out end that the entire Pacific 

area be substituted for the western urea. 

10021 1093 On 22 June, KJD0 stated in his diary that he 

was informed of the outbreak of war between 

Russia and Germany and he spoke to the 

Emperor'presenting his opinion based on talks 

with Konoye and EIR^TUMh and there had been 

difference of opinion between Konoye and 

.IhTSUOKA regarding Japanese foreign policy 

in case of war between Germany and Russia. 

It was desirable that the Emperor ascertain 

whether ivL.TSUOKu had consulted the Premier and 
•upon 

try to prevail,him to follow Konoye's opinion. 

KID0 again saw the Emperor after K.JTSU0KK had 

had audience when the Emperor was doubtful 

whether government and Supreme Command would 

agree that LL.TSUOKK1 s policy for Japan's 

advance to north and south would ever be 

appropriate, 3\LJI3UOiw explained to Konoye 

that hie report to the Emperor was his 

prospect for the future. 

6561 Germany invaded the Soviet Union on 22 June. 

7958 795 Telegram from Ott to 3erlin, 22 June, it 

was shown that on first day of German attack 

on the USSR, MATSUOKA refused hostile attitude 

to USSR, JLJTSU0K.X received telegram from 

OSKLC, stating rmuours Russia had withdrawn 

her forces frcm the Far East; m^TSUOK^ explained 

he would immediately propose counter-measures. 
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On 23 June KID0 in iiis di_ry stated that 

et en audience with the Emperor he had 

expressed his opinion on the Foreign minister' 

report. He also discussed with Konoye end 

SUZUKI oI the Planning Board the changed 

situation caused by the German-Russo War and 

agreed in principle with SUZUKI'S opinion on 

the unifying end reinforcing of the Imperial 

General Headquarters. 

Liaison Conference held on 23 June attended 

by IilR^OTL., TO JO, .IUTO end OIL.. 

Extract from Diary of Smetanin, USSR 

embassador to J-pan on 25 June, states that 

:L.TSU0K-> was asked if war occurred between 

Germany end Russia would Japan remain neutral 

and he replied Japan's foreign policy is based 

on the Tri-Partite Pact and supersedes the 

neutrality pact with Russia. 

On 25 June KIDO stated in his diary that 

Konoye had discussed privately with Wang Ciiing 

Wei his opinion with regard to the question 

of general peace. U.S. assistance "would be 

needed to win over certain Chinese and carry 

out political demarche to Chiang, but in order 

to leet the situation and avoid pro-amierican 

politicians again gaining influence, they 

would have to properly post people in the 

government. The adjustment of relations 

between Chiang and Wang would be placed in 

Toyama's hands. Although senior officers in 
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tiie Japanese ĵ r.dy Hq in Chine understood 

Chinese policies, contacts between superiors 

mid inferiors were bad end corrupt practices 

of ^r ly were rife. KIDO saw the Lmperor and 

Konoye and Chiefs of the ^rmy and Navy General 

Staffs reported to the Lmperor on decision of 

Liaison Conference as to entry of Japanese 

troops into French Indo-Cnina. 

11753 1306 Liaison Conference attended by T0J0, 

LXR^ARLL-, .IUT0 and 0Kn on 25 June decided to 

accelerate ell preparatory measures in Thailand 

and Frencn Indo-China, such as stationing of 

troops in the southern part, acquisition of 

air and navel buses. Diplomatic relations 

will be opened to accomplish this; failing 

that, Japan will obtain her object by arms. 

11057 1103 Liaison conferences were held on 26, 27 and 

2 8 June attended by T0J0, Z I T L - N T I Ma, I.KJT0 and 

OXa.. 

10029 1096 On 28.June telegram from Ribbentrop to 

Ger. ian Lmbassy at Tokyo stating that Ribbentrop 

had agreed with 03ED1*. that he should influence 

his government towards speedy military action 

against Soviet Russia, and requesting German 

Lmbassy at Tokyo to use their influence to the 

same end. Ribbentrop outlined arguments to 

be used. 

10034 1097 On 28 June Ott cabled Ribbentrop stating 

that so far no clear cut decision had been 

reached by the Cabinet regarding Japan's 
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attitude to tiie German-Russo ".far. Preparations 

for an attack m i l take at least 6 weeks 

unless USSR weakens. Ott asks for instructions 

regarding activity m the south in view of the 

fact that southern expansion may be limited to 

FIC _nd thus hinder Japanfs activity in the 

North; he also stated that 0 S H L , L . had advised 

Japan to attack Russia soon. 

Ribbentrop cabled ott on 28 June stating he 

agreed with O S E I M a that Japan should attack 

Russia soon. He should use as arguments to 

furtner this tno fact that the annihilation 

of x̂ ussia would make Germany's victory over 

England possible, would solve the China problem, 

would protect Japan's rear in order to expand 

southwards, and be the best way of convincing 

the United States of the futility of entering 

the war. 

In his aiary of 28 June KID0 stated that 

T0J0 had explained the Zwantung .>rmy should 

be calm and prudent in dealing with the 

German-Russo Har. They also discussed the 

China lar, political moves in China and the 

strengthening of the I.G.H, 

Liaison Conference held on 30 June attended 

by HIRnNUM.-, T0J0, liUTO and OKA 

On 1 July in a telegram from KacKensen, 

German ^obassador in Rome, sent to Berlin, 

he relates a conversation mth the Japanese / 

embassador who said that Japan's intention 

was to advance actively against Russia but 
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that such a policy would necessitate the 

resignation of Iv.mTSUOK.i since the latter had 

recently concluded a pact of non-aggression 

with Soviet Russia. Japan's politics should 

ai.i at preventing .Clerica from entering the 

war. 

10145 H O S On 2 July KID0 stated in his diary that that 

morning the national policy regarding the * 

Russo-German war hod been decided at an 

Imperial Conference. Konoye complained to 

KID0 he found it difficult to understand 

m.JT3U0KKTs true intent. KID0 also had a 

conference with the Emperor and arranged to 

establish headquarters within the Imperial 

Court. 

6566 588 .it the I iperial Conference of 2 July 
1107 

779 attended by T0J0, SUZUKI, HULJTOih, and OK.., 

relating to the Greater East ...sia Co-Prosperity 

Sphere, the disposition of tus China 

Incident, and dealing with the Northern 

problems according to the situation; Japan 

rill remove all obstacles in attaining this 

policy. Japan will pursue her schemes egainst 

FIC and Thailand, continue negotiations with 

relevant nations in the soutn and take 

measures, while not taking up arms against 

the Soviet, Japan will secretly arm - and if 

that war progresses favorably, Japan will take 

arms to solve the problem. Japan must prevent 

U.S. intervention in the war, and if this 
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fails she will follow the Tri-r&rtitd iact, 

deciding independently the time -_<nd method. 

Japan will continue pressure through southern 

regions to hasten surrender of Chiang's xegime 

uiid prep^rs for war with Britain and the United 

States. 

7008 636 Telegra:x 1 rem German ^.abaSSador in Tokyo 

to German Foreign Minister doted 3 July 

concerning Japanese plans to secure "points" 

in French lido-China to strengthen her pressure 

on Britain and .mierica; that Japan has and 

will continue vigilance over the southwest 

Pacific against these two powers. 

7009 637 Report of proceedings of Privy Council 

leeting of 3 July on ratification of Franco-

Japanese Protocol. Outlines terms of protocol: 

- maintenance of friendly rmictions between 

two countries; respect eac other's integrity; 
» 

no regional restrictions on plans with 

Third Powers; maintain the peace of East ̂ .sia, 

etc. ..IJTSUOiL- explains Germany's treaty of 

non-aggression with Russia was . or expediency 

only. -JL.TSUOKE. mentions political superiority 

over France, since its defeat in war in 

Europe and giving of 80°/o 'demands made by 

Japan. 

7961 796 On 3 July, Ott Cabled the German Foreign 

.minister stating that immediately upon receipt 

of his tela^ra 1 of the* 2nd, he had called on 

M.ED3U0XE personally _nd brought his attention 

to the Cabinet resolution, wnich will certainly 

not bo underst^ od by the people . . l.TSUOKL. said 
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t the eon for the formulation of the 

a >c.:,c statement to the Soviet _ ambassador 

i'jS the necessity to deceive the Russians or 

at least to keep them in a state of uncertainty, 

owing tc tno armaments still being incomplete, 

-.t present Smotaiiin (USSR .nibassador) wus not-

aware of speedy preparations being made 

against the USSR as is hinted at in tne 

government resolution. 

3 July stated that when he had drawn OSKIMa's 

attention to a periodical describing Japan's 

attitude as irridsscent; OS.1111- stated that 

ho had received reports iron Tokyo indicating 

that Japan wanted to continue fi tting the 

co. i runists with Germany, strangtn.su her 

iilit-ry preparation, . no brmig p^et sure to 

bear on British and U.S. possessions in the' 

southwest Pacific to tie the : down. Japan's 

foreign policy Was stili based o.i the Tri-

partite PaCt, 

Bangkok concerned the preparation ..nd Carrying 

out of certain military operations in tx*e 

Netherlands'Last Indies m d French Indo-China 

by Japanese forces. Failure of economic 

negoti tions with the Netherlands Lost Indies 

would necessitate use of force to take over 

oil resources, military occup. tio-.. of 

Fre.aCa Indo-China envisaged in order to 

provide a stopping-off point for Netherlands 

L st Indiec attack. Occupation of Thailand 

not envisaged. 

10154 1111 Weizsacker in a re .ort to Ribbentrop on 

7031 639-: Telegram dated 4 July fro i T-iomas . t 
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7030 638 Telegram of 4 July from the German Ambassador in Tokyo con-

cerned personal impression received by military attache in con-

versation with Japanese General Staff. Impressions are that 

Japanese Army is secretly .and zealously preparing. The occupa-

tion of Saigon is imminent, which is preliminary condition 

for further southward move which is not yet discernible. 

7955 792 Telegram from Ribbentrop to German Ambassador in Tokyo of 

5 July concerning his talk with MATSUOKA on 28 March on the 

subject of Japanese-Russo Neutrality Pact, MATSUOKA is quoted 

as saying in evjnt of German-Russian war, nothing, neither 

Japanese ministers'rpr a Neutrality Fact, could keep Japan 

neutral* 

8087 833 Affidavit of Matsumnura states that on the return of Lt.-

Matsummura General Amakusu, General Okanuwa and Colonel Kaburagi from 

Peiping on 5 July, they called all the commanders of forces 

together. Amakusu had apparently received directives at the 

meeting concerning preparations for war against the USSR. 

10156 1112 KIDO's diary of 5 July stated that the negotiations regard-

ing entry of Japanese troops into Southern French Indo-China 

has been postponed for five days in view of the fact that the 

information had leaked out, and the British'had lodged a 

protest with the Vice Foreign Minister, considering this a 

serious problem, 

7965 798 Memo of Kramerets, Foreign Ministry official, composed in 

Berlin, dated 6 July, states that Colonel Yamamoto called on 

Gorman Counter-intelligence Section, and advised Japan was 

ready to carry out sabotage attacks against the USSR in the 

Far East, especially from Mongolia and Manchukuo against area 

adjoining Lake Baikal. 
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On 7 July IlAGLJCI, General, was appointed Commander-in-Chief 

of the Korean Amy. 

On 7 July Ott cabled itibbentrop stating that SHIKATOIiI had 

said that on his recovery he would advocate an active course 

for Japan and that he regarded Japan's entry into the war 

against Hussia as the most important goal. 

• Grew again protested to IJATSU0KA on 8 July concerning an 

air raid on Chungking on 29 June. 

On 8 July Grew complained to MATSUOKA regarding the 

seizure of certain cargo at Hanoi and Haiphong by the Jap-

anese, that it was impossible to check it because the owners 

wore not permitted to inspect the warehouses. However, a 

substantial amount cf American cargo had been ta,ken away. 

A telegram from Gen an Ambassador in Tokyo on 10 July 

concerned the imminence of a Japanese move against French 

Indo-China. Utterances by luToUOKA demonstrate that Japanese 

Kill first ask German Government to obtain Vichy consent to 

move. Excuse tjO be used will be proposition of joint defense 

of French Indo-China by Japanese and French. Anglo-Saxon 

countries are not expected to interfere and no serious French 

resistance is .anticipated. 

A law forming the Karafuto Development Company was passed 

on 10 July with the purpose of developing and controlling 

mining, forestry and agriculture of that territory. 
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7901 771 Telegram from Ribbentrop to the German Am-

bassador in Tokyo dated 10 July showed how partici-

pants of pact considered that with the collapse of 

Russia the Tri-Partite Pact powers would be so 

strong that the annihilation of the British Isles 

would only be a matter of time, and the United 

States would be left to face the world alone, cut 

off from the rest of the world. 

7966 799 On 12 July in a telegram from Ott, German Am-

bassador in Japan, to Berlin he enumerated the 

Japanese preparations for war believed to have 

been taken. 

7037 640 Telegram" to'Ambassador Kato of 12 July concerned 

the Government's decision to occupy military bases 

in French Indo-China and dispatch Japanese forces 

to Southern French Indo-China. Kato was requested 

to open negotiations at once with the French on the 

point and request an answer of Yes or No. In the 

event of "Yes" a peaceful advance will be effected, 

and if "No" a military occupation. Keep these plans 

secret from the British and Americans otherwise 

difficulties may arise. 

8813 867 On 13 July Ambassador Ott cabled Ribbentrop 

stating that there were perceptible symptoms that 

Japan was taking mobilization measures. By in-

fluencing MATSUOKA and the military elements, 
« 

the Military Attache is endeavoring to inveigle 

Japan into war with Russia. Preparations reveal 

Japan's participation will soon take place, the 

only obstacle being the disunity of the activist 

groups. 
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7043 641 Intercepted message from Odnton to Tokyo 

of 14 July concerned peaceful occupation of 

French Indo-China if possible; if resistance 

is offered it will be crushed by rorce. Navy 

will play main part in Singapore occupation. 

With air arm and submarine fleet crushing of 

..nglo-U.S. po.ver -fill be effected. Military 

Headquarters for -Japanese forces will be 

at oaigon, 

7061 647-* On 14 July a memo -/as sent by the Japanese 

to France demanding bases, etc., and requesting 

answer by 22 July 1941. 

7957 794 Ott on 15 July cabled Berlin stating that 

» the Russian ^.nba&sador called on ..L.TSUOXH to 

ask if Japanese would apply the Neutrality 

Pact in view of the (present) G-erman-RuoSO war. 

lies much taken aback by i.I-T3U0IL.1 s refusal 

based on the fact that Japan had concluded 

this pact when Ger aan-Russo relations were 

essentially different. 

8079 Takabo Takabo, stated that he had heard of the 

existence of the Kwantung -rmy Special 

Maneuver (Kan Toku En) fro a Korokawa and 

UME3U, Com lander-in-Oxxief of the Kwantung 

^rmy in July. He knew that Kan Tohu En was 

the Kwantung ~rmy reinforcement plan and 

UMEZTJ had told him .bout the increase of 

troops of Kwantung .,*rmy and demanded food 

for these troops. 
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Ott cabled Berlin on 15 Jul;.' stating that 

the Vice Foreign minister had os^ed him to 

send on a request to influence Vicxiy m the 

matter of French Indo-China, he stated that 

negotiations were going on to obtain naval 

bases in Southern French Indo-0-.mna and 

Saigon and several air b-ses. Japan iiaS no 

territorial intentions ixi Frencn Indo-Cnina 

cut '••111 suffer no interference from England 

and the United states witn regard to her 

desires, and if France asks German nelp 

against these requests, Japan would li^e 

Germany to influence Vichy towards a 

peaceful settlement. 

In nis diary of 15 July, K I D O stated 

that while a L . T S U O K K wanted to reject hull's 

oral statement as disgraceful to Japan, and 

then send the compromise formula; he (KIDO) 

wanted the formula to bo wired simultaneously, 

lost tae Jnited States taice it as Japan's 

intention to discontinue negotiations. KIDO 

sent Saito to -UTSUOKh to try to persuade 

him, and when no answer had bean received 

by the morning of the 15th, it became clear 

after o visit to I 1 . T S U 0 K . by Terazaki, that 

&.JS3BQK-. had aent instructions to Nomura by 

himself and not through the competent 

director. KIDO .ranted - ' I . T S U O K H to resign, and 

if he refused the whole Cabinet to resign. 

~"io re:01 tad this plan to the Emperor, but 
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Konoye thought that if IL.TSUOK.. resigned no 

would use it to make propaganda th-t his 

resignation hud been compelled by pressure 

of the United states on J-pan. 

On the 16 July the 2nd Konoye Cabinet 

resigned. 

telephone conversation with ̂ atsudairu in 

which the latter informed hi i that the 

resignation of the a..binet "en bloc" had baen 

decided upon at a special Cabinet meeting. 

Th- Lord Cnambarlain h-d been ordered to 

invite the President of the Privy Council 

and the Ex-Premier to meet and the Lord 

Keeper of the Privy Coal /ould consult them 

as to a suitable person to select as Premier 

of the next Oabinet, 

a conference of ex-premiers ufld the President 

of the Privy Council (including :1IPlOT.J was 

held. KIDO was advised whom to recommend to 

the Emperor as the new Premier. Konoye was 

the choice and that evening ne received the 

Imperial Command. 

On la July the T .ird Konoye Cabinet was 

formed; L.TSUOK. was replaced by Toyodu, 

ZI imT01»i.. reverted to minister of State and 

the other Defendants retained their former 

offices. 

10165 1116 On 16 July KIDO in his diary related a 

10166 1117 on 17 ouly, KIDO atatad in -..is diary that 
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T--Ingram from Bangkok dated 18 July deeding w'th. 

p defensive front Ving -rect-d aimed ?t suoorossion 

of De Gaulle *--, Vr^.Crt' through the occupation of 

French Indo-Chena. 

T'le^ror signed Rintelon to G-rman Foreign Minister 

of 19 July concerned negotiations with French Govern-

ment for naval and air "bases in French Indo-China. 

This plan is the first move in southern push and 

Japanese Government believes Germany end Italy v m 

uphold Japanes: demands since in pursuing this end 

Japan v 1. create diversion for Anglo-United States 

forces end render valuable assistance to Germany, 

therefore any entreaty to Germany by France for 

intervention would be useless. Jar)an wishes billeting, 

foreign excharsa facilities, etc., to be provided 

for h r forces. 

In a telegram from Ott to Berlin on 20 July, it 

wes st-ted thrt the policy of n-w government, as 

rev3al5d by the new Foreign Minister, was to be 

the same as previously, based on the Tri-Partite 

Pact. The ne'- Foreign Minister will continue 

MATSUOKA's foreign policy and strengthen the close 

unity with G~rmany pnd Italy. 

T-Ingram from German Ambassador to Tokyo of 

30 July which deals with inquiry by Ambassador whether 

cho.nge in gove-rnr~nt might alter Jr-oanese policy 

towards French Indo-China. Japanese denied this. 

Regarding Vichy answer to Japanese demands on 

French Indo-China, in event of refusal, Japan will 

resort to force. 
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On 21 July, it was decided that the Premi r *>nd tl. 

Foreign and other Ministers should ra-et with the 

High Commend occasional!- and exchange v- ews and 

national nolicies '-T-'th the ITavy ana War Ministers 

and staffs of the High Command. This meant no more 

press announcements of Liaison or Inoerial Confer-

ences, as had previously been made. 

On 21 July a. telegram was s;nt from Paris quoting 

Jaopnes o demands n 14 July on French Indo-China 

and Japanese regard for French integrity. Further 

stated that Prance, although fore d by viol nee to 

give in t' Japan, thought England and U. S. would 

interpret this as hostile action and asked Jê ar-

te consent tc temporary "nd limited occupation for 

duration of on rations only. 

On 22 July SEIHATOPI resigned from the Foreign 

Ministry o"-\ng to ill health. 

Telegram from C-man Ambassador in Tokyo on 

22 July states that the Foreign Minister states that 

unconditional acceotanc -• of main Japanese demands 

was imminent. Estimated occupation "ould take 
I 

s veral "e^ks. 

On 23 July Nomura cabled Toyada stating that the 

situation ,,re.s no" nearing a. diplomatic break. The 

change in U.S. opinion is due t" the southward moves 

by Japsn, which is considered as a step towards 

Netherlands East Indies and Singapore. He suggested 

J'-oan dispel United States doubts by informing Grew 

of Japan's real intentions in occupying French 

Indo-China. 
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On 24 July, the U. S. Department of St*te 

issued a. -r-ress release stating that although Jaoan 

had pxoressr-d a desire that no disturbance should 

spread to the Ppcific rnd the U. S. had mede it 

cl'-rr that she concurred, Ja.pan was establishing 

bas«s in French Indo-China and making changes there 

under duress*. This seems to -point to the fa.ct that 

Japan is obtaining bases in French Indo-China for 

further and more obvious movements of conquest into 

adjacent areas. 

Ott informed Berlin on 24 July that an agreement 

had be?-n reached bet^r n Vichy and Japan regarding 

the occupation of baees in French Indo-China on 

20 July 1941. 

©tt sent t*l'*gre;n to Reiih Minister for Forign 

Affairs concurrently to High Command, (OK!'') rnd 

Army Genrrrl Staff (CXH) on 20 July. This telegram 

concerns its--If with multiple Japanese mobilization 

•preparations, quot-in?; number of men under arms pnd 

due f r call up, draft ins: of Russian speaking men 

and technicians, limitation of use of foreign 

languages in communication, restrictions on travel, 

and transportation of trooos to Seishun, Bashin, 

and Shanghai. Impression from conversations is thet 
» 

besides Maiichurie and Korea., o^rts ef North China, 

are to be usrd for action against the USSR. Goal 

not clear, but it does not appear it will be an 

attack limited to Vladivostok area, but will start 

simultaneously in direction of Lab.- Baikal. Time 

of start unknown, but -oossibly an the arrival of 

German troops ft the Vclea. 
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Japanese assets in the TJ. S. «"re frozen .n 25 July. 

On 26 July Japonoso aecdts in t;ho British Empire 

;\mra frozen, 

On 38 July the U-therlrnds announced the sus-

pension ,f tho Jp-opn-N'-thrrlrnds Piru?ncicl Agra-ment 

m d the freezing of Japanese assets in the wh-..le 

Netherlands East Indies. 

On 38 July, Privy Council :v*etin • VPS held. 

Amongst t h o s e nres-nt v r r 'TOJO, VUTO, OKA, and 

SUZUKI. Discussion regarding protocol lj.-twfn 

Franc--' m d J--ppn concrnin? military co.n-reti n 

"p.s c o n d u c t e d . Clarification t mr.de t h P t 

occupation ,ras in rgreer--nt *»itfc France and not 

®xecut>ad "by force, so ' s to evoid misunderstanding 

"by foreign nowrs, esoecially U. S, A. Currency 

at disposal jf forces as provided bv French Indo-

China vQ-ald b e adequate. 

2nd Privy Council tin1?: concerning exchange 

of off "lei-1 documents on military cooo^ration pnd 

the necessity of close Jap-France relations in 

Pilitary field. Agreement "ith France unanimously 

pnnrov d. 

Frat col b-etV-an France pnd Japan 0 ?• 9 Jul1 

ccncr-raiti'- joint dofen.se f French Indo-China. »nd 

tw letters fr ;m V* chy. Jananes demands f.r air 

pnd naval basf s granted, quartering of troops end 

freedom cf movem-nt to be rrrragd pnd recognized. 

An official statem-nt of the Bur-au ,f Information 

on 29th Jul" r^rrrt^d that Protocol betve-n 

Japan and France had been ratified, thr s i g n i n g 

had be n done -=n 29 July pt Vichy—it '"ill be 

effective immediately. 
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In a telegram dated 31 Jul-"- from Tokyo to Wash-

ington it '-'as indicated that Jppen wp.s pleased VTith 

the vpy the P.us so-German var **as goino, since it 

••"PT? her add'd tin- f r preparations. 

In his diary on -31 July, KIDO stated that NAGANO 

had concurred vith former Chief -f General Staff 

Fushirai that Japan should try to avert war as much 

as possible. NAGANO is opposed to the Tri-Partite 

Pact, since it makes the adjustment f US-Japanese 

rel-tions impose.ihle. If these relations cannot he 

adjusted, Japan "il1 he cut off fron her c.il and 

would have only sufficient supplies ^f oil to last 

for 1-? years; in the event of T-rar with the U. S., 

NAGANO told the- Enroeror a sweeping victory is 

doubtful. KIDO disagreed with NAGANO and stated 

that if the Tri-Partite Pact was annulled th-; United 

States w.-ild net hr^e ~ny m>re faith in Japan than 

before. 

NAGANO stated in interrogation, that the fl-et 

had started training for Pearl Harbor in the Summer 

of 1941—possibly July. 

The r e c o r d of Table Top Maneuvers held by the 

Total War Research Institute in the first half of 

A u g u s t 1941, showed that u n d e r the maneuvers the 

g e n : r a l policy of Japan concerning t h i r d pow- r 

problems vas that Japan did not sire tc the United 

States proposal r c l e a r expression cf h e r position 

nor ex~ ct a peaceful settlement but would adopt 

a delaying policy by diplomatic negotiations, w h i l e 

com:, let in" her preparations for war. 
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89*8 871 Records of the Progress of Theoretical Maneuvers 

for Total War No. 1, bein? the results of the third 

period, August 1941-the ninth period October 1943, 

shov-d that during the third p-riod (Aug 1941) 

.Tapan through tha Cabinet- decided to take measures 

to delay U. S. conciliatory proposals to Jap .-a and 

to inform Soviet that as long as she observes the 

Neutrality Pact, Japan will not attack her. The 

strengthening .f relations '-rith French Indo-China 

and Thailand **as dec dad as wall as --ha acceleration 

cf imports from U. S., Great Britain and the Nether-

lands last Indies, and preventing further deteriora-

tion regarding the latter. Censorship measures, 

regulations f food c nanrotion, increased production 

and revised capital mobilization plan were also 

accounted fur. 

796^ 800 Tele-gram fror Ott to Berlin of 1 August, conc rn-

in-- remarks of Colonel Yemen©to to the effect Japan'" 

ncw power in Asia worries Anglo-Saxon oo'-ors, 

particularly since increasing her pre-ssure in favor 

of Axis powers. Japan is mobilizing for action 

against USSR. SHIRATORI said Japan intended to 

start active advance on Russia through demands 

such as for territory which Russia could not 

concede; it was all Japan c< uld do n w in fa.ee of 

the neutrality pact. 
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KIDO stated in his diary on 2 August, 

that Konoye wrs annoyed at the tendency 

of the tough naval el orients to he cone 

strongo There must "be no mistake in 

Japan's diplomacy to allow Japan's oil 

supply to be cut off, An understanding 

must be reached between the Wer and Navy 

Ministers and if this could not be reached 

the government would have to resign and 

t't-c Navy ?nd Army assume charge of the 

administration of the country* 

In his diary of 7 August, KIDO stated 

he had net with Konoye and discussed the 

current problen0 KIDO stated that oil 

was the most serious problem, Japan nust 

occupy the Philippines and Singapore 

before a successful landing on Netherlands 

East Indieso Since Oil wells would be 

destroyed during ection5 it would be 

years before Japan could obtain oil in 

sufficient quantities0 If Japan attacks 

Netherlands East Indies, then the UeS„ 

would declare war and make the shipnent 

of oil fron these islands virtually 

impossible* Japan nust restore friendly 

relations with tbe U. S. The ultimate 

aim of Japan is to advance south and to 

attain this, a 10-year plan has been napped 

out to establish every machine tool industr 

Synthetic oil industry and expansion of 

ocean lines and shipping,, 
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A map dated 10 August showed that 

Jrpan had. already at this tine created 

extensive fortifications of Wotje. 

Newspaper cutting from Kokunin Svininbun 

of 14- August contained record of General 

ARAL I' s talk with Is^ iwr.tr. Secretary 

General of Imperial Rule Association, 

shoY/ing that APAKI regretted that during 

tvcir intervention in tbe east against 

the Soviet Union in 1922, the Japanese 

failed to accomplish their plans in 

Siberia. Also shows tvrt ARAKI felt in 

1941 that tine was ripe to carry out that 

wMcb failed in 1922. 

On 14 August, the 6th FK-sc of 

Theoretical Maneuvers for Totrl War was 

prepared which again set forth the 

imaginary advancc-s of tve Axis forces 

and rec-ounted the declaration of war by 

tve United States on the Axis as 1 

November 1941. 

A tele gran frori the Japanese Govern-

ment tc Berlin on 15 August concerned 

a conversation with tvc Soviet Ambassador 

in wT ich >>0 inquired as to Japan's attitude 

to tve Gernan-Russo War. In reply Japan 

stated she was following the Neutrality 

Pact; however, if (1) Russia ceded, sold 

or leased any property in East /.sia to 

a f'ird pc-r;ojj 'or (2)tt>bk any. steps to' ' 

extend sphere of a 3rd power into 

East Asia, Japan vrould 
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consider this a threat. The Soviet 

Ambassador replied tvat faissia was strictly 

obeying tve Neutrality Pact and gave 

assurance that Russia would never act 

in tve two courses outlined above. Japan 

still adhered to tve three-power pact 

as MATSUOKL had told the Soviet Government 

on 2 July. 

In a telegram of 15 -August from the 

Japanese Foreign Minister to Berlin, he 

said thr.t in response to a question by 

Ott about the talk between the Japanese 

Foreign Office and tve Soviet Ambassador, 

whether the Soviet does not have the 

impression that Japan will not take part 

In the Geman-Soviet war, had told 

Ott that in view of the military expansion 

by Japan under present conditions the 

present arrangement with the Soviet is 

the best means of taking first steps 

toward carrying out future plans concerning 

the Soviet, together with the German 

Government and that it is in harmony 

with the Tri-Partite Pact, Fe hoped 

that tTe German Government would fully 

understand that Japan's action is a 

restraint tipon the Soviet until prepara-

tions c-n be c or -pic ted, 

Lxcerpts commencing 16 August from 

thc first table top maneuvers, a top 

secret symposium of the first total-war 
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Military Games of tvc Totrl War Research 

Institute, imagining end forecasting the 

events loading up to the Docenter attack 

and subsequent grins by Jap amies. 

Relates tactical, strategic novos, 

preparations and manoeuvres in visualising 

t K attrcLs. 

Nonura inforned Toycda on 16 August 

tvat relations between the United States 

and Japan were critical and the next novo 

by Japan night load tc. a sudden change 

p M c V both Japan and America fear night 

happen in case Japan advances into 

Thailand. 

Telegran fron Foreign Ministry to 

Japanese Ambassador in Washington of 20 

August, stating that if the United States 

is shipping iron, planes, etc. to Russia 

by way of Japanese coastal waters, this 

would endanger American-Japanese relations 

and for t>o Ambassador to call Anerican 

attention to the fact that Japan would 

like such further action restrained. 

A newspaper iten of 23 August, shows 

that at a Cabinet nee. ting of 22 August, 

t3 e national connodity mobilisation plan 

for the second quarter cf 1941-2 proposed 

by SUZUKI, president of the Planning Board 

was decided. The plan's key points en-

braced expansion of war material production. 
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On 27 August, tve Japanese Government 

issued a statement which was handed to 

the President cn 28 August. Referring 

to the U.S.1s reply of 17 August, it 

stated that Japan's policy was determined 

by considerations of self-protection for 

retting national requirements and removing 

obstacles against national security. 

Japan is eager to exchange views on basic 

policies with tve United States and a 

neetine of the two heads of tve countries 

would aid to solve tve prcblcns, Japan 

stated that hCr actions in Indc-Chin? wore 

to solve t1-c China Incident, and that 

as long as the USSR maintains the Scvi^t-

Japanosc neutrality treaty, Japan will 

take no military actions in that direc-
1 

tion. 

Promulgation of key industries Control 

Ordinance on 20 August, based cn provi-

sions of Article 18 of National General 

; obilisaM- n Law was serve as founda-

tion for the corplete control by govern-

ment of all major industries, using the 

oxistin,.; cartel structure as guiding 

principlee 

Tx-e Imperial Potrolcun Co., forned on 

1 September, had prrpose of surveying 

and developing oil fields in Japan and 

dominated territories and f-e control 
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of purcre.se and sale of all petroleum 

and oil products. TVis company was 

effective government instrument for 

complete control cf petroleumc 

Telegram from Neumann at Bangkok of 

1 September states that occupation of 

French Indo-China s^ows signs of being 

for a long period, contemplated that 

45}000 Japanese will be tvere within 

several reeks, all strategic points, 

large towns, etcc are occupied0 Attack 

on Siam is envisaged in November when 

additional troops have arrived and rainy 

season ends* Seizure of raw raterials 

and economic measures parallel to military 

occupation have been effected. The 

Japanese are attempting to buy rubber and 

rice plantations, to acquire real estate, 

etc. in Frencv Indo-China. 

On 2 September Jshiz^wa in Batavia 

cabled Tokyo the increased anti-Japanese 

tendencies in the NEI pursuant to tve 

occupation of French Indo-China; the 

strengthening of schemes with regard 

to tve Chinese and a plan whereby 

influential Chinese be sent to NEI to 

advocate the doctrine that the Chinese 

and Japanese are one and influence Chinese 

opinion are some r casures suggested. It 

was requested that Ambassador Fonda be 

informed of this message. 
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On 3 September t^e President replied 

to Konoye's message of 27 August expressing 

M s appreciation at Japan's desire to 

improve Japanese-U.S. relations. The 

U.S. recognise t^e swiftly moving character 

of world events and Is proceeding as 

rapidly as possible towards consummating 

arrangements for a meeting at wMch 

Konoye and Roosevelt could exchange views 

and adjust relations, 

Telegram from Ott to Berlin of 4 

September, after MATSUOKArs dismissal 

as Foreign Minister, states the thjrd 

Konoye Cabinet still planned far-reaching 

mobilisation. Japanese Army was reserved 

on t^e subject of attack on Russia due 

to being weakened in CTinese War and not 

expecting to be able to make decisive 

victory before winter sets in„ Plan to 

take action when numerical force of 

Japanese Army is increased* 

On 5 September, KIDO stated in his 

diary that Konoye advised the Emperor 

to summon a meeting of the Chiefs of 

Staff. This was done, 

On 6 September, KID0S in his diary 

related a visit he paid to the Emperor 

in response to the Imperial summons. 

KILO advised tbe Imperor that since Fara, 

the President of t>e Privy Council, would 
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csk important questions on vis Majesty's 

behalf, tve Emperor should only issue a 

warning, In conclusion, to t^e effect 

that rs tve present situation was one 

wvich might lord to war, the Supreme 

War Command should make every effort to 

bring about a diplomatic success. KILO 

visited the Emperor again later in the 

day and learnt tvat t>-e Cupreme War 

Command vad not answered the questions 

put by President Fara concerning diplomatic 

moves but that the Navy Minister Oikawa, 

?rd made an answer to Hara. The Emperor 

had expressed regret t-~at tve Supreme War 

Commend did not give a reply and emphasized 

tve need for whole-hearted efforts in 

diplomatic negotiations with the United 

States„ 

At Imperial Conference of 6 September, 

attended by TOJO, SUZUKI, MUTO and OKA, 

it was dccided tvat Jap^n would execute 

her Southern advance policy, Japan 

would therefore, complete ver prepara-

tions, by the end of October aiming at 

war with t>e U.S., Great Britain, and the 

Netherlands. In tve meantime end in 

pace with tvis decision, Japan would 

strive to obtain fulfillment of her demands 

through diplomatic means. If the 

negotiations did not lead to success by 
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the beginning of October, Japan would 

immediately determine on war against 

UcStj Great Britain and the Netherlands. 

There would be a strong endeavour to check 

tve formation of a Russo-American combined 

front against Japan. 

On 6 September, Nomura handed to Hull 

another draft proposal setting out the 

various concessions w'-ich Japan will agree 

to including not advancing in French 

Indo-China or resorting to military action 

in the southern region, and withdrawing 

troops from Cvina as soon as possible. 

The United States reciprocal measures 

were set out and included suspension of 

any military measures in tve Far East and 

in the South West Pacific area. 

The Tokyo Nichi Nichi of 7 September, 

showed that concrete plans were being 

drafted by the Communications and Railway 

Ministry, based on the traffic mobilisa-

tion plan for 1941-1942. The Railway 

Ministry will embark upon construction 

of freigvt cars and the Communications 

office will establish the shipbuilding 

control association to systematise t?e 

shipbuilding industry. On 5 September, 

the Cabinet decided a traffic mobilisation 

plan to place land and sea transportation 

on a wartime basis. 
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On 11 September, KIDO stated in bis 
* 

diary that TOJO visited vim after seeing 

the Emperor and explained the results of 

an investigation concerning the prepara-

tions for war with the United States. 

In a telegram from Nomura to Toyoda 

on 12 September, it was stated that the 

main problem In the United States-Japanese 

negotiations was Japan's wish to keep 

troops stationed in China. Tve United 

States wants Japan to completely withdraw 

from China within two years. Since there 

is a possibility of tve negotiations 

failing in the final stages of this 

problem, Nomura suggested tvat Toyoda 

deliberates on tve proposal how to 

evacuate troops within 2 years after 

the peace. 

On 12 September, tve Cabinet adopted 

a plan, formulated by the Planning Eoard 

and Welfare Office, for tve people's 

labour mobilisation. 

Toyoda's reply to Nomura on 13 

September, stated that ve understood tve 

United States wanted Japan to acknowledge 

the so-called 4 principles, Japan is 

not in a position to swallow tve evacua-

tion problem, since the world might think 

it was due to United States pressure. 

It seems that the United States have 
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conferred with Britain, Holland and 

CVina beforehand, and although Japan can 

not hinder the United States from negotiat-

ing with others, she will refuse to be 

induced into a council or an agreement 

among numerous countries. 

Secret communication dated 13 September 

contained request to make arrangements 

immediately for tve manufacture of "Ho" 

series notes in denominations of pesos, 

and "Ni" military currency in denomination 

of dollars. Again requested preparation 

of notes in denomination of guilders* 

Manufacture of pesos to be completed bjr 

20 October, dollars one half by 30 Oct 

and guilders by 20 November (one half). 

UMEZU, tve Commanding General of the 

Kwantung Army, issued a. directive on 

16 September, which ordered that students 

of foreign language schools wvo have been 

Array Russian interpreters under K~n 

Toku En should be given supplementary 

education. 

Top Secret communication of 16 

September, concerned t>~e manufacture 

of "Ho" and "Ni" scries military currency, 

gives order to manufacture these notes 

and is technical communication regard-

ing the piinting of them. 
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On 22 September, Japan communicated 

to Grew a statement of the terms of 

peace which it is proposed to offer to 

China, 

From 24 September onwards, Japan 

ordered her consuls to make reports 

concerning vessels along certain routes 

embracing Pearl Harbour. 

On 25 September, Japan presented Grew 

a completely new draft of Japan's pioposal 

and requested an early reply. 

On 26 September, KIDO stated in M s 

diaiy, that Konoye had told him that he 

had no confidence and tvere was' n$ 

c1oice but for him to resign if the 

military insisted on starting the war 

on 15 October. KIDO hoped for prudence. 

Radio speech by Dr. Nobumi on 26 

September, first anniversary of Tri-

partite Pact, enumerated Hungary, Rumania, 

Slovakia, Bulgaria, and Croatia as having 

joined the pact, restating tve peaceful 

intentions of the pact and tve realisa-

tion of new world order as ultimate aim. 

On 29 September, KIDO stated in his 

diary that the Iriperor had requested 

an estimate of the U.S.'s rubber and 

tin resources and stock. KIDO contacted 

the President of the Planning Eoard. 

President of the Privy Council advocated 
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that in the event of failure of the 

Washington parley, the Imperial Conference 

should not be so formal and a full 

discussion should be held with the senior-

statesmen present* KIDO promised to look 

into the matter, 

NAGANO stated in interrogation that 

he had heard of the plan to attack Pearl 

Harbour in October,, 

Excerpts from report of the Committee 

for the Administrative Measures, October, 

s'-ow that limits of Japanese aggressive 

plans of expansion into Soviet territory 

depended only upon place German expansion 

would stop; plans to run transcontinental 

railway partly by Japanese and partly 

by Germans; complete annihilation of 

USSR and dividing territory between 

Germany and Japans 

The 8th all-Manchuria.n Congress of 

the Kyo Wa Kai was hold in October0 

*Bongst those present was UMEZU0 TMs 

was the first congress since the beginning 

of the Russo-German War and Russian 

delegates were invited» 

A telegram signed Hemmen, a member 

of the German Armistice Commission for 

Economic Affairs dated 1 October, stated 

that the French had requested German 

support in order to obtain Japanese 

approval to deliver 5?000 tons of raw 
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rubber to United States in exchange for vital goods obtain-

able only in the United States. Germany 

upheld Japnn:s objection, pointed out 

that German requests for rubber were 

urgent and requested the release of 

additional .5? 000 tons be obtained for 

Jupan during October* 
10795 1245G On 2 October Full gave Nomura a 

Ballantine 

memorandum of an oral statement reviewing 

the developments in the conversations 

and explaining the United States 

attitude towards various points in the 

Japanese proposal vihic1^ did not appear 

to the United States to be consistent 

wit1- UaS. principles® 

7932 788A Excerpt from telegram, Ott to Eerlin, 

of 4 October, states that from careful 

sounding of the Army leaders it has been 

concluded that the inherent aim of the 

Tri-Partite '/act Is to overpower the 

British Empire, keep the United States 

at bay and eliminate USSR, thus bringing 

about new distribution of power in 

hi;rope and the Far East0«-

10233 1143 In his diary of 7 October, KIDO stated 

that there was dissention between the 

Army and Navy concerning the Washington 

parley which the Navy wanted to continue 

and the Army to stop. The Navy wanted 

Konoye to declare his policy and a 
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meeting of the Premier, War and Navy 

Ministers was held to settle Japan's 

national policy with respect to war with 

the United States. 

In a telegram from Washington to 

Tokyo on 8 October, the- United States 

expresses dj satisfaction at the negotia-

tions since h?par; does not appear to 

express a desire to go into a detailed 

discussion* The United States adheres 

to the 4 principle:-; and wish-:-3 tc bring 

about unanimity on the Cundan.-.ntal 

questions on which the owo h-r.-e failed 

to see eye to eye, tven turn go other 

matterso 

Cn 8 October Nomura cabled Tokyo 

regarding tve curtailing of guaranties 

concerning the principles in the proposal 

of the otho The Americans are still makii 

demrndi -n the question of stationing 

and evacuating tr:>ops in French Indo-

China to which Jppr.n objects In principlec 

FIDO expressed Konoye7 s concern 

regarding the fail'.ire of the Washington 

talks in his diary of 9 October and KIDO 

stated that 6 September Imperial Conferenc 

resolution was too outright. War with 

the United States would have little hope 

for victory at the moment, and KIDO 

advocated completion of the CVina Incident 

followed by 10 - 15 years preparation. 
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It is shown in the document "Japan's Deci-

sion to Fight" that on 10 October, Colonel 

Ryuto, Commander of an anchorage group, 

wrote a report on conditions showing that 

the mobilization order had been issued on 

12 September. They reached Palau on 10 

October and established anchorage head-

quarters and prepared for leading opera-

tions to accompany v̂ ar. 

It is shown that on 11 October, in a diary 

of Pvt. Kashino of an Infantry Regiment, his 

unit landed at Shanghai and prepared for the 

Malaya operation from 12-14 leaving for 

Thailand on 22 November and arriving there 

on 8 December. 

In a diary of an unknown soldier of the 

41st Infantry Regiment, it is revealed that 

his unit arrived at Shanghai on 12 October, 

was given jungle training and left on 2 Decern 

bor for Sama, and on 13 December was the firs 

unit to enter Gubun Street. 

On October 12th KIDO gave details of a 

meeting of the War Minister TOJO, Navy 

Minister Oikawa, Foreign Minister Toyoda, 

President of the Planning Board, 

SUZUKI, ana Premier Konoye. The War 
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Minister TOJO colled for a great resolu-

tion since there was no hope of an 

understanding with the United States ' 

lie tve Navy wanted to avoid war. A 

strong leadership by tve Premier was 

urgent. The Foreign Minister Toyoda, 

stated that he was unsure of tve outcome, 

of tve talksa They had agreed, on the 

advice of TOJO tvat Japan's demands for 

stationing of troops in Chine should not 

be altered. Tve successful results of 

the Chinese Incident should be made secure 

by all means 5 and the parley should be 

further based on the fact that these 

agreements should cease Japan's prepara-

tions for war. Konoye also wrote a 

full account of tve meeting end other 

events leading up to the resignation. 

(Soon after it took place.) The effect 

is substantially the same, except that, 

according to him, no decision was reached 

on t^is occasion. 

TOJO recalled in an interrogation, 

the fact tvat the War, Fnvy, Foreign 

Minister and Premier attended the meeting 

of 12 October* At this meeting United 

States negotiations were discussed and 

the fact that the middle 10 days of 

October which had been set for a time 

limit for a. favourable diplomatic turn 
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bad arrived. The United States had turned 

down the meeting between Konoye and 

Roosevelt and the situation was tense. 

TOJO felt that there was no hope for a 

diplomatic success and tine had come to 

make up Japan's mind for war. 

Telegram from Neumann at Saigon on 

12 October concerning 5"th columnist 

activities of Pan Asiatic League as a 

tool of Japanese expansionist policy in 

French Indo-China, Branch offices of 

league ordered to advocate agitation 

for Annamite independence, encourage anti-

French uprisings, foster pro-Japanese 

sentiment through picked units of J a panose 

Army and to spy on Frcnc^ troop movements 

and locate raw material and foodstuff 

storage place, Annamites to be incorporated 

into Japanese occupation army5 time for 

striking appears to be the end of the 

year or early spring. The leaders and 

a great part of the Annamite: fighting 

units were ex-convicts. The heir to 

the Annamite throne fled to Japan at the 

beginning of this century and as early 

as 1935 presided over the Pan-Asiatic 

congress. 

KI1/0 stated in his diary of 13 October 

that he conferred with SUZUKI on the 

political situation and their cenelusion 
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10274 1149 was that the Premier should make an effort 

to promote mutual understanding with the 

War and Navy Ministers, 

10258'- 1148 Before and at a cabinet meeting on 
10263 

14 October TOJO maintained the same view, 

and there was a deadlock. But later the 

A m y (through MUTO) offered to give way 

if the Navy would come out definitely 

against war. OKA, for tvc Navy, refused 

to do this and loft it to Konoye, v/hich 

TOJO and MUTO would not accept. 

10276 1150 On the 15 October, KIDO stated in his 

diary that SUZUKI delivered War Minister 

TOJO's message to hin which stated that 

unless Konoye changed his mind the general 

resignation of the Cabinet would be un-

avoidable. The succeeding Premier should 

be able to unite tve A m y end Navy and 

follow the Imperial will. Prince 

Figashikunifs name was mentioned as a 

possibility. KIDO replied tvat this would 

involve a working-out of a common policy 

between the Army and Navy beforehand and 

asked whether War Minister TOJO had any 

accurate forecast to make on tve fact that 

the establishment of a prudent policy 

would take preccdcnce over all other 

questions. The Premier, Prince Konoye, 

visited KIDO snd asked his opinion on the 

Figashikuni Cabinet. Prince Konoye said 
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10276 1150 that tire breach between himself and the War 

Minister TOJO was very great. Later 

President of the Planning Board, SUZUKI, 

telephoned to KIDO to say that TOJO's 

purpose was to establish harmony between 

the A m y and the Navy by tve influence of 

Prince Figashikuni, and KIDO objected to 

the plan. Later, tve Premier, Prince Konoye, 

said he wished to secure the informal con-

sent of Prince Figashikuni and KIDO said 

he had no objection so long as Konoye acted 

in his capacity as Premier. Prince 

figashikuni, however, wanted a few days for 

consideration and wished to have a meeting 

with War Minister TOJO and Lord Keeper of 

the Privy Seal KIDO. 

7113 654A Telegram from German Ambassador to Tokyo 

on 15 October, concerned Japanese occupation 

of French Indo-China which, according to 

reports was not without friction. Japanese 

intend to increase strength there to 40,000 

and wrest concession from French colonial 

administration through local military 

authorities. Fe says open conflict will 

be avoided despite all this. The Japanese 

Foreign Ministry denied a Japanese-Siamese 

argument concerning the border zone. 

8455 852 Secret communication from Chief of 

Intendance Bureau, War Ministry, to Chief 

of Financial Bureau of 15 October, requested 

the forwarding of certain currencies to the 
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Bank of Japan* Shanghai agency,to arrive by 22 October,. 

On l6 October, Toyed.;, telegraphed Nomura that 

Japan had repeatedly affirmed the aim of the Tri-

partite Pact to the United States, which is the 

prevention of the European war spreading. However, 

should Gorman and United States relations become 

aggravated, th-re would be a distinct danger of war. 

It is desired that German-United States relations 

stop deterioration and Japan requests the considera-

tion of the United States. 

Oil lo October, KIDO stated in his diary that he 

was opposed to tho Higashikuni Cabinet, such a 

Cabinet would show that Japan lacked suitable per-

sons, and in the event of war a problem would 

arise. He told TOJG of this opposition and urged 

a rescission of the previous decision and a unified 

policy of tho Art?- and Navy. Konoye telephoned 

tc say be was resigning and did so at 5 o'clock. 

KIDO1 in his talk with TOJG, urged a revision of 

the 6th September decisions. 

On'16 October the Konoye Cabinet resigned and 

Konoye issued a statement on his resignation. This 

stated that Army minister TOJO judged negotiations 

with the United States on friendly terms could not 

possibly materialise before the desired time 

(middle or latter part of October); that it was 

impossible to consent to the withdrawal of troops 

from China and that the time had come to open war 

agaii.st the United States. Prime Minister Konoye, 

however, thought that all negotiations with the 

United States vero not hopeless and that the 

stationing of troops in China could be achieved in 

substance while appearing to yield to the United 

States. 
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'' rtated in an intorrog- tion that on or about 17 

October he :.olt the time.* opportune for fighting was i 

danger of being lost, and that the Konoye Cabinet fell 

because ' 0-J0 favoured war with the United States while 

Kono"re still thought a diplomatic snl -.tion possible. 

EIDC stated in hi? diary of 17 October, that an ex-

premiers' Conference \ -roceclive as on 17 July 1541) 

attended by Eiyoura, '̂ akatsi-.ki, Okada., i-ayashi, TBOTA 

Abe, Yonai, and Mara, ir was finally decided on lil.'O1 s 

suggestion that ho should recommend TOJO as the new 

Premier '*ith additional position of Var Minister. 

On le October the Accused helo the following positions 

DOHI-APA, C-eneral, Chief of Air Inspectorate, Supreme 

:,rar Councillor-; FATA, ' omnander-in-Ohief, Ixoedition-

ary Fore. , Central China: FI3AFUih.., Sr-Frfjaier; 'IE, A 

Mx-Pre. .ier; "OS..-. 11,0, Chief Secretary el Cabinet; 

ITAGAIQ, General in commend Korean Army-; KAYA, 

Finance Minister, Vice President China Affairs 

Board; KIDO, lord he per of Privy Seal; EII'JIEA, 

Lt. Q n.-.'al, Vice Minister of ar; KOISO, General on 

reserve list; MATS"TI, General, retired; MINAhl, 

Governor-General of Morea; ;JrT0, Chief, Military 

Affairs Joard (' ar Ministry); AGAFO, Chief cf Naval 

General Sta.fi, Supreme 'ar Councillor; OMA, Chief 

5--.r6.an. of ..aval and Military Affairs in ' avy Ministry, 

Assistant to Navy Minister in Imperial head quarters, 

Councillor, Bureau of Manchurinn Affairs, Imperial 

Member of German—Italian-Japanese mixed experts 

Committe in Tokyo; 0TA"'X, Director-Gereral ox last 

Asia. Research Institute, South Manrhurian Railway; 
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OS" I' a, Ambassa. or Plenipotentiary in Berlin; Imperial 

••.ember of the G-eroan-Italian-Jaoenese Special Council 

in Berlin; SI TO, Maior-General, Chief of Military 

Affairs Section, Military Affairs Bureau (War Ministry), 

Secretary of several Government Committees; S' ISli-HxS", 

Attached to foreign Ministry; SEIMADA, Navy Minister, 

Vice rresident China Affairs Board; S'r3UKI, It. General, 

I-resident of the Planning Board, Minister of State, 

Councillor, Total War Investigation Institute, 

Member Committee on Thought Control, Chief Director, 

.China Affairs Board; TOGO, Foreign Minister, Overseas 

Minister, irice "resident, China Affairs Board, Supreme 

War Councillor: TOJO, Prime Minister, War Minister, 

Home Minister, President China Affairs 3oard, 

Supreme War Councillor; TJMEZU, General, Commander-in-

Chief, ZVantung Army and Ambassador to Hanchukuo, 

ABAZI, I-IASFIKOTO, and SEIRATOP.I held no official 

positions. 

102=3 1155 On 16 OctoVr KIDO recorded in his diary that the 

Emperor sanctioned the xoetition to allow TOJO to remain 

on activ service and promoted him to a full general. 

102S5 1155 On 20 October KIDO recorued tin Emperor1 s con-

gratulations to him on the new Cabinet. KIDO told 

the Emperor that one mistake, might have meant war, 

this vas the only way to give the situation a new 

turn and so . e had recommended it. 

10312 11-1 On 22 October ITomura requ.ested that TOGO grant 

permission for .him 13 return to Tokyo. Ee felt that 

to resign was the only way open lor him as a man of 

honor. 
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118B5 1325 An official report by the bureau of East Asiatic 

Affairs of the Netherlands East Indies on the 

organisation of the Japanese Intelligence Service 

in the life the -"lends In .ies, 27 October, stated that 

the Japanese Intelligence Service of the Netherlands 

East Inoies consisted of 4 organisations, the E00, P50, 

PAG, and 000. These organisations were under the 

Foreign Office, Na.va.l Information Service Tokyo, 

Military director in Central Formosa and Japanese 

Consul General as receiving centre respectively. 

1031-i 1162 Cn 25 October, KILO stated in his diary that SUZUKI 

had reported cn the progress of the Liaison Conference, 

the extension of the Anti-Comintern Pact and Manoeuvres 

against China. 

8458 852 Top secret communicati n "o. 10, dated 31 October, 

referred to the institution of procedures for handling 

military currency notes in foreign denominations for 

the southern regions. Syst m of military currency 

will defray expenditure in event of operations in the 

south Seas area. Issuance of such currency decided 

by J-r.--r.i-.--r (TOJC), Finance (j'AYA), Vt-r (TOJO), and "-'e.vy 

(SHI:ADA) ministers. 

7346 674A Excerot from i.agazino "Kaino" (Eeconstruction) 

written by Tancka (not the - itness) entitled "The 

Few Development in the P.usso—German T"*ar and Japan", 

states world-"ide struggle between Axis and anti-Axis 

is gradually approaching: Japan re .jo ices in and hopes 

for victory of Germany over P/ussia and Britain. 

11923 1328 A list of questions was drawn up for the liaison 

Conference between the Government and Imperial 
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Foa^euarters at the end of October. These Questions 

relate to reactions to Japan's Foreign Policy and that 

repercussions -"ill result from war, particularly 

11S2S 132? if Japan attacks in the south, "hat help can be 

expocted from the Axis etc. After consideration by 

the Favy, Army, Porei.-.n, and Finance Finis tries under 

the Accused SF.IMADA, ' 0J0, TOC-C, and KAYA, respectively, 

answers to these questions were decided. 

10462 1197A SDiGAFO stated in an interrogation that he approved 

the plan for the attack on Pearl Harbour either at 

the end of October or the beginning of November. 

5105 450 Tokyo Gazette extract, 7ol. V, Fo. 5 of November, 

entitled "Ten Years of the Fe>r State", relates to 

richness of Fanchukuo, its abundanco of iron, coal, 

and non-ferrous metals a.nd its natural resources, 

the success of the five-year industrial development plan 

and the industrial and cultural development in border 

districts* 

8980 8741 The monthly Wartime 3c .or t 5o, F of the H. A. Corps, 

November, gives details of the preparations for 

operations against Hong Kong and intensification of 

the blockade. 

8482 853 Procedure for dealing vith military ourrency ex-

pressed in Southern Region Foreign Currency Order from 

Finance Finister KAYA to Bank of Japan on 1 Fovember. 

The Bank of Japan was to acknowledge receipt of not,-3 

from the Cabinet -Printing Bureau and notify the Finance 

Ministry wh/:n they had disbursed any of these notes. 

3043 809 The diary of Impto of the French Indo-China Expedi-

tionary Army "hô 's that his unit reached Saigon on 
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1 November, left on 27 November en route to Hainan, 

leaving there on 4 December. They reached Singora (in 

Siam, near Malayan border) on 7 December, landing at 0600 

on 8 December. 

10315 809 On 1 November, the final text of Combined Eleet 

Secret Operational Order No, 1 had been agreed upon and 

was being printed: It contained schedules and plans 

for attacks on Pearl Ee.rbour and various British and 

Dutch possessions. 

10315 1153 TOGO telegraphed Nomura on 2 November stating' that 

the Imperial Conference scheduled for 5 November 

expected to reach a final decision for improving 

relations between the United States and Japan. Ho 

would inform Nomura of the results, which would be 

Japan's last effort to improve diplomatic relations. 

When negotiations were resumed it was urgent that a 

d cision should be reached at onc<.. This information 

wa~ stricoly for Nomura1 s information and ' 0G0 

trustee, him to exercise great prudence in handling 

everything before negotiations were taken up. 

10317 609 On 3 November, it was decided oo attack Pearl I-arbcur 

and Chief of Naval General Staff NAGANO set the date. 

10318 1164 TOGO cabled i.onura on 4 November, stating that 

Japan-United States relations were very critical. 

The Cabinet and Imperial Headquarters had decided on 

a counter proposal for resuming negotiations which was 

to be submitted to the conference for sanction on 

5 lovember. The telegram then goes on to justify Japan's 

attitude and accuses the United States of shunning and 

overlooking J a .an'r position. 
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On 4 November, TOGO cabled hcnura concerning the 

revised ultimatum to meet the wishes of the United 

States. Nomura was to make clear that Japan did 

not intend to expand her sphere of self-defence and 

desired to avoid the European 'far's expansion into 

the Pacific. Ee China.: Japan would withdraw her 

troops from North China over a period of two years 

except for the areas of the Mongolian border and on 

Hainan, where they were to remain for a suitable period 

(if questioned to be vaguely quoted as 25 years). 

He wants Nomura, to give the idea that unlimited 

occupation does not mean perpetual occupation. 

On 4 November, TOGO formed Nomura that Kurusu was 

being despatched to help him in the parley®. Kurusu's 

activities were being ke >t secret for the time being. 

A cabinet decision of 4 November, agreed on the Policy 

lor Guiding Public Opinion on British and American 

Problems. This policy is to 'orovide for the suppression 

of any war preparation information, etc., and to make 

the people hold hi pe for the future. 

At the Imperial Conference of 5 November, attended 

by TOJO, V.0C-0, SEIMADA, KAYA, SUZUKI, H0SEIN0, MUT0, 

and OKA, national ' olicv was again decided. It showed 

that at the Liaison Conference a decision was made to 

notify Germany and Italy of Japan's intention to start 

war against the United States and Britain when the 

present negotiations "ith the United States break down 

and war is inevitable (presumed to be 25 November) and 

as soon as preparations are ready they will open 

negotiations for participation by the Axis in 
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the war age Inst the United States and for a no-separate 

peecc pact. The advance throu .h Thailand was decided, 

first passage of troops to "be demanded, if this is 

refused they vill advance without it, "but Japan will 

respect Mia.ilar.d1 s sovereignty (in regard to decision 

of Liaison Conference of 1 February) and will try to 

turn negotiations to her advantage by suggesting the 

cession in the future of 38rt of Burma or Malaya, this 

depending on Thailand's attitude. Plan for dealing with 

International settlements made, and a decision not to 

declare war against Chiang, but obtain same effect by 

a declaration of war against the United States and 

Great Britain. 

10415 118b On 5 November, the ̂ mbasse.dor at Bangkok reported 

to TOGO on measures to be taken in the event of Japan 

taking decisive action in the south. The co-operation 

of Thai (on. which he had already undertaken work) is 

important and although in the event of an attack on 

Burma and Malaya, a temporary infringement of Thailand 

night happen, the independence of Thailand would be 

more respected after the objective had been obtained. 

10347 809 On 5 November, Yamamoto issued the Combined Fleet 

1252 Top Secret Order No. 1, which stated that op rations 

against tn.e United States, Britain and the Nether-

lands will be conducted in accordance with the pro-

visions for preparations for wr.r, communications, supply, 

allocation of forces, etc. 

10345 1171 TOGO wired Nomura on 5 November, informing him that 

arrangem nts for the agreement were to be completed 

by 25 o-Berber. 
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On 6 November, TOGO cabled Honiara that the counter 

proposals wired to him on the. 4th had been 'approved 

by the Imperial Conference and talks were to begin. 

He then advised T'omura on the policy to be adopted 

in submitting the proposals. 

Combined Fleet Secrct Operation Order of 5 November 

stated that Y Day would be 23 Fovember, and Order 3 of 

10 Fovember stated that X Day would be 8 December. 

On 5 Fovember KIDO stated in his diary that an 

Imperial Conference decided the oolicy towards the 

United States, England and the Netherlands. TOJO 

advised KIDO of the formation of the southern Army 

and the dispatch of Kurusu to the United States. 

On 7 Kovember Fomura stated in a memorandum to 

Hull that withdrawal of troops stationed in China 

will be completed within 2 year?, to proceed gradually 

according to special arrangements. Japan "ill guarantee 

territory sovereignty of French Indo-China and with-

draw troops as soon as China affair is settled. 

Japrn will recognize non-discrimination of trade in 

China and Pacific areas orovided principle will apply 

to rest of world. 

On 7 Fovember Admiral Yamamoto issued an order which 

stated that the Task Force would gather at Eitokappu Wan 

and remain t.«orfc under great secrecy until 22 • ovember 

(a combined Fleet Order on operation was issued 

simultaneously). 
/ 

German Foreign Office cabled Washington on 8 

.'ovember that TOGO had stated that Kurusu had been 

instructed to take a firm attitude a.nd was gi^en a 
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limit which he could not cross. 

10350 80S On 10 November Striking Force Operation Order 

No, 1 was iss-ed to ell ships to complete battle 

preparations by 20 November. Rendezvous of fleet 

to be at Kuriles; strict secrecy to be maintained. 

SO14 80S Captured copy of a pamphlet entitled, "Just read 

this and the war will be won,-" stamped 10 November 

(although actual date of preparation is thought to 

be prior to this date) gives a map of Southern 

China, French Indo-China, Thailand, Burma, Malay 

States, Netherlands East Indies, and a small 

section of the northwest Australian coast on the front. 

This was issued to each soldier before: he left for 

overseas. 

8372 872 Group of charts and telegrams show that quantities 

of munitions, ammunition, machinery, fuel, oil, grease 

for motor cars and parts for repairing munitions were 

to be delivered to various seaports in Japan and dis-

tributed on 10, 12, 13 and 15 November to the 55th, 

56 th and 16th Divisions, and that in October noti-

ficatior was dispatched to various governmental 

agencies to keep s cret the general plan for operation 

which was to be out into effect in French Indo-China. 

10363 1175 At a Liaison Conference of 11 November the principal 

S261 319 reaso is alleged for the commencement of hostilities 

against the United States a.id i>roat Britain stated that 

it is Japan's mission to establish a. new order in 

Greater last Asia. Although for eight mo- the Japan 

and the United States have negotiated fof a peaceful 

settlement, they car. not concur, and Japan can not 
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realize her policy end bring about stability if she 

accedes to the United States. Greater East Asia is 

at a crisis and Japan's future it? in jeopardy and 

she is compelled to take up arms to smash all 

ob?tacl s. 

10355 1174 A telegram from TOGO to Nomura on 11 November 

related a conversation between CraigE and TOGO on 

thf matter of United State"? negotiations. Craigie 

was of the opinion that they were still at the 

preliminary stages vl.ile TOGO pointed out they 

had reached the realm of actual negotiations. 

The Ambassador is to make the United States 

realize this fact and bring about an agreement at 

the earliest possible moment. 

10352 1173 On 12 November Tokyo llichi Nichi printed Churchill's 

declaration that England wan ready in the Pacific and 

will fight if imerica. does. 

8385 67SA Eeport of Military Administrative Measures to ba 

taken in event of Japan's entering the war, dated 

12 November gives: plans for military operations in 

(a) Sino-Japanese war, (b) Eusso-Japanese ^ar, and 

(c) Pirst World War, (d) Siberian Expedition, to Ice 

taken into consideration a.s a guide. 

10375 117 D The general outline for hastening the conclusion of 

war aga-inst the United States, Britain, Netherlands and 

Chungking, dated 12 o^ember, provider in essence the 

plan to be adopted towards foreign powers of 5 November. 

8933 878 On 13 November a Liaison Conference considered the 

measures to be taken towards foreign countries decided 

a,t the Council in the -presence of the Emperor on 5 November. 
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Nomura cabled. TOGO on 14 November, stating that he 

would fight to the end and believed he would win out 

in "the negotiations. American policy was based on 

stopping Japanece expansion in the Pacific and if 

Japan moves to the South, she will have to fight 

England and the United States, and possibly Hussia, 

r-'Cret telegram da tod 14 ho ember, from Nanking 

(Chief of Third Air Group) to Vice Ministers of War 

and General Staff regarding plans for aerial group 

to leave Nanking on 15 November, to establish command 

post at Saigon in South Indo-China on or after 16 

Novemb er. 

In a telegram from TOGO in Tokyo to Riyoji at 

Honolulu, dated 15 November, it is stated that in 

view of the critical situation between the United 

States and Japan, report on ships in harbour should 

Be sent twice a week, observing secrecy. 

On 15 November a pamphlet entitled "Message to 

Warriors in the South Seas" was issued by General 

Horii, Commander of the South Seas detachment de-

tailed to attack Guam. 

TOGO cabled Nomura on 16 November requesting 

Nomura fight harder than ever before, In Nomura's 

opinion Japan ought to wait and seo what turn the war 

takes e.nd remain patient. TOGO was sorry but he had 

set the deadline for solving the negotiations as 

25 November. 

3n 17 November iSrdsannsdorff, former member of German 

Legation at Bangkok, cabled Foreign Minister of Reich 
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concerning conversation with OSHIMA on possibility 

of Japanese action in northern and southern direction. 

After initial expression of ignorance, OSHIMA said 

there was a possibility of invasion of Thailand in 

order to secure a springboard for attack on Singapore, 

but increas3 of Japanese troops in French Indo-China 

would have to be effected first. 

11210 1257 On 18 Fovember Kite. in Honolulu cabled Tokyo 

reporting chip movement in the harbour. 

10383 1173 On 18 November Eurusu cabled TOGO expressing 

faith in Roosevelt's desire to continue negotiations, 

and stated t/at Japan might give the United States 

sufficient security so that they could concentrate 

more deeply in the Atlantic, enabling Japan to occupy 

a more favourable position in the post-war inter-

national situation. 

9032 309 T: e diary of a member of the South Seas Detachment 

shows that on 18 Fovember group war exercises were held 

under Several Eorii, the unit arrived at Hahagima on 

28 Fovember, landing there on 3 December. On 4 

December there wa.s an announces rt of a. Japanese-

American war. 

10387 1180 TOCO t»legraphed Fomura on 19 Fovember, giving 

more amendments to the pact proposal, one of which 

was that Japan could not agree to nSm-discriaination 

in trade being applied only to China, and also that 

Japan wished to decide independently whether there 

had been an attack and was not bound by the interpre-

tation of other parties to the Tri-Partite Pact, in 

the event the United States should enter the European War, 
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10389 1131 In his diary of 19 November KIDO stated he pointed 

out to the Emperor various conditions which, might arise 

if the Emperor resolved on war by the end of November. 

Por war to come just because November had expired might 

be very difficult ••'ith public opinion, and KIDO 

suggested that when t 'e Premier make- s his final 

decision he order a. congress of senior statesmen to 

convene before the Emperor. 

898c 877 In a Liaison Conference of 20 November a decision-

regarding "Details of the Execution of Administration 

in the Southern Occupied Territories" was made. It 

r. lates to the setting uo of a military administration 

in occupied aree,s using existing organs a.s much as 

possible end ordering co-operation of United States 

avid Dutch ne.tiona.ls with Japan's military. Pinal dis-

position of territories is to be decided later. The 

occupation forces will control all facilities and 

communications. All important matters on locrl adminis-

tration are to be decided a.t Liaison Conference s. In 

Drench Indo-China and Thailand a military administration 

is not to be set up, b t measures are to be taken later. 

10811 1245-H On 20 November Nomura handed Hull another draft 

Bellantine proposal incorporating the various points of the 

previous proposals. 

119=3 1331 On 20 November it was decided at a Cabinet Con-

ference to establish a new Committee within the Cabinet 

- the Sixth Committee under Chairmanship of the 

President of one Planning Board, SUZUKI. This com-

mittee was to draft elans ior the economic exploiter-

tion of the southern areas. The establishme t of the 

committer . nd its deal inns were secret. The regulations 
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for the establishment of this co-^ittee wore approved 

"by the Premier on 2 Dece her. 

902? 609 Prom the diary of So erior Private Yamashita of the 

41st Infantry Peginent it is shown that i is unit 

anchored in sight of Takao on 21 November. 

10c."2 1182 On 21 '\ovoaber an Investigation Committee meeting 

of t.-e ?riT",- Council attended, by TOGO and TOJO was 

held on Prolongation of the -inti-Comintern 1- act. 

It was decided unanimously to approve the v.act and 

to request the government to «>e - very effort to 

make it effective. 

6637 601 Telegram from Pibbentroo 21 November, shoving that 

on 18 Ivovember Japan sought advice from Germany as to 

whether Germany v/ould a ree not to conclude a. separate 

peace with the United States in event of the United 

Sta ,gs-Japanese Var, and that Germany would not con-

clude a separate peace regard! ss of reason for war 

and in the event Japan commenced it. 

8984 875 In a cable from Tsukada, Chief cf Staff of the 

Southern Arm:', to KIK03A, Yice Minister of War 22 

November, it is stated that the Southern Army will 

leave Tokyo oil 2': November, larding a.t Zee lung on 29 

November and the establishment of the '\eadquprters 

a.t Taihoku on 2 December. 

10400 1183 TOGO in a. cable to i-omura on 22 November explained 

the difficulty of altering the deadline date of the 
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agreement, but stated that if the signing co"lc. 

be completed by the 2Sth, and an understanding 

with Britain r nd the Neth- rla:.ds be readied by 

an exchange of notes by that date, Japan would 

make arrangement* to wait. After t::at things 

will automatically happen, 

6540 602 Telegram from German Ambassador at Eokyo 

to Reich Foreign Minister of 23 November states 

Japanese War Minister1s gratitude for the fact 

that Germany would not leave Japan in the lurch 

in case of Fnited States conflict, and also 

inquired if Jenan-United States war would mean 

German-United States war Operation intentions of 

Japanese in the event of war gave the impression 

that Thailand, North and East Borneo would be 

occupied, but Philippine decision has not been 

reached. 

10402 1134 On 23 November Nomura cabled TOGO that he had 

met with Null and Ballantine concerning the 

negotiations, Britain, Australia and the Nether-

lands representatives had been conferred with 

on the 22nd and tnoir opinions on Japan's 

proposals obtained. He gave a general survey of 

the conversations, ending by informing TOGO that 

the United States will submit a counter proposal 

on Monday. 

Doctuaeno No. 0001 

PnGE 
AXLIBIT 
WITNESS 
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TOGO cabled Konmra on 24 November, telling him of 

p conference with Grew concerning the movement of 

troops in French Indo-China. Japan objected to 

intervention with Japan's efforts for peace when 

Roosevelt acts e.s mediator in connection with the 

Chinese problem andjhas Chiang Kai Shek propose peace 

with Japan. Clarification must bo obtained on this 

point before negotiations between United States and 

Japan can be settled. 

On 25 November the Japanese Ambassador at Hanoi 

stated that he had boon advised that the United States 

w'.s to reply by the 25th; failing this, he presumed 

war will result. However, if they fail, Japan's 

forces arc ready to move. He queried whether status 

quo of NIC would be maintained in war. 

8407 Lishort 

6046 

6043 

495 

496 

kQ 

10418 1189 

The law entitled, "Law Concerning Industrial 

Equipment Corporation" was passed on 25 November, by 

virtue of which the Government created a special 

equipment corporation, having as its object in tines 

of war to have war and essential industries equipped 

with necessary plants for increased production on 

definite lines of the government program. 

On 25 November the Anti-Comintern Pact was renewed 

with the provision for admission of new participants -

Japanese - controlled China., Rumania, Bulgaria, 

Finland, Slovakia, Croatia and Denmark. 

Nomura and Xurusu called TOGO on 26 November, 

stating that there was hardly any hope of the United 

State3 accept inn the "B" proposal in toto. 
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Situation was tense and all they could suggest 

to save it was that Roosevelt cable Japan stating 

that he hope3 that Japan and the United States 

will cooperate in maintaining pcace and Japan 

replies with a cordial message* If Japan approved, 

they would begin negotiations on receipt of tho wire. 

It seems to them that the rupture, although possibly 

not causing war, would result in the occupation of 

Netherlands East Indies, wherewith Japan would 

be forced to attack. They asked TOGO to consult 

KIDO (at least) on this point. 

10815 12451 Hull replied to the Japanese on 26 Hove rubor out-
Ballantino 

lining a tentative form of the proposed basis for 

agreement. 

10429 1190 In his diary for 26 Fovember KIDO stated that he 

conferred with the President of the Privy Council 

about a senior statemon's conference. The Emperor 

feared the worst and said that final decision for 

war should be carried out after another senior 

statesmen's conferoncc with a broader discussion of 

the matter. 

10461 1197A SAOA2TO stated in interrogation that the Hoots 

started for Pearl Harbour either on 36 or 27 November. 

10432 1191 Record of a telephone conversation between Eurusu 

and Yamanoto of the Foreign Office on 27 Fovember 

reveals that the negotiation? do not seem to be 

getting along any better. Yamamoto tele1 Kurusu not 

to break them off and that he would carcfully road 

the President's message. Kurusu said they wanted 

to keep on negotiating but the Army is champing at 

tho bit and there is a crisiB. 
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On 28 November the Cabinet approved a plan for 

establishing a now system in press circles. An 

Imperial Ordinance creating a new system will bo 

issued under the National Mobilization La«r. It 

is aimed at placin-o the newspapers on a wartime 

bo,sis. 

TOGO informed Nomura on 28 November that in view 

of the latest United States proposal, there is practi-

cally nothing left but to break off the negotiations. 

However, Nomura andNurusu are not to convey the 

impression that the negotiations are broken off and 

to say that they oro awaiting instructions 

from home, and while not clarifying the Government's 

intent, they are to give personal opinion that 

Japan's claims have been just and the United States 

has not co-operated. The measures suggested in 

their telegram are considered improper, although 

they had been referred to the parties mentioned. 

Intercepted message from Berlin to Tokyo of 

20 November stated that if Japan should fight 

the United States, Germany would join war immediately, 

also no possibility of Germany entering into 

separate pea.ee with the United States. 

Excerpt from interrogation of OSHIMA in which he 

stated that around 29 or 30 November he received 

word that Hull's reply of 26 November with regard 

to Japanese-United States negotiations had been 

extremely severe in tone. 

Tl'OC cabled Nomura on 29 November, instructing the 

Ambassadors to make one more verbal attempt by 
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stating traditional United States fairness, 

and Ja< an can not understand why United States 

rejects her new proposals. They were to ask 

careful reflection on what has "become of the basic 

objectives that the United States has made the 

basis for negotiations for 7 months (with this 

change of front on the China problem) and to 

exercise care that this does not lead to breaking 

off relations. 

11938 1330 On 29 November the Japanese Consul General 

in Batavia instructed all Japanese consuls in 

Netherlands East Indies to report the arrival, 

departure, nationality, port, etc. of all 

foreign merchant men or worships operating in the 

Pacific, Indian Ocean and South China Sea zones. 

10452 119^ On 29 November KIDO in his diary described a 

meeting of Senior Statesmen (ex-premiers etc., in-

cluding EIEANTJMA and KIROTA) to give the Emperor 

thoir individual, views on the question of peace 

or war. The Government . xplained that in their 

view war was inevitable. According to TOJO the 

members of the Government present besides himself 

were SHIMADA, TOGO and SUZUKI at the first part of 

the conference when the explanations were given; 

himself only in the later stages when the Senior 

State smen spoke. KIDO surmiarizes the views of the 

Senior Statesmen; none dissented from the 

Government view. 

1(3468 1198 KIDO stated in his diary of 30 November that 

in view of Prince Takamatsu's statement that the 

Navy wished to avoid war, he advised the Emoeror 

to ask opinions of the Navy Minister (SHIMADA), 
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Chief of Faval General Staff (EAGMO), and 

the Premier. I^ter, the Emperor told FIDO 

that in view of the fact that the Navy Minister 

and Chief of Favy General Staff had given 

affirmative answers to the success of war, 

he had told the Premier to act accordingly. 

Telegram from Tokyo to Berlin of 30 November 

showed that the Japanese wore ready to turn on 

Soviet Russia should it join with England and 

America. 

On 30 For. TOGO cablcd Fomura setting out tho 

linos alonr which Fomura is to make one more 

attempt with the negotiations. The Imperial 

Government cannot understand the proposal of the 

26th and holds a doubtful attitude towards the 

fundamental plans of the United States government 

in tile negotiations. 

IOGO cabled OSHIMA on 30 Fovember and informed 

him that tho Tri-Partite Pact had throu.gh.out formed 

the corner stone of Japanese Foreign Policy. He-

warding th" negotiations, the question of evacuation 

of troops on which, the negotiations rested had 

been violently opposed, and it has become c l e a r 

that Japan could no longer continue negotiations. 

The .american proposal of 26 Fovember which aimed 

at attempting to trick Japan into agreeing that 

if United States enters the European war Japan 

cannot assist Germany and Italy has made their 

attitude dearer than ever. The United States is 

now in collusion with Australia, England, Holland 

and China and has decided to regard Japan as well 

as Italy and Germany as an enemy. 
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P.ecord of a telephone conversation "between Kurusu 

and Yamamoto on 30 November showed that Kurusu stated 

that a reported speech by TOJO had caused much publicity 

end comment in the United States and the President was 

returning, possibly on account of it. Yamamoto told 

Kurusu to continue negotiations and Kurusu said to 

stretch them out they would ne-ed help from home. Kurusu 

said that more discretion should be exercised in speeches 

by the Premier and Foreign Minister and that he would 

see Hull the next da.y. 

TO00 in his interrogation stated that the contents 

of the final note from Japan to the United States we re-

decided at a series of Liaison Conferences on or before 

30 November and confirmed by the Cabinet shortly after-

wards, and that the instructions as to the time of its 

delivery were known to all the members of the Liaison 

Conferences. These included in both cases the accused 

TOJO, SEIMAHL, NAGANO, KA.YA, SUZUKI, HOSKINO, MUTO, 

and OKA. The accused are-There of the Cabinet were 

TOJO, SHI:ADA, KAYA, SUZUKI and HOSHINO. He claims 

that all the above mentioned were responsible in both 

respects. T08O admitted and excused the non-delivery 

of any warning whatever to Great Britain until after 

0700 hours on 8 December when he handed a copy of the 

note to Ambassador Craigie, by saying that he thought 

Washington would pass it on to London. 

According to TOJO it was decided at one of these 

Lieison Conferences to leave it.to TOGO, NAGANO and 

Sugiyama to decide the time of delivery of the note. 

In accordance with the repeatedly expressed wishes 

of the Emperor it wes to be before the attack. He agree* 
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that the gist of the contents of the note was approved 

hoth by the Liaison Conference and the Cabinet; he 

denies that the time of delivery was reported to the 

Liaison Conference, but says that SUZUKI also knew it. 

Ideas as to the length of the interval between the 

delivery of the note and the attack varied from half an . 

hour to one and a. half hours, but it was not to be 

such as to interfere with tho success of the "surprise 

attack". 

TOJO admitted that the note was not a declaration of war, 

but he says he thought it was a breaking off of diplomatic 

relations. He and the Cabinet studied the relevant 

treaties and he says they thought they were justified, 

in spite of the Hague Convention and the Kellog-Briand 

Pact, because Japan had been challenged militarily and 

economically by the other countries and was acting in 

self-&ffense. Ha and TOGO expressed the same opinions 

to the Liaison Conference and they all agreed. 

TOJO agreed.that owing to the shortness of time allowed 

there was danger of a. hitch, but trusted the Foreign Min-

istry to see that it did not occur. 

The War (T0J0), Navy (SHIMADA), Planning Board (SUZUKI), 

Norcim (TOGO), and Finance (KAYA) Ministers were among 

the. members of the Cabinet who wore always preset at 

Liaison Conferences. 

The decisions of the Imperial conferences as a rule 

merely confirmed decisions previously taken at Liaison 

Conferences, according to TOJO. 

TOJO said that the Pearl Harbour plan was kept secret 

in tho Navy Ministry until it was disclosed at the 

Liaison Conference of 30 November. 
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11365 1334 The Fundamental Principles of Remedial Measures in 

Southern Regions to be occupied through Great East 

..°ia a.r, dated December, states that wh"n all American, 

British and "utch southern regions are occupied, Ja.jan 

will alone di aide their sovereign, political, cultural 

and economic futures. iivi_edial measures should accord with 
statement in Imperial/ 

R. script declaring war. Indopen.de.,ce is to be afforded 

various countries, but even so their defense and foreign 

r relations will bu indirectly controlled by Japan. 

13516 1205 On 1 December TOGO cabled "onura, stating that the 

deadline da.te had core and.gone and the situation was 

increasingly difficult. To -orevent "nited States 

suspicion they had advised the press that though there 

we re wide differences between the TJnited States and 

Japan, negotiations were continuing. The note would bo 

withhold from th ,S. Ambassador to Tokyo and repro-

s stations made in Washington only. They were ask3d to 

make investigations concerning the President's return. 

10519 565 On 1 Dec mbor an Imperial Conference was held at 

1107 which it was decided that sine the negotiations * itA the 

United Stat s rtgarding th execution of national policy 

decided on 5 "ev :ib«. r have failed, Japan will op n hos-

tilities against Britain, the United States and the 

Motherlands. According to T0J0 (and as shown ir Exhibit 

2107) there ^ere present on this occasion himself, all or 

nearly all the Cabinet m mbi rs (who included SEEAILi., 

TOGO, EAYA, and STTZUEI) ixAGAFQ, H0SHIN0, MUTC, A.;D OKA. 

10523 1210 EIJO's diary of 1 Dec mbor stated that the Council, in 

the presence of the Emperor, was held that da.y and 

decided on war between Ja -an and the United States; the - V 
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Premier consulted ZIDO about the declaration of war. 

10523 1011 On 2 December ~0C-0 instructed Nomura and consuls in 

the United States territory by cable to burn al". codes, 

secret documents, etc., without raising suspicion from 

out sire. 

11214 Richardson Bernard "uehn admitted that on 2 December he gave 

Kite., Consul General Honolulu, documents concerning 

full details of United States shipping information in 

Pearl harbour. 

11193 1252 On 2 December Combined Pleet Top Secret Order "To. 7 

T; S issued. 

11211 135a Jn 3 December r'0C-0 cabled Honolulu statin thrt in 

view of the present sit" ation, he would like a dan by 

day report on whether balloons have been installed above 

Pearl iarhour and if warships are provided with anti-

mine nets. 

6654 6C5 ' In a telegram sent -.n 2 December from OSI-I-A. to 

TOGO h stated be had been unable to get Hitler's 

opinio . on the subject of German participation in 

American War with Japan, out would do so as soon as 

possible. 0SHIKA had assured Gaus that the agreement 

would be mutual. 0SHIMA suggested that a German-

Italian- Japan* se declaration of joint non-conclusion 

of separate .eace r_ould be best. 

On 2 Dc comb or TOGO consod to bo Overseas ."r.nistor, but 

retained other offices.. 

6557 606 Intercepted message from Rome to TOC-O of 3 December 

concerned the fact t. at United States-Japanese nego-

tiations are not ,rorking out and Mussolini backs up 
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for the moment. Since she is closely hound with Japan, 

and England, United States and Holland hare not recognized 

her, she will consider them as de facto enemies and treat 

them accordingly. 

10559 Shireo 3n 4 December witness Shirao stated that on orders 

from f e war Ministry he issued written instructions to 

all branch offices in Tokyo and to other sections of his 

censorship staff concerning 5-hour delay for cables to 

and from abroad. 

6551 507 Extract from Ciano's diary of 4 December states that 

Berlin does not like the i ea of United States inter-

vention in war, while Mussolini appears pleased about it. 

6663 608 Telegram from German Ambassador Tokyo to Eeich Foreign 

Minister of 5 Tecember, concerning impending break—off 

in United States-Japanese negotiations. Deliberations 

in Poreign ministry on how Japan will open co _flict, 

whether by declaration of war simultaneously with, or 

after the beginning of hostilities. 

10b32 1215 On 5 December Nomura handed a statement to Hull, giving 

the explanations regarding troop movements in French Indo-

China as instructed by TOGO in his cable of 3 December. 

1121': 12S2 A message from Honolulu to TOGO dated o December gave 

specific mention of the movements of ships in and out of 

the Harbour. 

6662 607 Extract from Ciano's diar- of 5 December related that 

Ribbentrop, after two days' delay, sent a m< ssage and sub-

mitted a plan for triple action on Japanese intervention 

and the pledge not to make a separate peace. 

7381 805 Telegram from Tokyo to Berlin of 6 December states that 
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10534 1216 

10536 1217 

11224 1264 

Japan hesitates to bring about a clash with Soviet 

until circumstances arc right and wants this explained 

to German Government so it will not insist on exchange 

of notes on this natter at the present time. 

TOGO cabled Nomura ^n 6 December and stat. d that 

tho Government had deliberated on the United States 

proposal of 26 November and hod decided on a memorandum. 

Inis memorandum may be delayed until the next day and 

the exact.time for handling it will be telegraphed 

lat er. 

On 6 December T GO informed Nomura again of the 

strict secrecy of th memorandum. 

A m. 8sage was sent from Honolulu to TOGO on 5 

December, giving the location of ships in tno Harbour 

and that im air reconnaissance was being conducted by 

the Fleet Air Arm. 

10825 1245-J On 6 December tho President of the United States 

telegraphed a personal appeal to the Emperor that the 

tragic possibilities in the situation be avoided. 

By the President's instructions the telegram was in 

gray cod., easy to decipher. The alerting message 
0 

was dispatched at 2000 hours on 6 December and the 

message at 2100 hours on the same day, all Washington 

time. 

A message of December from Honolulu to TOGO gave 

direct information for the surprise attack and dealt 

with important subjects of barrage balloons end. torpedo 

nets. 

On 6 December Shirao, Chief of Censorship Depart-

ment, Communications Ministry, stated his orders to 

Ballantine 

1221 

11222 1263 

1056 9 Shirao 
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delay t degrams were changed from 5 hours' delay to 

5 and 10 hours on alternate days: 7 December became 

a "ten-hour" day. 

On 7 December (6 December in Washington) • a (CX^O 

c a b l e d t h a t the reply was to be giv^n to the 

United States at 1:00 PK on 7 December, Washington time. 

A telegram from TT-0 of 7 December stated measures to 

be taken in the event of a national crisis, in regard 

to China. British concessions to be occupied, Shanghai 

International Settlement, Peking Legation compounds to 

be taken over. On declaration of war the Nanking 

Government is to be directed (contrary to previous in-

structions) not to nartioipate, but to maintain close 

relations with Japan. 

KIDO stated in his diary on 7 December that E0SHIE0 

visited him to consult about the war with the United 

States and England. 

10330 Ballantine At 7:40 PM on 6 December the White House informed 

the Press that a note was being dispatched to the 

Emperor. 

10544 1222 Synchronized Time Chart for 5, 7, 6 December showed 

that events occurred in the following order, according1 

to Tokyo time: 

December 7 0940 American Pre~s told telegram on way to 

Emperor 

1000 Hull cabled Crew the cable was on way 

1100 Hull sent President's message to Emperor 

to Crew, cable marked "Triple Priority" 

and message sent in easily decipherable 

code 
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1200 President's message received in Tokyo 

1500 U. S. radio annou oes message on way 

1800 "by this time at latest the. contents of the 

President's message were known in Japanese 

Government offices. 

2230 Grew received the message 

December'8 0015 Grew sees TOG-O, reads message to him, and asks 

for appointment to deliver it to the Emperor personally 

0045 The Shanghai Bund occupied 

0140 Kota Bohrn shelled 

0200 Nomura asks to see Hull 

0205 Japanese land at nota Bahru 

0300 Nomura asks for postponement of meeting with Hull 

0305 Japanese land at Singora and Patani (Siam) 

0320-25 attack on Pearl Harbour 

0405 Nomura arrives at Hull1s office 

0420 Nomura hands Hull the document terminating 

negotiations 

C53A H.I'.S. Peter el sunk 

0530 Japanese troops invade Siam from Prcnch Indo-

China 

0610 air raid on Singapore 

0700 Tokyo radit gives first notice that hostilities 

have ho gun 

0730 Grew cells on TOGO, who ,hand3 him copy of 

document handou "by iomura to Hull, stating it 

was 3nrperor: s answer to President's message 

0800 Crai'ic sees TOGO at his request and is handed 

a copy of the last-mentioned document 

0805 Guam attacked 
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0900 Hong Kong attacked 

between 114"» and 1200 Imperial Bescript issued. 

10552 1224 Affidavit of Joseph Clark Grew stated that about 1500 

1247 cn 7 December it was announced by radio in the United 

States that the President had sent a message to the 

Emperor, but no information was given as to its substance 

or the channel of transmission. At 2100 he received a 

telegram marked "Triple Priority" from Hull, sent at 

2000 6 December, Washington time (1100 7 December Tokyo 

time), stating that a telegram was then being encodcd 

containing a message from the President» which Grew was 

to communicate to the Emperor at the earliest possible 

moment. About 2230 the actualtfiiê sage was delivered at 

the Embassy. It %vas stamped as having been received in 

Ja.Jfn at 1200 and was marked "Triple Priority" sent 

6 December, 2.100 Washington time (1100 7 December, Tokyo 

time). Grew immediately telephoned to TOGO asking for 

an urgent appointment at midnight. TOGO attempted to put 

it off until the next day, but made the appointment. 

A- soon as the telegram was decoded and typed, Grow 

took it to T^G0!s residence and saw him on 8 December 

at 0015. He requested an audience with the Emperor to 

present the message, which he read aloud, and of which 

he gave a copy to TOGO. TOGO said at first he would 

study the document, but whon Grew asked if this meant 

some doubt as to whether he would ask for the audience, 

ho replied he would present the matter to the Throne. 

TOGO made some further remarks about the Washington 

conversations, but when Grew said he had not received 

a report of the 5 December talk and it would complicate 
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matters if he tried to repeat talks in his comments to 

the Department, TOGO said it was not necessary. 

Grew left at 0300. At about 0700 Grew received a telephone 

call requesting him to come and 3ee the Minister at once. 

The person speaking seid he had tried to get Grew since 

0500. Grew arrived at the Minister's residence at about 

0730. TOGO said he had seen the Emperor and handed 

Grew a copy of the memorandum entitled, "Memorandum 

handed by the Japanese Ambassador to the Secretary of 

State at 2:20 PM on December 7, 1341." TOGO said he had 

seen the Emperor at about 0300, and thi<= memorandum is 

the Emperor's reply. Grow reminded TOGO that he had asked 

for an audience and still wished to present the President's 

message personally. TOGO said he had no desire to stand 

between the Throne ana Grew. He then thanked Grew for 

cooperation during the conversations and saw him off. 

TOGO said nothing to Grew about war having broken out any-

where, or about Pearl Harbour. Shortly after returning 

to the Embassy Grew learned through a newspaper bulletin 

that Japan was at war With the United States ana Great 

Britain. Later that morning an official of the Foreign 

Office called at the Embassy and read the official announce-

ment that war had broken. 

10570 Shirao Shirac stated that on 7 December before 6:00 PM, possibly 

between 4 and 6 - he knew of the contents cf Roosevelt's 

aeena^e to the Emperor from the War Ministry. 

10831 1345-IC Text of the memorandum handed on 7 December at 2:20 PM, 

Ballantine Washington time, by Ambassador Nomura to Secretary of 

State Hull, breaking off negotiations with the United 

States. 
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10571 Shirao 

10637 Tateno 

10572 Shirao 

1240 

10683 1239 

At 1:20 PM, 7 December, Washington time, Japan attached 

Pearl Harbour. 

Nomura and Kurusu arrived to see Hull at 2:05 PM on 

7 December (Washington time) and were received by him at 

2?20 PM. They presented the memorandum breaking off 

negotiations and apologized, saying it should have been 

delivered at 1:00 PM, but decoding had delayed its 

delivery. 

Shirao stated that at 0430 cn 8 December ho was told 

by the Chief of the Foreign Telegram Section to stop all 

communications v/jth foreign countries. 

.At C645 on 8 December, General Mai thy was informed that 

war existed between Japan and Britain and at 0800 Japanese 

aircraft bombed Hong Kong airfield. 

Witness Tateno, radio announcer, stated that at 0700 

on 8 December he broadcast the first publication of Japan's 

attacks. It was not true as stated in the broadcast that 

there had been a previous announcement at 600, 

At 0800 on 8 December (Tokyo time) TOGO handed the 

same reply to Craigie at which time Craigie stated he had 

received no information of any state of war or attack on 

Britain or the United States, and was relieved to find 

the document did not suggest it. 

At 1130 on 8 December an official of the Japanese 

Foreign Office informed Craigie that war existed between 

Great Britain and Japan. 

At 12 o'clock midday on 8 December the Imperial 

Rescript was read according to testimony of Shirao. 

On 8 December KIDO in his diary stated that at 12:40 AM 

Foreign Minister TOGO reported that Ambassador Grew had 

brought a personal telegram from President to the Emperor. 
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KILO advised TOG-O to deliberate carefully with. Premier 

TOJO as regards its diplomatic effect. The Emperor would 

grant an-audior.ee even at midnight. KILO went to the 

palace at 2:40 AM and talked with TOCO, hack home at 

3:30 AM. As he s returning to his office, which he 

reached at V; 15 AM, he saw a fine sun rise and reflected 

that this was the day on which Japan was to enter the war 

against the United States and Britain, and that at day-

break a mass air attack had been carried out at Hawaii. 

Knowing this, and being anxious about the result, he prayed. 

At 7:30 AM on arrival at the office, he heard of the grand 

success of the surprise attack from TOJO, NAGANO and 

Sugiyama. Prom 11:40 to 12:00 midday, KIDO was received 

in audience. The Imperial Proclamation of War was is sued. 

10642 1235-A 8 December 1140 Japan announced her attack on Hong Kong 

1150 " " 11 on Malaya 

13CO " " " air raid on Hawaii 

and others 

1700 " " air raid on the Philippines 

2100 " " air raid on airdromes in 

the Philippines and advance into 

Thailand. 

10690 1241 At an Inquiry Committee Meeting of the Privy Council 

at 7:30 AM on 3 December, attended by TOJO, SHIMADA, 

TOGO, KAYA, SUZUKI, MUTO and OKA, while SEEMADA was re-

porting on the starting; of war against the United States 

and England, the Emperor1s reference bill for their 

deliberation, on the subject arrived. In answer to a 

question as to the time of declaration of war, TOJO 

replied it shall be done as soon as the Imperial Sanction 
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10700 1242 

7122 656 

11304 1266 

is obtained. He also said since 1 December the ne-

gotiations were continued only for the srke of strategy, 

and that Japan would not declare war against Holland in 

view of future strategic convenience. KAYA said there 

would be a Special Emergency War Expense Account. 

TOGO spoke of the form in which the announcement would be 

made to enemy countries. The Secretaries reported that 

at 8:00 PM on 7 December they were informed at Premier's 

residence that the action would begin in the early 

morning next day, and that during the day the declaration 

of war against America and England would be presented for 

Imperial Sanction. 

On 8 December Berlin cablod Tokyo reporting that 

0 SHI Hi had stated to Ribbentrop Japan1 s wish for a formal 

declaration of war by Italy and Germany. Ribbentrop 

agreed to transmit TOGO's wish to Hitler. 

Local Military Treaty between French authorities 

and the Japanese Army was enacted on 9 December con-

cerning the .joint defense of French Indo-China. By this 

agreement Japanese troops are granted all facilities of 

movement, etc. France and Japan agree to collaborate 

for defense of French Indo-China with all their resources 

and various measures concerning air defense, ship move-

ment s.plane movements, transport communications and 

counter-espionage a.dopted, all of which benefit Japanese 

and give them virtual control. 

On 10 December the Investigation Committee of the 

Privy Council met to discuss the matter of no-separate 

peace. TOJO, SHIMADA, TOGO, HCT0 and CXA were present 

when it was queried whether the treaty should not be 

deferred until Germany and Italy had actually entered 
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the war; TOGO ana TOJC answered that it had "been arranged 

with Hitler to announce German participation as soon as 

he signed the agreement and they could trust the Germans. 

11305 1257 On 10 December a Privy Council Meeting was held attended 

by TOJO, SHIMADA, TOGO, KAYA andSUZUKI on the ratter for 

the conclusion of the agreement between Japan, Germany 

and Italy regarding the waging of a common war against 

the United States of America and the United Kingdom, non-

separate peace and collaboration for the establishment of 

the new order. 

6668 51 On 11 December the Board of Information announced the 

conclusion of an agreement between Japan, Germany and 

Italy with respect to t/eir joint prosecution of war 

against the United States and British Empire, abstention 

from concluding peace and cooperation for the establishment 

of a new order. 

8060 826-A Excerpt from newspaper "Asalii" of 12 December giving 

text of statenont of TOJO on occasion of declaration of 

war by Germany and Italy on the United States and of the 

conclusion by Japan of the military agreement with 

Germany and Italy. TOJO states the world is divided into 

two groups, one fighting to maintain the status quo and the 

other for a new order; he believes victory will come to 

the latter. Offers hearty congratulations on the alliance 

of the throe countries. 

11948 1332 On 12 December the first report of the Sixth Committee 

(SUZUKI, Chairman), "Outline of the Economic Counter-Plans 

for the Southern Areas," was made. Principal policy stated 

to be meeting demand fer important national resources so 

as to help war, to establish self-sufficient system for co-
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Japan in the Ear East, would declare war himself li 

Japan were involved, and give Japan all assistance 

possible- by holding England in the Mediterranean. 

866," 507 Extract from Ciano's diary 3 December related to a 

meeting between the Japanese Ambassador and the Du.ee, in 

which the former asserted that United States-Japanese 

negotiations were at a deadlock. He asked Italy to 

declare war immediately after Japan din so, and Mussolini 

said he would, reserving right to confer with Berlin 

first. 

11216 1251 Cn 3 December Kita in Honolulu cabled Tokyo, report-

ing a change in his method of communicating by signals. 

10525 1213 TOGO cabled Nomura on 3 December and instructed him 

concerning- the rumour of strengthening of troops in 

Drench Indo-China to state that it was caused by 

cxaggerated reports of strengthening troops there against 

Cninese•troops which have been carrying on activities in 

French Indo-China and China border districts. 

1052B 1213 Cn 3 December Nomura acknowledged TOCO's cable and 

stated that he assumed it was a result of consultations 

and considerations. He stated that the United States 

considered it important and that this reply will the 

key to peace or war. He could not anticipate the 

United States reply. Nomura asked for a clearer ex-

pression of Japan's intent, and intimated that the 

suggested explanation was unsatisfactory. 

10i?30 1214 In a cable from ' OGO to Ksinking on 4 December steps to 

be taken by Manchukuo in case the situation becomes 

critical are stated, reversing previous instructions. 

Vhen Japan commences war, Manchukuo will not participate 
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prosperity sphere, and to strengthen Japan1 s economy, 

fwo areas are named for this purpose: one to include 

Netherlands East Indies, Malaya, Borneo, Philippines, and 

the other French Indo-China rvid Thailand. 

11961 1333—A On 14 December a summarized plan for the management of 

the sorthern area was made. Purpose to guarantee Japan's 

security and establish necessary/organization for Co-Prosper-

ity Sphere with Japan as leader. Basic policies are 

acquisition and utilization of military bases, ac-

quisition of resources for national defense, tightening 

economic cooperation, severing European and American 

political shackles and respecting local desire for 

emancipation and independence. The plans for the inde-

pendence or occupation of the southern areas are then set 

forth, taking into consideration the cooperation afforded 

to Japan, 

6671 609 At a meeting between OSEIMA and Hitler on 14 December, 

at which Hitler decorated OSEIMA with the Grand Cross of 

the Order of Merit of the German Eagle in gold. Hitler 

expressed hiu delight at the method Japan used to declare 

war. Hitler stated that if the other party only puts one 

off when negotiating, then one should strike and not waste 

time declaring war. The entry of Japan into the war was 

a gree.t relief to Germany; it facilitated her submarine 

warfare now that the United Sta.tes position was clear. 

Hitler excused the set-back in Russia. as due to weather 

and gave information on contemplated Mediterranean attack 

with U-boats. OSHIMA gave the Fuehrer a survey on the 

Pacific war situation, stating that after the fall of 

Singapore, Japan will turn on India; he also revealed 
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that Japan liad been carrying out landing exercises 

on Hainan Island for some time. 

9073 879-A On 16 December TOJO made a ministerial address to the 

Diet, stating that Japan owes the Army and Navy debts of 

gratitude and unbounded admiration for the demonstration of 

their great prowess. For years they had been silently pre-

paring for this great day. 

11308 1268 On 16 December FIDO stated in his diary that Prince 

Konoye visited him and expressed his feelings about 

political responsibility. KIDO asked him to be prudent. 

11309 1259 On 18 December KIDO stated in his diary that the Chief 

of the Naval General Staff (NAGANO) reported to the palace 

the res-alts at Hawaii. 

11315 1270-A Soon after 8 December, a collection of Essays on Problems 

of International Law related to the Greater East Asia War 

was prepared by a committee of well known Japanese inter-

national lawyers in cooperation with, the Foreign Ministry. 

Amongst these was "A Report of Study concerning Hostilities 

on the Outbreak of War." It was delivered on 26 December. 

12184 doWeerd In 1942 the Japanese initiated the AAA Movement, tho 

theme of which was Asia for the Asiatic. 

13043 1339 In January Major G. L, Reinderhoff was taken prisoner by 

the Japanese in Tarakan. He states in his affidavit that 

he and two other Dutch officers were sent by the Japanese 

Commanding General to the Dutch Commander of Balikpapan. 

He was informed that if the oil works in Balikpapan were 

destroyed or a Japanese landing resisted, all soldiers and 

all Europeans of both sexes in Balikpapan would be killed. 

Matsumura stated in affidavit existence of plan of 

operation for 1942 against USSR which contained: 

8141 
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(l) general tasks of Kwantung Army; (2) distribution of 

. .1 iJ x'Vy strength; (3) tasks cf different fronts and armies. 

Plan was signed by UihSZU, Commander Kwantung Army, and 

others and witness stated it was not clear to him whether 

war against USSR would actually be carried on. 

7352 677-., In the book "Thailand", of January, a map is shorn en-

circling territory 'which Japan, expects to encompass under 

her control of the new East Asia, including Maritime 

Province, .deutians, Hawaiian Islands, Australia and New 

Zealand, 

7532 706 According to Rod Army reports, the strength of the 

Kwantung Army on 1 January was established as 1,100,000 

men strong, 22 times the strength in 1932 and 4 times the 

strength in 1937; 1000 tanks, 500 pieces of ordinance; 

7 divisions; arid 1500 planes. 

7348 675-"- Excerpt from .newspaper "Tokyo Dai Nippon" of 5 January 

states that Greater East Asia Sphere includes these coun-

tries? Japan, Manchukuo, China, Soviet Far East, French 

Indo-China, Bun a, il day, Dutch East Indies, India, 

.Lfghanistan, Australia, New Zealand, Hawaii, Philippines 

and islands of Pacific and Indian Oceans; they may not 

be included at once, but for purposes of defense Japan 

includes them in its sphere of influence. This article, 

12021 675-A which is entitled "The Greater East Asia Sphere under 

Imperial Influence" by HASHIIDTQ goes on to state that 

careful consideration should be given to the divisions 

and administration of the countries in the Sphere, The 

principles tc be followed were independence to be given 

to each race in its proper place and incorporation into 

Japan for th se areas where the inhabitants have no 
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capacity for independence or where the areas were of 

strategic importance. There should also he a supreme 

Council for the Greater East Asia Sphere undor Japan's 

leadership to he set up in Tokyo. The article advocatod 

the launching of anti-American and British movements and 

the development of superior races in preparation for the 

great future fight between white and colored raccs. 

12024 1337 On 12 January there was a declaration by the Board of 

Information concerning the opening of hostilities against 

Netherlands forces. This stated that, in spite of the 

previous declaration of war on the United States and Great 

Britain, Japan had wished to avoid war against the Nether-

lands East Indies, but Holland had notified Japan that, in 

view of Japan1s war against the United States and Great 

Britain, a state of war did exist between Japan and the 

Netherlands. In view of the need for protecting Japanese 

interests, therefore, Japan opened hostilities against 

the Netherlands forcos on 11 January. 

6681 49 Cn 18 January a military agreement was signed by Germany, 

Italy and Japan in which the Axis, acting in the spirit 

of the Tri-Partite Pact, di"ided the world into zones of 

military operation. 

7424 Excerpt from secret publication of the Institute of 

Total War of 27 January entitled, "Plan for Establishment 

of Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere," defines extent 

of co-prosperity sphere as within limits of Pacific Ocean, 

Central Asia and Indian Ocean; plans for development of 

Manchukuo and fortifying it for military operations against 

US5E; plans for annexation of Soviet Maritime Provinces; 

provisions for Mongolian defense wall against USSR. -293-
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12047 1340 On 20 January the Dutch Commander of the town of Balik-

papan received from Captain Beinderhoff the Jap̂ -neea ..ultima,V 

He replied that he had received the necessary order and 

that the oil installation would he destroyed.. 

12050 1341 On 24 January the Japanese occupied Balikpapan as is 

stated in the affidavit of J. T. Anstel. Cn 20 February 

it was pumourad that all Europeans would be murdered by 

the Japanese on 24 February and this was duly carried out, 

the number of Europeans killed being from 80 to 100. The 

native, population wan compelled to attend. 

12023 1338—A On 22 January Foreign Minister TOGO made a spocch in 

the Diet. In this speech, TOGO stated that Japan's task 

was the emancipation and prosperity of East Asia and the 

sotting up of a new world order. The Axis connection had 

become increasingly tight and there was close economic, 

military and diplomatic cooperation. The neutrality 

Pact with the Soviet Union remained unchanged. Japan 

wished to keep on good terms with noutral statos but 

Japan was watching t?ie situation in South America. 

Japan had begun fighting against the Netherlands East 

Indies because Britain, Holland and Chungking had made 

the Netherlands East Indies their strategic base. TOGO 

then outlined the aim of the war, which was to establish 

the Co-Prosperity Sphere and decido the dostiny of all 

East Asia. It was, thorefore, natural that areas 

necessary for defending East Asia should b.- grasped by 

Japa.n. 

12035 1338-B On 22 January TOJO made a speech in the Diet. TOJO 

stated that the cardinal principle for directing the war 

was to secure strategic points in Greater East Asia and 
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gain control of areas containing important resources, to 

fight out the war until the United States and Britain were 

defeated. Japan would carry out aggressive operations 

closely with Germany and Italy. While Japan was pushing 

her military operations, she was engaged in establishing 

the East Asia Sphere. Japan would establish eternal peace 

in East Asia and construct a new world order absolutely 

indispensable for the defense of Greater East Asia. 

TOJO then enumerated the territories captured and outlined 

Japan1s intentions towards them. 

12009 1336 On 27 January the Total War Research Institute drafted 

the basic plan for the establishment of the Greater East 

Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere. It stated that the States, 

Citizens and Resources belonging to the Pacific, Central 

Asia and the Indian Ocean, \irere to be established as an 

autonomous zone on behalf of the peoples of East Asia. 

The area was to include Japan, Manchuria, North China, 

lower Yangtze River and the Russian Maritime Province. 

It was Japan's duty to be leader of this Union. There 

would be the Inner Sphero, vital for Japan. The Smaller 

Co-prosperity Sphere weulbe the smaller self-supplying 

Sphere of East Asia, and the Greater Co-prosperity Sphere 

would be the c:.l'~ supplying sphere and would include 

the smaller o-' p'.'ui Australia, India and the Islands in 

the Pacific. Tho points v" ioh should be made the primary 

starting point-; ft.*- j -,li+.i.(. i const, notion aore explained. 

11339 1271 On 29 J...nv Of: x -po-'.ed to Ie?lii t ie various 

(7583) (806) speeches mdf? by TOTC , D 010 ano .Sl'ZUK'I at the Diet and 

Budgev Commib .lion re-.-.s nvly v'nich bronght f^rth many 

interesting and important aeslern". i »i.s concerning Japanese 
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ains and the execution of tie war. Future moves towards 

the Netherlands Seat Indies, Australia and the Soviet 

are mentioned. The military occupation of the conquered 

countries is to "be a benevolent one. (Greater East Asia 

under Japanese management) and the main object to be 

the acquisition of sources of raw materials. The countries 

conquered, or to be conquered, were divided into groups: 

some (Hong Xong and Malaya) to remain in the possession 

of Japan, and others (Philippines and Burma) to bo 

granted independence on the model of Me.nch.ukuo if they 

cooperate with Janan; Netherlands East Indies, Australia 

and Chuneking, China, to be conquered if they persist in 

resisting. TOGO' stated relations towards Eussia to be 

unchanged, but very confidential information showed 

military preparations agai rt USES to be already underway 

in Manchuria. Japan must turn against Eussia, seize 

Vladi vostok, the coastal rovinces and North Sakhalin 

in order to feel secure in the north. 

7349 676-A Article by Tanaka, Naokiti in paper "Osaka Ji Ji," dated 

31 January, stated the purpose of Groat Union of Asia is 

first to unite morally Japan, China, and Manchuria under 

Japanese leadership; second, then include Thailand, Annan, 

Philippines and Pur ma; and third, to effect emancipation 

of Australia., India and Siberia. 

7991 810 Excerpt from symposium of Institute of Total War en-
\ 

titled, "Tne Program of Total War in the First Period," 

The Construction of East Asia" of February 1942. If prospect 

of peace between Germany and USSP. would causo Soviet 

alienation from England an 1 nmerica and thus reduce 

t. rent to Japan, Jap.: n would attempt to mediate, or she 
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might threaten to attack Russia if Russia refuced to 

suspend hostilities. If war situation is unfavorable to 

Germany, no efforts will be made to bring about peace. 

7S1G 731-A All Manchurian Extraordinary Congress of the Eyo-Wa-Eai 

(Gen eral UMEZU was present) was held on 8 February. 

UMEZU' s speech relates to Japan's aim to liberate East Asia 

from baneful influence of England and the United States 

and delegates must contribute to cause of national defense 

so Mppon might bs euro as far as rear is concerned. 

On 17 February TOJO resigned from Home Ministry, remaining 

Premier and War Minister. 

7410 632 An extract from the plan concerning scope and structure 

of Greater East Asia Co-pi asperity Sphere of 13 February 

plans for German-Japanese occupation of Russia and Japanese 

counter plans to keep Slavs from German occupied territory 

out of Japanese sc-.ction of the USSR. 

7430 689 A top secret publication of the Total War Research 

Institute dated 18 February entitled, "Outline of the 

First Period of the Total War for the Establishment of 

East Asia", introduced to show Japanese plans for war 

against USSR and capture of Soviet territory east of Lake 

Baikal. 

8410 849 In March SATO in his epeech made clear that prior to 

1341 Japan had expanded her production far in excess of 

need for China War, and had carefully gathered all controls 

in hands of government, effectively chaining all industry 

to the national policy of industrial preparation for a 

far greater conflict. 

12150 de Weerd 7 March Japanese military neper currency was introduced 

and the guilder reduced to the value of the yon. 
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12053 1342 Tho discussion and agreement of the surrender of troops 

to 

12064 in Netherlands East Indies to Japan wa3 conducted on 8 March. 

12183 deWeerd On 20 March the Japanese prohibited discussion or 

activities in the organization and structure of government 

and certain Indonesian leaders were arrested. In December 

1942 to January 1943 there was a large scale round-up of 

Indonesians and those who vers not executed or who did not 

die in prison remained in captivity until September 1945. 

12140 de Weerd In April a ban on listening to the radio from outside 

Netherlands East Indies was enforced, and in July some 

persons who had listened to broadcasts and spread news 

wore sentenced to death by court martial. 

12143 de Weerd In April all existing law courts were abolished and 

Ordinance Nos. 2 and 3 of March 1942, all meetings and 

associations were forbidden in the Netherlands East Indies. 

On 20 April SATO becamc Chief of the Military Affairs 

Bureau, War Ministry, MUTO being appointed Commander of 

the Imperial Guards Division. 

12145 de Weera On 23 April the first daily newspaper in the Malay 

language appeared and all forms rf propaganda came under 

Japanese control. 

7384 807 Tel ;gram from Ribbentrop to German Ambassador in Tokyo 

of 15 May stated that if Japan feels unable to capture 

Vladivw^ock and penetrate into Siberia successfully, 

without weakening her position against England and 

America (as in Burma), then she should maintain friendly 

attitude to Russia. By maintaining neutrality the risk 

of long-drawn out war and attack on Japanese home islands 

may be avoided. In short, a sudden and successful 

attack against Soviet Russia would be great boon for 
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her conduct of war, "but should only he undertaken if 

success can he assured. 

11352 1272 On 17 May Ott cabled Ribbentrop suggesting that 

SUZUKI, SEEPATORI, Sugiyama, KIMURA, MUTU, SATO, Kasahara, 

andDOHIHARA be recommended for decorations by Germany, 

in view of the important contributions they had made 

towards German-Japanese cooperation, details being given 

in each case. On 29 May MINAMI was appointed a Privy 

Councillor. 

12154 de Weerd On 1 Juno so-callod private estates in the Netherlands 

East Indies were appropriated without payment and public 

utilities seized. 

7900 778 In a talk between Ribbentrop and OSHIMA on 24 June 

Ribbentrop stated that the strength of the Tri-Partite 

p wers had been in their offensive war. OSHIMA agreed 

and stated that neither he nor his government believed 

in defensive war, but that victory was based on further 

attacks. 

5023 439 In Imperial Order 613 of 14 July it is shown that the 

Government had power to issue orders for supervision of 

enterprises of South Manchurian Railway; the Kwantung 

Army may direct military affairs concerning business 

affairs of company, - in wartime, may issue orders involv-

ing business affairs of company. 

12161 do Weerd On 5 August an entirely new system of local adminis-

tration was sot up. The composition of the Administration 

Corps was later modified according to TOJO's promise but 

leading positions remained with the Japan se and they did 

net hand over authority until August 1945. Witness 

de Weerd then explained the reorganization of the 

Jud ic ial Syst e u. 
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11359 1273 KIDO related in his diary on 1 September that friction 

had arisen between TOJO and TOGO, who objected in principle 

to the establishment of the Greater East Asia Ministry. 

TOGO had been asksd to resign, and after intervention by 

SEIMADA had agreed to do so, thus averting a resignation of 

the Cabinet en bloc. 

On 1 September TOGO resigned; TOJO temporarily was also 

appointed Foreign Minister. 

On 1 October UMEZU, General, was appointed Commander-in-Chief 

of the Kwantung Army (previously Commander), 

12070 587 On 9 October there was a meeting' of the Privy Council 

cn the Greater East Asia Ministry at which MINAMI, TOJO, 

E0SEIN0 and SUZUKI were present. TOJO made a report 

and explanation of the draft bill and made a statement to 

the offect that victory was an absolute necessity for 

Japan and that in order to achieve this the combined 

fighting power <-.f East Asia must be strengthened. It was, 

therefore, desired to establish a Ministry which should 

be known as the "Greater East Asia Ministry". TOJO 

then gave his opinion as to the effect of this on foreign 

countries which was that their misunderstanding would be 

solved since the draft aimed for the benefit for all, but 

that close attention should be paid to the alienation of 

the relative countries. At the fourth meeting of the 

Privy Council on 14 October, there were present MINAMI 

and SUZUKI, the question of naming the new Ministry, 

greater East Asia Ministry was discussed and SUZUKI 

approved of this name. The extranormal diplomacy with 

countries within the Sphere was discussed as well as 

the intimate relationship between foreign policy and 
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extra-normal diplomacy in the areas and it was decided 

that the new Minister should take charge. At the fifth 

meeting on 14 October, which MI11AMI attended, the 

relations of Japan with countries in the Sphere and the 

diplomacy to he used wan discussed. The overseas affairs 

would cone under the superintendence of the Foreign 

Minister. At the meetinn on 20 October, MINAMI, SHIMADA, 

and OKA. were present and at the 8th meeting on 21 

October MINAMI, TOJO and OKA were present. Bccord of 

second conference of Privy Council attended by HOSHIKO, 

MINAMI, SUZUKI and TOJO on 12 October concerning Greater 

East Asia Ministry - excerot on Japan's plans for 

economic advancement by diplomatic means, last resort 

vrould be armed warfare, Greater East Asia Sphere defined 

as including Kwantung, South Sea Islands, Manchuria, 

China, Siam, French Indo-China and any now occupation 

aonvs resultin - from Greater East Asia War. 

5136 90 Imperial Ordinance No. 704 of I November concerning 

establishment and organization of the Greater East Asia 

Ministry. Greater East Asia Ministry established to 

cxecute various political affairs concerning Greater 

East Asia protect commercial interests, affairs 

concerning Japanese subjects resident there. 
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5191 456-A Extract from "Official Announcements Concerning Foreign 

Relations, - 1942", concerning East Asiatic Affairs refers to 

statement by Aoki, Minister of Greater East Asiatic Affairs on 

1 November, concerning the establishment of Greater East Asia 

as a new order based on morality and righteousness, on basis of 

"Hakko Ichiu" (World Under One Roof). Necessary to win war and 

urgently required that nation's power be replenished and 

strengthened to do this by cooperating with high command. Hoped 

for cooperation from French Indo-China, China and Thailand. On 

1 November Greater East .̂ sia Ministry was created; took over all 

duties of Overseas Ministry and Manchurian and China Affairs 

Boards and some of Foreign Ministry (reason for TOGO'S resigna-

tion). 

On 25 November TOJO was also again appointed temporarily 

Home Minister. 

8055 825 On 21 January 1943 the Board of Information announced the 

50 conclusion of economic agreements between Germany, Italy and 

Japan; also they are considering an extension of the Tri-Partite 

Fact to enable three countries to prosecute war against their 

common enemy and promote permanent economic cooperation after 

the war. 

7993 812-A Excerpt from record of Ribbentrop's talk with OSHIMA of 6 

March in which the 1 itter reported to the German Foreign Minister 

that the Japanese Government did not feel strong enough to open 

up hostilities against Russia at that time as such action might 

endanger operations on other fronts. Germany points out that 

all forces under the Tri-Partite Pact should join forces against 

Russia as well as England and America; Japan should make full 

use of her strength now as Germany is already strained to the 

li at. If Germany becamj weak, Japan alone would face a world 
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coalition of not only iiigland, America and Russia, but all 

bolshevizod Jurope. OSHIMA replied Japan did not have sufficient 

army and material to successfully engage Russia and also did not 

wish to split her Array. Japan would prejudice the southern 

front if she fought Russia. 

12186 DeWeerd On 9 -•Nrch the "Futora" -••iover.ent was begun '//hose aim was to 

arouse tho strength of the people for victory, to establish a » 

nea Java, and eliminate occidental influences. 

On 11 March KEHJii'i was appointed a Supreme ;.'ar Councillor on 

resignation as Vice rfar iiinister. 

7434 690-A Summarized Research Papers for Year 1942, published by the 

Research Institute cf Total War on 30 March 1943, introduced to 

show Japanese made plans for possible occupation of Siberia. 

8174 839-a Talk between Reich Minister ond Ambassador OSHIMA of 18 

April shows that Germany considers this the bejt time for Japan's 

assault on Russia, who was now weakened by assault from west. 

Germany estimates Russian force in Siberia as considarably less 

than Japan's estimate. OSHIMA did not know his Government's 

views on the subject and for the past 20 years Japan had been 

preparing to attack USSR. 

On 20 April SHIGi&.ITSU became Foreign J inister. 

On 1 May DOHBLJiA was appointed Commander of the Eastern 

District Army (in Japan) and a Supremo Nor Councillor. 

11363 1274 On 13 J fay KIDO recorded that SHIGSiJTSU visited the palace 

and spoke of the critical situation in Germany. The overwhelm-

ing of the Nasi Party by the Amy may cause a similar situation 

to that which arose ?t the end of the last war, and SHIGEMITSU 

suggested that a powerful person be sent from Japan to establish 

liaison between the two countries. 
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12096 1345 On 16 June TOJO made a speech at the 62nd Session of the 

Diet and stated that Japan was making arrangements to launch 

decisive operations. TOJO then outlines Japan's intentions 

towards the populations of Mai-ay, Sumatra, Java, Borneo, Celebe 

and other places. 

7663 737 Conference of Kwantung Array Information Department at Harbin 

conducted on 16 June by Major General Doi, Chief cf Information 

Department, showing th-at the vnr of sabotage against the USSR 

was continued by Japan even in 1913 when Japan was bound by the 

Neutrality Pact. 

On 21 June N.;G.JJ0 became Supreme War Councillor and Admiral 

of Fleet. 

II364 1275 On 18 August a meeting of the Investigation Committee of the 

Privy Council was held to discuss the treaty between Japan and 

Thailand. MIN..MI, TOJO, SHIGEJITSU, SATO and OKA were present. 

This provided that Thailand should annex the Shan States from 

Burma and that although this was contrary to International Lav/, 

Japan would overcome the difficulty by releasing her military 

occupation and allowing Thailand to annex them. TOJO said 

Japan would recognize International Law as long as the enemy 

did so but would interpret it from the viewpoint of the war 

according to her own opinions. 

12192 De Weerd On 5 September by Ordinance No, 3? the . dvisar System was 

sit up whi«.h was established to advise th'i Resident on local 

government- in the Netherlands East Indies, 

8061 773-A Radio adoress by SHIGEMITSU on 27 September, the occasion 

of the second anniversary of the Tri-Partite Pact, which states 

that the Axis Alliance remains unshaken, despite British and 

American maneuvers to induce the Badcglio regime to fresh acts 

of betrayal, and the Fact of Alliance shines forth illuminating 

the road to victory. 
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12195 Devveerd In October an army of volunteers for the defence of the home-

land was sot up to persuade the Indonesians to defend Java as 

part of the joint defence of Greater East Asia. 

On 8 October 'IOJO became temporarily also Commerce and Indus-

try Minister. 
5010 466 On 30 October a Pact of Alliance between so-called Republic 

of China and- Japanese was concluded. This effected non-validity 

of former treaty of 30 November 1940. 

12103 1347-A On 5 November TOJO gave an address at the Assembly of the 

12104 Greater S'.st Asiatic Nations in which he stated that a success-

ful conclusion of the war meant the completion of the construc-

tion of the new order. TOJO tT.en g^ve his views on the condi-

tions necessary for world peace and the ties which bound the 

nations of Greater East Asia together. While the nations of 

the Sphere mutually recognise their autonomy and independence 

there must be mutual trust and cooperation. 

12106 1344 un 5 November, at the time of the decision of the assembly 

12107 of the Greater East '.siatic Nations, TOJO was in favor of in-

12332 dependence and was supported by the Foreign Minister, The 

Supreme Command and others, however, were against it ?nd it was 

finally decided that the territories should be incorporated. 

The Japanese Army on the spot was dissatisfied with the deci-

sion but made no representations of their position. Soon after, 

12232 DeWeurd Sukarno who visited Japan i.ftor the Conference, requested TOJO 

to grant East Indies their independence. The meeting got no 

definite reply. Later, SHlGEi 1 i ;r supported a reauest for the 

independence of the East Indies, «.t the first War Supervision 

Conference it wis decided to moke a statement of independence. 

The -Wavy still maintained such strong opposition that the pro-

motion of independence was defe.-ved entirely so far as areas 

under the Navy's Administration were concerned. 
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1 The Cairo Conference was hald on 1 December. 

12178 Deweerd In Dacaubar an organization for tha training of the youth 

of Java was established. 

7876 773 On 11 December SHIGSJITSU made a radio speech in which he 

accused England and the United States of baing "forces of 

aggression" and having boen driven out of East Asia during the 

past two years by the "irresistible might of the Japanese army 

and navy." 

12138 DeWaerd By the end of 1943 it was stated by witness that all Occi-

dentals not born in the Netherlands East Indies had ieen in-

terned except people of 65 and over. All Occidental military 

personnel> some 45,000 man, were also interned. 

12283 De»/eard In 1944, although witness did not see the atrocities to 

1,200 Indonesians, he had learned of than from hundreds of 

reports and seen confessions by the Japanese chiefly respon-

sible for them. 

12213 Deufcerd During 1944, Japanese propaganda was increased and all ' 

sections of tha community were worked upon, using the slogan 

"Asia for the Asiatics" and an increase of tha campaign of 

hate against tha west. 

H367 1276 un 6 January KIDO discussed with his Chief Secretary measures 

Japan must take in the evant tha situation in Germany grows 

worse. Tha TOJO Cabinet, in their opinion, would not ba able 

to cope with the situation. A plan was envisaged for the 

settlement of the Pacific war by coming to an understanding 

with tha Allies which would not c 3 t jo drastic for Japan. 

In February TOJO bee.-...;; Chie*' of Army G?ner <1 Staff. 

On 19 Februaiy KAYA resign 3d and became Adviser to Finance 

Ministry. 

On 21 February SHL,i/:DA bxamv. ^iaj li :eneral Staff 

and Supreme War Co'mcillor« 
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122OS DeWeerd On 9 ̂ arch the "Putera" was officially dissolved and the 

corporation for communal services in Java, comprising all 

Asiatics, was installed. The organization was to enlist 

everyone in support of the military. The new organization 

abolished all others and anyone who attracted suspicion was 

tortured. 

On 22 -/larch DCHIHuiit. become Commander-in-Chief of 7th 

...rea Army in Malaya. 

8062 827 On 15 April Prima Minister TOJO made a speech at a meeting 

of j.±xed specialists' commission< convened in accordance with 

the provisions of the Tri-Partite Pact, in which he stated 

that although the allies were hammering tho .ocis powers in 

East and Western Europe, firm conviction of victory still re-

mains. Japan's solid camp has not even shown the slightest 

stir. Despite separation of western .and far eastern battle-

fields, close concert must be maintained between Axis powers 

and Japan must smash all plots to segregate Japan from other 

Axis nations. 

On 2 June H .TA became Field Marshal. 

4848 350 Witness Wang Shi Ziang stated in his affidavit that on 

4 July Japanese Kojo troops arrived in the village of Hiang 

Doong of the Shan District and subsequently indulged in arson, 

robbery, slaughter and other atrocities. 

11372 1277 On 17 July an unofficial Senior Statesman's Council was 

1278 held at HIR ilUMA's house to discuss the reorganization of the 

Cabinet. HIRQTA and Yonai declined to jcin the TOJO Cabinet 

(Yonai had been asked by 0101 .and SATO) and Wakatsuki stated 

that the present Cabinet had lost the sympathy of the public 

and the situation was serious. Decision: "to build a powerful 

national cabinet which will surge forward unswervingly." 
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On 18 JuDy KIDO reported the meeting of the 17th to the 

Emperor. TOJO informed KIDO that ha had decided on a resig-

nation of the Cabinet en bloc. 

On 18 July UMEZU became Amy Chief of Staff; OKA became 

Vice Navy Minister. 

At .an official meeting of the Senior Statesmen convened 

by KIDO, a long discussion centered round the reconciliation 

of differences between the Array and Navy. HIiiDTA proposed 

the Imperial Prince, HlkJNTJMA objected and insisted on a 

military man, so did KIDO. ffakatsuki several times suggested 

Ugald. but got no support, axe >pt from Konoye. HIiiDTA said 

the prosecution of the war was first and foremost and no one 

dissented. They recommended Terauchi, KOISO or HATA. On 

TOJO's advice the iiaperor selected KOISO. 

On 19 July Konoye suggested to KIDO the new Cabinet should 

be a coalition between KOISO ana Yonai; KIDO agreed to this 

proposal. 

On 20 July the Senior Statesmen met and KIDO explained the 

development regarding the coalition. KOISO and Yonai were 

ordered by the Emperor to form a Cabinet. 

Cn 22 July KOISO became trine Minister; SHIGEMITSU remained 

Foreign Minister and became Great East Asia Minister; TOJO, 

SUZUKI and HOSHINO lost Cabinet office. 

On 2 August SHIM ADA ceased to be Chief of Naval Oreneral 

Staff and became Supreme War Councillor. 

On 30 august KIMUnA became Commander-in-Chief, Burma Army. 

In September an order from the Chief of Staff of the 16th 

Army stated that based on KuISO's proclamation on granting ^ 

independence of the East Indies the Army would meet the 

situati n with certain stipulations. The interpretation of 
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12110 

12226 DeWeerd 
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independence and the time that it would come into operation 

were set forth. 

On 2 September the Minister concerned proposed that the 

policy in regard to the independence of the East Indies was 

to announce that the East Indies would be made independent 

in the future. The Navy's approval was reserved. The form 

and tine of independence would be determined separately. 

The measures to be taken in Java were then set forth. 

3703 277 On 5 September KOISO made a speech before the 35th Diet 

12215 DeWeerd Session, on the occasion of his appointment as Premier. 

On 7 September KOISO's promise that the East Indies would 

have independence, although it was not made clear what region, 

was announced in Javr., In this he said that the matter would 

be a link in the Co-Prosperity Sphere and contribute to the 

development of Greater East Asia under Japan's leadership. 

At the same tine the 16th ,irmy was instructed to advise the 

Vfer Ministry as to the areas to be declared independent and 

the time when it would be put into operation. 

On 7 September an order from the Military Administration 

stated that the policy was to promote racial consciousness 

and incite feeling against the United States and Great Britain 

Measures for independence would be left to the Army. 

Un 5 October ISJT0 became Chief of Staff to Tamashita, 

14th Area Army (Philippines). 

Discussion took place between 1£ENAMI and Tanaka on 19 

November, regarding the dissatisfaction in Mongolia - Tanaka 

asked MINIMI to become President of a Mongolian Society. 

MINIMI refused on grounds of his being a Privy Councillor. 

On 22 November HATA became Director-General of Military 

Education. 
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0O65 828-A A telegram was sent by SHIGEMITSU to Ribbentrop on 11 

December (contained in copy of Nippon Times of 12 December). 

This telegram stated the determination of Axis to fight for 

common idea of establishing new order. Japan has faith in 

Europe's salvation by Germany and Italy and is confident of 

victory of Japan in Far East, and as long as the Axis is 

xinited there is no doubt of successful outcome of the war. 

In December, S.i.10 became Deputy Chief of Staff, China 

Expeditionary Force. 

5026 439 At Shareholders Extraordinary General Meeting of Southern 

Manchurian Railway cn 20 January, it was decided to allot the 

Manchukuo Government 175,000,000 yen (in addition to 50,000,000 

yen of 2 January 1930) and issue 3,5<X 000 shares for thorn. 

8067 829—A 3HIGEMITSU made a speech at the 86th Diet Session on 21 

January, saying that the combination between Japan and her 

\llies was becoming firmer and firmer, and that it is their 

sacred mission to continue fighting to make clear and accom-

plish common war aim, of international justice in war of self-

oxistonce and self-defense, (This shows the tenacity in the 

realization of the aims of the conspiracy and the unity in 

aggressive war, despite fact that it was only three months 

prior to Germany's unconditional surrender.) 

7166 661 On 1 February "Measures towards French Indo-China to meet 

the sudden change in the situation" were decided at the Supreme 

War Leadership Council. 

'"!65 662 Telegram from Saigon, Ambassador Matsumoto to SHIGJLTTSB 

dated 3 March, referred to the ultimatum to be handed to the 

Governor-General of Indo-China, with a view to placing the 

whole of French Indo-China under the Japanese Army Control. 

On 5 March KIMUAA became General. 
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7177 663 Ambassador Matsumcto visited Governor-General of French 

Indo-China on 9 March, and requested strengthening of common 

defense of French Indo-China by France and Japan, in view of 

possibility of American landings. France rejected the proposal 

and so the Japanese therefore set about disarming French troops 

and using force. 

7183 664 Proclamations were issued by the Japanese on 10 March, 

relating to measures Japanese took to obtain control of 

military and .administration of French Indo-China. Orders 

were issued to civilians regarding behaviour, and the fact 

was impressed upon them that this "coup" was merely directed 

against the anti-Japanese Government and not the people as a 

whole. 

11385 1281 On 4 April KIDO reported In his diary that KOISO stated 

his intention to resign. KIDO suggested he postpone it until 

next day in order to give the Emperor time to consider and he 

agreed. 

54 USoIi denounced the Neutrality Pact on 5 April. 

11390 1282 KIDO stated in his diary of 5 April that KlISO teniered 

his resignation because Cabinet must be strengthened in view 

of war situation and it was to be .announced that night. KIDO 

first interviewed (among ethers) UHEZU, who stressed need of 

fighting it out to the bitter end, and need of a special 

cabinet for that purpose. He then called a Senior Statesmen's 

Conference. TOJO said there was now a section of opinion in 
1 

favour of accepting unconditional surrender and demanded a 

decision on that. HIRANUIIi said several times that Japan must 

fight to the bitter end, HIBQTA agreed and was hopeful of 

victory. No one expressed dissent openly. HIRANUMA wanted 

to recommend cabinet members as well as the Premier. He 
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finally suggested a4.ii.ral Suzuki Kantaro, President of the 

Privy Council, who spoke of being prepared to die fighting 

for the Etaparor ana country'. KIDO supported and he was 

recommended. TOJO suggested that if the army was ret snhisfiec 

it might "stand aloof" — to the general indignation, 

On 7 April Suzuki became Prime Minister; TOGO again became 

Foreign Minister, Greater East Asia Minister and Supreme War 

Councillor; ô T0_, Lt. General in command of the 37th Division 

in Indo-China ana (later) Siam; DOHIrLiKA became Chief In-

spector of Military Training ana again Supreme War Councillor; 

IT'iGAKI, General, Commander-in-Chief 7th Army (Malaya); HATA, 

Commander-in-Chief 2nd Army, 

On 9 April HliaUhMA again became President of the Privy 

Council. 

7193 665 On 11 April the Provisional Government of French Republic 

issued a warning to the Japanese Government concerning the 

treatment of French and Allied nationals in French 1 lao-China, 

any people who permit or perform injuries to nationals will 

be considered as war criminals. 

7179 663 On 15 May the Japanese troops in French Indo-China finished 

the "mopping up" and armed operations against French troops in 

French Indo-China, although in vie.v of activities of Viet Nam 

Party, Japanese were forced to employ considerable strength in 

cleaning this up until the surrender. 

12234 DeWeerd On 15 May Marshal Terauchi's Headquarters requested views 

on independence and on May 25 a meeting was called of all 

Chiefs of Staff at Singapore. Recognizing that the war was 

going against Japan, it was decided to allow Java to study 

preparations for independence, but the territory was narrowed 

do™ to Java as the naval territories were not represented at 

the Conference. 
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On 17 July there was a Decision of the Supreme War Plans 

Council No. 27 regarding the measures for the East Indies 

independence stating that preparations for independence 

should be hastened. The area to bo independent was the 

Netherlands East Indies ana the independence as a new nation 

would be proclaimed as soon as preparations were completed. 

In areas where prep .rations wore not complete, steps would 

be taken to transfer them by degrees to the jurisdiction of 

tho new nation. 

On 17 July, in the Data for Foreign Minister's explanation 

on measures for Netherlands East Indies independence, move-

ments widen had existed in the East Indies since the Dutch 

occupation had cooperated wholeheartedly with the Japanese 

in the expectation of realizing that independence. Tho 

Greater East Asia Joint Declaration was issued in November 

1943 and this clarified Japan's position with regard to the 

independence of each country in Greater East Asia, and Japan 

considered it proper to carry out the spirit of this declara-

tion. 

On 17 July tho Supreme War Direction Council decided to 

grant independence to the East Indies as soon as possible to 

comprise all Netherlands East Indies. 

The Potsdam Declaration was signed on 26 July. 

On 7 August, on orders from Tokyo, Terauchi set up a 

preparatory committee for independence. 

. USSR declared war on Japan on 8 August. 

On 9 August Terauchi received three leading nationalists 

and transmitted to them the contents of the Imperial Decree. 

Tho decree stated that Japan was setting up a committee to 

prepare for the independence of the Netherlands East Indies. 
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The day uf independence was to be decided by Japan end the 

Gov -rnment would bo installed first in the place where prepara-

tions wore complete and other areas would follow when they 

were ready. 

11323 1283 On 9 August KIDO recorded in his diary that Premier Suzuki 

informed him that the supreme War Guidance Council had de-

cided to accept the Potsdam Declaration with four reservations-

(1) preservation of the Imperial Dynasty; (2) Independent 

evacuation of troops; (3) handling in- our own country of 

persons responsible for the war; end (A) no guarantee occupa-

tion. 

3 The Japanese qualified acceptance of -10 August contained 

only the reservation with regard to the Saperor. 

4 The Allies replied on 11 August. 

5 Final Japanese acceptance was 14 August. 

12242 DoWeerd On 14 August 2 Committee was formed with representatives 

from the various areas and the first meeting was fixed for 

19 iiUgUSt. 

On 15 August they were secretly informed cf Japan's 

capitulation. Japan's defeat was kept secret until 21 August. 

On 17 -.ugust Frince Higashikuni became Prime Minister; 

SHIGELalTSU again became Foreign Minister, Greater East Asia 

Minister and Supreme War Councillor. 

On 25 August DGHULJiA became Commander-in-Chief 12th Area 

..my,, and again of Eastern District Army (japan), and Supreme 

War Councillor. 

6 The Instrument of Surrender was signed 2 September 

On 9 October Shidehara became Prime Minister. 

7 The Moscow Conference Agreement was signed 26 December. 
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AT-peiidix a._ 

The following'phases of the Prosecution Case are not fully dealt 

with in the Summa_y, oning to their general character. Oral testimony 

relating to there and other phases is only covered so far as it records 

a dated event. The following Exhibits are not referred to for the above 

-oason. There ai"; also a number of Exhibits mentioned in the Summary 

'iich bear upon phases in adlition to those in which they were introduc-

I. 1. "reaties; Exhibits 12 ~ 35* 

2. " oanese 'cnrtitution; "Record pp.517 - 68^. Exhibits 68-99, 

3. Prepâ . - Japanese opinion for war; Record pp. 807 - 1678. 

Exhibits 1 , ( Q f vhich only 135-8, 141, 148, 15.L, 155, 1&3 are 

mentioned in th- Summary), 182, 267, 

4. narcotics; Eecord pp. MX)?~kli22r i&J-l&k, 4993- Exhibits: 

17 , 345J 372-2',35,'all of which are mentioned in the Summary except 17, 

389. 401-4, ':-l6t 423(2), 429, 430-2, 434-5. 

5. Economic A-^-'ssj on in Chir i (including lianchuria); Record pp. 4999-

535c» Exhibits 43 6-471* 474, of which the following are omitted from the 

Summary, 441, A 7-8, 454A, 467 - 472, 474. 

6. Preparations f <-.„.• '.for: Record pp. 8182 - 9263. Exhibits 840-919, of 

nich the following are omitted from the Summary, 843-8, 854-5, 858-60, 

8 6, 869, 30-}08, 913-13. 

7. lass E 0 Offonc-es; (a) in China: Record pp. 2527-2708, 3353-

342 , 4455-4734: Exhibits 204-10, 213, 249 - 54, 306-347. 

(b) Elsc.here: Record pp. 5351-5847: Exhibits 472 , 473, 475 "6( col. Wild) 

Record pp. 11403-11528 (It. Col, Coates), II529-II65I (Brig. Blackburn), 

(c) All evidence given after December 10th, 1946. 

I. In addition the following Exhibits, dealing generally with other 

phase's, "Save b .en emitted or only incidentally mentioned: 174-6, 199-201, 

220, 221, 22;5, 247, 267, 275, 377, 339, 666, 668-70, 678-81, 683, 685, 

6 9 1 - 7 0 , 707-18, 722-30, 732-3, 735, 738-43, 750, 755, 763-5, 311, 813, 

815-24. 831, 835-0, 1029, 1104-6, 1249, 1253-5, 1265, 1342, 1351 

III. The following is a list of extracts (in order of date) from 
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"Eoreign Relations Series, United States anu Japan" (Exhibit 58), which 

relate to the negotiations in 1941, the break-down of which led to the 

Pacific War.- "Xhibits 1059, lo6o, 106lr 1070, 1071, 1074, 1077, 1078, 

1079, 1080, 10.. 1, IO83, IO85, 1037, 1091, 1092, 1245A (comparison of 1070 

and 1092), 1102, 1245b-I inclusive, 1215, 1245J, 1221, 1245k, 12J2, 

(124G, 1247» put in by Defence from pearl Harbour Report Exhibit 174). 

Affidavits and statements Exhibits* Hull llOo, pallantine 1245» Grow 1105 

ani 1224, Graigie 123 6, Byrnes 1233, Sargent 1231. 


